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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT

This report is an accoimt of the environment and present state of the
agricultural and forestry development of the island of St Helena in the
Atlantic Ocean.
Volume 1 contains a description of the present land use, prospects for
development (including land suitability assessment, irrigation potential,
economic prospects and the constraints to development), conclusions and
recommendations, a detailed bibliography and an appendix describing the
unusual history of the island.

Volume 2 describes the natural environment and socioeconomic structure of
the island, and discusses the crops, livestock and pasture, and forestry,
in relation to agronomic/husbandry methods, production economics, pests/
diseases amd their influences and control.

KEYWORDS

Climate, geology, hydrology, landform, soil classification, agriculture
(general), irrigated farming, land .use, livestock, fauna, forestry, crop
science, potato, fodder crop, vegetable, fruit, flax, lilybulb, vegetation,
sociology, Atlantic, St Helena.
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INTRODUCTION

PREFACE
This Land Resource Study of the island of St Helena details the
physical and socioeconomic environment and present state of agro-forestal
development.

It describes potential land use options, with guidelines

for land suitability assessment, summarises the major constraints to
agro-forestal development, identifies development priorities and suggests
a number of development proposals within the spheres of crop and livestock
production, forestry, manpower training and research.

The Land Resources Development Centre ( L R D C ) undertook the study in response
to a request in 1976 from the Governor of the Island, Sir Thomas Oates, CMG
OBE.

This request followed several investigations on the island by LRDC

staff: a forestry specialist, P ¥ T Henry, in 1975» the author of this
report, L C Brown, an agronomist, on a ^-jeax

secondment to the island*s

Agricultural and Forestry Department from 1974; an irrigation engineer,
B G Little, in 1975; and a soil scientist, J A Varley, in 1976. Each of
these visits has been reported previously but this Land Resource Study
integrates the work of the foux and draws on other relevant information to
provide as complete a study of the environment and its agro-forestal
development and potential as possible. The report was compiled in 1979-80
and some information and recommendations put forward may need to be modified
in the light of subsequent events.

CONTENT OF THE REPORT

The Study comprises two volumes. In addition, two Pro.ject Records are
available, containing data supporting the second volume of the Study.
Volume 1 contains a summary of recommendations for development (with
priorities for development),

a description of present land use, prospects

for development (including land suitability assessment in St Helena,
irrigation potential, economic prospects and the constraints to development),
and conclusions and recommendations. Voltmie 1 also includes a detailed

xi

bibliography and a short appendix describing the unusual history of the
island, some knowledge of which is essential when considering the future.

Volume 2 contains the environment and resource data.

It describes the

natural environment and socioeconomic structure of the island, and
discusses the crops, livestock and pasture, and forestry, in relation to
agronomy/husbandry methods, production economics, pests/diseases and their
influences and control, and the programme of trials conducted in recent
years.
The two supporting reports Pro.iect Record 59, Flora and fauna of St Helena
and Pro.iect Record 60, Hydrology and soil analysis data supplement
Volume 2. Earlier reports of the Project are asterisked (*) in the bibliography at the back of Volume 1.
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THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

LOCATION AND RELIEF
St Helena is one of the more remote Atlantic islands, situated in the
South Atlantic Ocean between latitudes 15°53»Sand 16°01' S and between
longitudes 5°38'W and 5°47»W.

The crest of the mid-Atlantic ridge is

approximately 800 km to the west and Ascension island, the nearest land,
1 260 km to the north—west.
Ponta

The nearest point on the African continent,

Albina in southern Angola, is approximately 1 900 km to the east.

South America is about 3 000 km to the west and Tristan da Cunha approximately 2 500 km to the south (see Text Map 1 in Volume l).

The island rises abruptly through approximately 4 400 m of water to
nearly 820 m above sea level, an overall height of about 5 220 m above
2
the ocean floor.
The total land area is approximately 121 km . The
island's greatest width between Sugar Loaf Hill and Long Range Point is
11.2 km and its greatest length is from South West Point to Saddle Point,
a distance of I7.4 km.

The axis of the island extends NE-SW, parallel to the island trend (see
Text Map 2), along which are aligned the major peaks, Diana's Peak (820 m ) ,
High Peak (798 m ) , the Hooper (69I m), the Barn (615 m), Flagstaff (688 m)
etc.

The coastline of precipitous cliffs (200-500 m high), the result of

considerable marine denudation, is dissected by deep narrow valleys that
radiate from the centre of the island increasing in size and depth towards
the coast.

Many of the valleys, or 'guts', are diy for much of the year;

most of them reach the sea at grade but a few have been truncated by the
inwardly eroding sea-cliffs and now emerge at the summits of cliffs 100
to 200 m above sea level.

Most of the landmass lies above 300 m although there are some flattish
areast The topography of the island is generally very rugged, showing the
effects of severe surface sheet and gully erosion.

Sharp changes of alti-

tude are common and it is possible to rise from sea level to over 700 m
in a little over 3.5 km.

The most striking topographical feature is the

erosional amphitheatre of Sandy Bay in the south west, separated from the
rest of the island by the

sickle-shaped central ridge.

1

Along the north-west or leeward side of the island the sea-cliffs commonly
rise from inclined rock "benches which at the landward side are about
3.3 m above mean sea level (a.m.s.l.).

Many of these benches are cut from

massive lava flows, while others are derived from coarse talus strongly
cemented together.

Around the windward side of the island the raised

bench has been destroyed by marine action in many places, but one magnificent stack, the Chimney, is preserved in the south, standing 35 ^ from
the present shore line with its base 2 m a.m.s.l.

The raised bench is

thought to have resulted from uniform uplift of the island, and the conseqxient
lowering of the sea level by about 5 ^ (Daly, 192?»

Baker, I968).

Below the sea, a graded shelf surrounds St Helena, ranging in width
from 1.3 to 3,0 km, the break-of-slope occurring near the 50 fathom line.
Only 5 k™ further out the water is 1 5OO fathoms (2 750 m) deep, the
slope decreasing slightly especially to the west.

The diameter of the

island at 2 300 fathoms (4 200 m) is about 85 km east-west and 75 km
north-south.

There is a smaller conical seamount 120 km W M of St Helena

and a slight bathymetric high EHE of that, about 80 km M

of the island.

CLIMATE

St Helena lies in the part of the South Atlantic Ocean which is influenced
by the cool Benguela Current.

The climate is dominated by the steady

south-east trade winds, the trade wind belt being notable for its atmospheric stability.

The rainfall is almost entirely orographic, the result

of the effect of local relief on microclimate, reaching over 1 200 mm per
annum in the highest parts of the island yet falling to less than 200 mm
in parts of the coastal perimeter.

Thunderstorms are extremely rare.

Rainfall peaks at two seasons in the year, the summer rains being less
persistent than the winter rains. Mists frequently accompany the winter
rains.

They roll down from the central highlands making the climate

temporarily damp and chilly.

Mean monthly temperatures at Jamestown on the coast range
between 20*'C and 24*'C and mean monthly humidity beti:een 62.5^
and 75^.

At elevations over 6OO m, temperatures are on average ó^C

lower than at Jamestown and relative humidity is about 20^ higher.

2

A detailed study of climatic conditions on St Helena was made in the Report
on the water resources of St Helena "by Sir William Halcrow and Partners
(1969).

This report incorporated data from previous reports lay Simansky

(1967) and Kitching (1954).

The principal meteorological station on the island between 1925
and 1976

was

at Hutt's Gate where comprehensive observations were made

several times a day.

This was replaced in 1977 ^7 ^ considerably more

advanced World Weather Watch station at Bottom Woods.

It must be pointed

out that one meteorological station can only give a limited picture of
climatic conditions since these vary considerably over the island as a
whole, particularly rainfall and evapotranspiration.

A limited amoixnt

of data is collected by the Public Works Department and the Agricultural
and Forestry Department at other sites.

At Jamestown observations of

rainfall and temperature are made, while at almost all of the other stations
in operation at the present time observations are confined to rainfall.

Before I925 meteorological observations had been carried out at Longwood
from 1840 to 1847 ^y "th-e Royal Artillery and by the Royal Engineers at Ladder Hill
from 1853 to 1862.

In I892 the Meteorological Council provided equipment

for a station which was set up at St Matthews Vicarage to be subsequently
replaced by the Hutts Gate station in I925.

Rainfall records have been kept sporadically at many sites on the island,'
the earliest ones appear to have been taken by Governor Beatson at
Plantation in I8II-I4 (Beatson, I8I6),

Rainfall

Rainfall data are given in Project Record 60 (Brown, 19Blc) which supplements
this Study*. At present the rain gauges at Plantation, the Briars, Jamestovm
and Hutfs Gate provide the longest continuous group of records.

The long-term (1910-79) mean annual rainfall at Plantation is 869 mm, at the Briars
529 mm, at Jamestown (1854-75 but not continuous) 204 nan, and at Hutts Gate (1925-9)f
835 mm. Halcrow (I969) reports a significant corrslation between the annual rainfall
at these four sites (correlation coefficient Plantation and Hutt»s Gate ±0.81,
Plantation and the Briars ±0.84, Plantation and Jamestown +0.61).
* Brown L C (I98I) Rainfall, hydrology and soil analysis data, St Helena.
Project Record 60. Land Resources Development Centre.
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There is considerable variation in the annual amount of rain falling at
any particular station.

The annual rainfall at Plantation during the

period 1910-79 ranged between a minimum

of 427 ™n in 1973 and a maximuHi

of 1 210 mm in I914.
At the Briars the highest recorded annual rainfall was 765 mm in 1914
and the lowest 254 mm in 1973 while at Longwood Field between 1952 and I977
the maximum was 860 mm in 1954 and the minimum approximately 315 ™n in 1973.

On further inspection of the annual figures there appear to be marked cyclical
fluctuations of wet and dry periods, for instance, mean annual rainfall from
1924 "to 1933 was below average each year whilst the period I963 to I968 was
consistently wetter than average (see Figure 1),
analysis reveals no repeating cyclical patterns.

However, time series
This random pattern of

wet and dry periods appears to have been a feature of St Helena's weather
for the last 3OO years.

Kitching (1937) records that since 1673 very severe

droughts have been recorded on 24 occasions, the last being in 1933»

During

the eighteenth century serious droughts are recorded for the periods

1712-4,

1720-4, 1735-9, 1747-52, 1770-2, 1779-80 and 1791-2.

The most recent drought

period occurred from I969 to 73»

In times of below annual rainfall there is a tendency for older
inhabitants to maintain that the annual rainfall has steadily decreased since
their youth.

Thus Beatson (I816) notes 'It is generally believed by the

oldest inhabitants of St Helena that the rain of late years has fallen in
less quantity than in former times•,

However, Beatson's rainfall records

(Project Record 60) indicate that the mean annual rainfall at Plantation in
the early nineteenth century was much the same as it is today.

Rainfall distribution over the island is indicated in Text Map 2.

In

view of the significant correlation between annual rainfall at the four
main sites (the Briars, Jamestown, Plantation and Hutt's Gate) short-term
means from these reference sites were compared with the long-term means in
order to provide adjustment factors to convert the more fragmentary data
from other sites to comparable means (see Table 47).

St Matthews Vicarage

was also used as a reference site to correlate the older data.

The ad-

justed means and reference site means are shown on Text Map 2 together with
tentative isohyets (vegetation changes were used to extend the isohyets into
areas where no rain guages were sited).

It can be seen that the orographic

pattern assembled from the available evidence is not entirely unifoim in
that relatively high altitude areas in the north-east (e.g. Flagstaff) and
4
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FIGURE 1

Annual rainfall at Plantation and the Briars shown as deviations
from the respective long term means, mm
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FIGURE 2
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Prepared by Land Resources Development Centre 1981
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TABLE 47 Mean annual rainfall records and means adjusted to correlate with
long-term means for reference sites

Altitude
m

Site

Mean
annual
rainfall

Years
recorded

mm

Reference
site mean
for
same
years

Adjusted
mean
annual
rainfall

mm

650

1971-5

699 P

774

803
688

1971-5

699 P

1971-5

699 P

957
822

664

1973-5

701 P

789

907
198
602

1961-75

840 P

933

1974-5

234 J

169

1 Longwood Field

550
30
500

1952-75

822 P

j Longwood Lawn

530

1961-75

839 P

590

550
948

631
566

1970-75

690 P

1 139

J Bamlsoo Grove

470

1 073

1974

962 P

j Thompson's Wood

540

1971+73

597 P

950
690

1973

428 P

310

1 Sunnyside

475
520

1 Farm Buildings
1 Harpers

450
540

Woodlands
Scotland
1 Sandy Bay Station

Hallams

South West Point

560

527
206

Rose Cottage

600

1 168

1954-61

824 P

1 222

j Oaktank:

530

1 157

1904-14

1 078 St M

1 086

j St Paul's Vicarage

605

853

1905,07-9

1 004 St M

863

j Willowdene

515

899

1912-3

809 St M

809

j Willowdene

1 046

j Mt Pleasant

515
580

j Farm Lodge

500

The Briars

280

915
508

j Jamestown (j)

10

1 098

Plantation (P)

540

204
852

Hutt's Gate

630
605

841
1 014

St Matthews (St M )

1.

1

5

1963
1896-9+1901!
1910-3

1 015 P
993 St M

1 122

1 041 St M

892

! 1939-75
1939-75

Reference

1939-75

sites

1939-75
1892-1924

864

(see text)

south-west (e.g. Man & Horse) have markedly lower mean annual rainfall than
areas of similar altitude in the centre of the island.
The rainfall is well distributed throughout the year (see Figure 2).

The

driest months are October, November and December whilst the wettest are March,
June and July. In general, rain falls every month at Plantation, Scotland,

^
as

Longwood and the Briars, and rainless months are rare even in Jamestown.

-^

The

variability of the monthly totals from year to year is high (standard deviations

|

and coefficients of variation at the major sites are given in Project Record 60j.
/
At the moister sites, Plantation, Hutts Gate and the Briars the most variable

^
to
W
a
g
^
>
^
o

month is April (CV 59-77^) and the least variable June, July and August
(CV 35-49%). At Jamestown, where the rainfall is much lower, the variability
is much higher (up to 117%) tii't is again least variable duxing the winter months
of June and July (50-55%).
Heavy rainstorms are unusual and the rainfall intensity is generally low.
At Hutt's Gate between I926 and 19^5 the highest 24-hour rainfall amounted
to 89» 1 mm, in July I964. This was exceptional and very high rainfall was

^^
-p

recorded at other stations on the island. Two recording raingauges have been
operated sporadically by the Agricultural and Forestry Department in recent
years. The hi^est hourly rate recorded up to 1977 occurred in May 1974 at

^

|

^
^

•••

-p

\

"g

? w

Woodlands when 10.7 mm fell in one hour of a storm which produced 76 mm in

^
•A

12 hours.

to

In 33 of the 40 years 1926-65, the annual maximum 24-hour rainfall at

\

g
^

Hutt»s Gate occurred between February and July. More extreme values were
In terms of
Plantation
between
I952 and I965 November was
recorded
in rain
Marchdays/month,
than in anyatother
month' of
the. year.
the driest month with an average and minimum of 10 and 2 rain days respectively
(Halcrow, I969). Between February and August rain fell on an average of 16-18
days each month. During the year there was an average of I78 rainy days,
i.e. nearly 505J. The ^wettest» and «driest» years during this period were
1954 and 1964 with 212 and I46 rainy days respectively.
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Temperature
In summer the mean daily maximum and minimum (January-February) at Jamestown,
on the coast, are 27''c and 21°C respectively and at Hutt»s Gate (630 mm) 20*'C
and 30 G, In winter (August-September) at Jamestown the mean daily maximum and
minimum are 22°C and 17°C and at Hutt's Gate 16°G and 12^0 (see Table 48).
The range between extreme temperatures is moderate - about 20°C at Jamestown
and 16°C at Hutt»s Gate,
6
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TABLE 48

y

HO

(D

•

• j

O

tJ-
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0

Temperatures (°C) at Jamestown (10 m) and Hutt's Gate (63O m) (derived from Halcrow, I969)

Jamestown
Extreme

Month

Hutt's Gate

Mean
Daily 1 Daily
max.
min.

Highest

Lowest

January

32

February

32

17
19
19
17
16
16
14
15
14
16

27
27
28

17
16

23
24

17
17
17
18
18
19

14

24

19

March
April
May
June
July
1 August
1 September
1 October

33
34
28

1 November
1 December

27
26
26
26
26
27
28

1 Year

34

1

c4-

1

27
24
23
22
22
22
23

j

Mean

Extreme
1 Average

21

23

25

'

14

21

24

24

1

14

22

24

21

24
22
21
20
20
20
21

19
18

j

16

18

21 1

16

18

17
16

18

20

:

25
26

14

21

14
12

22

23
23
22
20
21
24
24
22

20
19
18

22

26

1 ^^

'

11

17
18

15
14
13
12
12
12
13
14

10

18

14

12
10
11
10
11
11

1

Daily Average 1
min.

Daily
max.

Lowest

Highest

j

17
16
16
16

1
18
1
17
16
14
14
14
14
^5
16
16

Wind

Wind speed and direction were recorded at Hutt's Gate between 1925 a-nd 1977»
Both vary seasonally within very narrow limits.
calmest months with a mean

May and June are the

speed of 11 knots (489 km/day).

The highest

wind movement occurs in September and October when the mean speed rises to
16.5 knots (734 km/day).
South-east winds prevail throughout the year.

The percentage of obser-

vations recording wind direction ranges from a minimum of 65^ in March to
a maximum of 77^ in December with a mean of 71^ for the year.

Wind from

due south ranges from 11^ in December to 2.&fo in November with a mean of
215^ for the year (Halcrow, I969).

Monthly wind directions and mean velocities are given in Table 49 and
illustrated in Figure 3.

The Hutt's Gate station was situated on an exposed ridge.

The north-east

part of the island is more sheltered and observed wind speeds will be somewhat abated compared with those at Hutt's Gate ,

However, there are some

saddle areas, such as French's Gut, where wind velocity may be higher.

Humidity
Records of relative humidity, observed twice a day, are available for
Jamestown and Hutt's Gate.

Again, the mean monthly relative humidity

covers a narrow range, varying from 61^ to "J&fo at Jamestown and from 775^ "to
94^ at Hutt's Gate.

The higher humidity at Hutt's Gate results from the

greater cloud cover at this altitude.

Cloud cover

At Hutt's Gate (63O m) the cloud cover is heavy throiighout the year within
a mean monthly range of 835^ to 955^»

At Jamestown (at sea level) there is

a marked seasonal variation in cover: a minimum of 465^ in November, rising
to a maximum of 74^ i^i July.
Frequent low cloud or mist is a characteristic of the higher interior of the
island and at times these mists extend down to sea level.

As a result, evapo

transpiration is reduced and mist interception adds to precipitation
significantly in areas under tree cover.
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TABLE 49 Wind speed and direction, Hutt's Gate (derived from Halcrow, T9^9)
Percentage of observations from
Month

N

E

NE

SE

S

SW

W

NW

Calm

0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean 0700 h Noon Mean
Jan

13

11

12

Feb

13

11

12

Mar

13

10

11.5

Apr

13

11

12

May

11

11

11

Jun

11

11

11

Jul

12.5

2

~
2
2

1

<1

1
-

<1

<1

13

12

Aug

15

16

15.5

Sep

17

16

16.5

Oct

18

15

16.5

Nov

16

13

14.5

Dec

15

13

14

2

1

3

14

13

13

<1

<1

<1

•

Year

3

<1

79

74

76

19

21

20

6

72
63

74

73

25

16

20

67

65

35

16

7

<1

<1

6

2

1

2

11

3
12

2

1

4

9

6

2

7

_
-

74
63
62

73

73

20

68

25
32

16

73

14

23

76

69

32

10

21

74

76

75

19

13

16

22

22

-

2

15

72

63

67

3

3

3

75

67

71

22

27

25

5

2

74

70

72

26

25

25

2

4

3

69

71

70

27

25

26

5

4

2

11

6

83

71

77

11

11

11

<1

1

<1

2

8

5

72

71

71

25

18

21

<1

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

2
-

-

-

1
2

1

3
2

2

2

1

3

2

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

'•'

* 1 knot = 44.48 km/day = O.5I ra/s

-

2

5

-

_

23

1

-

25

4
10

2

<1

3

<1

<1

2

5
10
12

-

<1

_

Pressure
Atmospheric pressure has been observed at Hutt's Gate and Jamestovm; mean
annual values are 944.3 millibars (mb) and 1 016.8 mb respectively.
There is little variation in the mean monthly values.

Evapotranspiration
No records of evaporation are available.

Potential evapotranspiration

has been computed using the Penman formula
Jamestown and Hutt's Gate.

by Halcrow (I969) for

The monthly estimates are given in Table 50 and

plotted in Figure 4.

TABLE 50

Potential evapotranspiration calculated by means of the Penman
formula (derived from Halcrow, 19^9» assumed reflection
co-efficient r = 0.2), mm

J

Site
Hutt's Gate
Jamestown

F

1

A

M

J

J

A

S

0

N

D Total

813
55 68 59 65 74 72
190 185 182 170 122 106 106 123 152 172 181 194 1 883
78 78

84

65

57

58

The potential evapotranspiration at Jamestown amounts to about 860^ of
the mean annual rainfall.
only about 95^«

At Hutt's Gate the corresponding figure is

On ^ monthly basis ,however, there is a water deficit

at Hutt's Gate between October and January inclusive.
remaining

8

During the

months of the year rainfall equals or exceeds the computed

potential evapotranspiration at this site.

Comparing the monthly rainfall figures for Longwood Field (the largest
area of arable land on the island) with the estimated monthly evapotranspiration for Hutt's Gate there are only 3 months (May, June and July) when
rainfall equals or exceeds the figure for potential evapotranspiration.
In fact, the potential evapotranspiration for Longwood is almost certainly
higher than at Hutt's Gate because of the reduced cloud cover.
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GEOLOGY

Three significant accoimts of the geology of St Helena were published
in the

19th

century.

Charles Darwin visited the island during the

homeward voyage of the Beagle in I836.

He spent 4 days on the island and

established a succession of basal submarine lavas, basaltic series (lavas
and pyroclastics), feldspathic series (lavas) and late phonolitic intrusives.

He believed that the hollow of Sandy Bay represented the original

explosion crater of a single volcano (Darwin, 1844).

A remarkably accurate account of the geology is given by J R Oliver (I869),
a Captain in the Artillery.

He recognised that a number of irregularities

in the topography were erosional features and were not the results of
'upheaval' a popular mechanism invoked at that time.

He

proposed that the Barn and the King and Queen Rocks in the north-east
possibly represented an earlier volcano than the main mass of the island.
Mellis (1875) however accepted the theory of a single volcano with its
crater in Sandy Bay.

The existence of two volcanoes both fed by fissures was established by Daly
(1927): the older, smaller one in the north east and the major one centred
in Sandy Bay.

Daly also showed the amphitheatre of Sandy Bay to be the

result of erosion not explosion.

The most recent and detailed account of the geology of St Helena was
published by Baker in I968.

According to Baker the volcanic history is

as follows (see also Separate Map I):
'The island was formed by the coalescence of two broad basaltic shield
volcanoes which were active from I5 to 7 million years ago.

A smaller,

older very highly eroded mass in the north-east is in part buried by
the major eroded south-western shield centred in Sandy Bay.

The

lavas and interbedded pyroclastics forming the bulk of both shields
were erupted dominantly through fissures preserved as dyke'swarms in
the deeply eroded centres of the volcanoes.

A third, late, eruptive

centre, believed to be in the area of the Peaks (Diana's Peak and
Mt Actaeon), poured out thick sequences of basaltic and later intermediate lavas to flood the highly eroded parts of both shields, esspecially in the east of the island between Turk's Cap and Sharks
Valley.»
Also in the east of the island, in the Stone Tops area, Baker established a complicated sequence for younger locè.1 (intrusive and extrusive) activity,
11

* Finally the south western volcano was intruded \)j a large number
of highly alkaline dykes and individual parasitic bodies much later
than the constructive phases of the shield as a whole. The late
individual parasitic intrusives(and a number of earlier isolated
intrusives) are frequently controlled by small scale arcuate
fractures*.
The volcanic products belong to the alkali olivine basalt-trachytephonolite assemblage.

Chemically and petrographically the rocks exhibit

regular variations from ankaramites to phonolites; these variations are
interpreted by Baker as the result of differentiation of a parental, weakly
nepheline, normative (approximately 45^) basaltic magma.

Late stage differen-

tiates are markedly undersaturated, containing up to ^6fo normative and nearly
15^ modal nepheline.

Since major volcanic activity ceased, large areas of the island have been
extensively altered, producing brightly coloured, clay-rich materials, often
very difficult to identify and correlate; much of the high ground, inside the
coastal rim, is affected.

While much of this alteration can be explained by

weathering, hydrothermal activity which must have been locally very severe»
may be another cause.

The Worth-eastern Volcano

The oldest rocks of the Worth-eastern Volcano are breccias of probable submarine origin whose structure is largely obscured by intense dyke SMITHS.
The breccias are overlain by the thick shield-foiroing mass of basaltic flows
and pyroclastics of sub-aerial origin.

Between the basal breccias and the

shield-forming extrusives is a loosely defined transition zone also probably
sub-aerial in origin of scoria, fragmental material and boulder beds of
distinctively different origin to the basal breccias.

The overwhelming impression given by the basal rocks of the north-eastern
volcano is that of a chaos of innumerable dykes (not pictured on Separate
Map 1).

The greatest concentration and regularity occurs in the Knotty

Ridge area where parallel north-south lineations are dominant.
of dykes decreases with increasing elevation.

The number

The bulk of the shield-

forming rocks were extruded from the fissure system in the Knotty Ridge
area and parasitic activity is markedly subordinate.

The volcano 'when

complete would have formed a relatively steep-sided shield with a maximum
diameter of about 9 km and a maximum elevation of between 1 200 and 1 3OO m
-• .

.
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a.m.s.l.

The shield was only moderately eroded "before partial "burial of

the western and southern flanks beneath the south-western volcano.
small erosional "window" is exposed in the Jamestown valley

One

(see Separate

Map 1).
Parasitic cinder cones are rare in the north-eastern volcano. Most of the
cones consist of well bedded,coarse scoria with larger fragments and frequently striated bombs (up to 1 m) usually concentrated in distinct horizons.

The South-western Volcano
The South-western "Volcano is divided by Baker into the following strati—
grp-phic groups (-u- denotes marked unconformity):

Late intrusive activity
— - U - - - U

—

- - U -

Eastern flank activity
- U - - - U - - - U -

Intermediate flows
- U - - - U - - - U -

Upper Shield
Basaltic flows
- U - - - U - - - U -

Main Shield

Lower Shield
The Lower Shield

Early products of rhythmic volcanism forming the Lower

Shield of the South-western Volcano are exposed in the deeply dissected
areas of Sandy Bay and the south-west (s^e Separate Map 1).

Because of

widespread detrital cover, alteration and difficulties of access, rocks
forming these areas were formerly believed to be almost entirely pyro- '
clastic (Daly, I927).

Baker, however, revealed that the succession is

represented by four groups of lava flows alternating with four groups of
pyroclastics, individual groups beting up to 3OO m thick.

The complete

succession in the Lower Shield is given below and the distribution of the
groups in Separate Map 1.
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Devils Cap Fyroclastics
Devils Hole Brecci
Upper Flows (Fairyland pyroclastics)

Upper Fyroclastics

White Rock Series

Lower Flows
Lower Fyroclastics

Upper basalts

Man 0' War Flows

Lower porphyritic thick flows

Sandy Bay Series

Very variable,pyroclastics and some flows

Horse's Head Flows

Porphyritic thick basalts
Scoriaceous flows

The Main Shield

The bulk of the Main Shield is made up of "basaltic and

trachybasaltic lavas from extrusive centres dominantly in Sandy Bay.

The

series may be divided into a number of groups visible in cliff sections but
impossible to map as specific units.

Pyroclastic activity is markedly

subordinate in terms of volume, but many of the parasitic scoria cones are
exposed.

The top of the Lower Shield was eroded prior to deposition of a finegrained yellow crystal-tuff which marks the junction between the lower
and main shields.

The early flows of the main shield are thin vesicular,

scoriaceous basalts, overstepping the irregularly mantled surface.
are interbedded with fine to medium grained pyroclastic horizons.

These
The

flows pass rapidly upwards into a series of highly porphyritic pyroxene-olivine
basalts, often more than 5 ro thick.

These flows (mostly basalts and trachy-

basalts) are very variable petrographically and show most of the flow structures exhibited by the flows of the north-eastern shield.

There are also

several thick trachyandesite flows exposed within the main shield succession.

Linear dyke swarms are exposed in the central area of the Main Shield.
Dykes exposed in the flanks may be considered relatively younger than the
dominant Sandy Bay swarms and for these "later" dykes an overall weak radial
pattern is discernible.

Here St Helena differs from Tristan da Cunha and
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Gough Islands where radial dyke swarms are obvious and there is no evidence
of pronounced linear swarms.

There appears to be a complete absence of

dykes in "the north-west, north and north-east of the Main Shie^ld.
Large numbeis of scoria cones were built up on the flanks of the Southwestern Volcano during growth of the Main Shield.

They range in size from

small, fine-grained, yellow tuff cones to very large red- purple, coarse
scoria cones, originally over 300 m high.

A number of the parasitic cones

are associated with alkaline intrusions, and a few have extruded intermediate
flows.

In almost all cases the intrusions and flows are very significantly

younger than the cones with which they are associated.

Baker estimates that the South-western Volcano probably attained a height
of approximately 1 4OO m a.s.l. at the end of the formation of the Main
Shield.

The Worth-western Volcano, although already eroded from a com-

parable height, may still have risen nearly 1 000 ra a.s.l, at this time.
A period of prolonged erosion then followed cessation of activity in the
south-west.

The most highly eroded area was in the north-east and east

of the island where a broad depression was carved into the flanks of the
two shields in the araa of their overlap.

Minor sub-radiate valleys were

also eroded but to a lesser extent than their present day eq.uivalents.

The Upper Shield

Activity subsequently recommenced at a third minor

centre,apparently in the region of the Peaks, and lava then infilled the
erosional depression and other smaller valleys forming the Upper Shield,
These late flows may be divided into two groups, an older thick sequence
of basaltic lavas and a younger group of intennediate (trachyandesitic)
lavas (the feldspathic lavas of Darwin).

The two groups are separated

by another marked erosional surface.

The Eastern Flank Flows

Three groups of flows of local development later

than the intermediate flows of the Upper Shield are exposed in the BencoolenStone Tops area (see Separate Map I).

The two Stone Tops are the eroded

remnants of two multiple trachytic flow domes whilst Bencoolen and
Boxwood Hill are formed by very distinctive trachyandesitic flows fed
through a single fissure.

On the south-west side of Boxwood Hill the

trachyandesite is completely altered and displays honeycomb weathering, the
only example seen on the island.
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Late alkaline intrusions

After major activity ceased the shield was

intruded by a number of highly alkaline dykes and parasitic bodies.

Two

intermediate flows emanating from older paranitic scoria cones (the Saddle
and High Knoll) are also believed to belong to this major intrusive episode.

The major development of the later alkaline dykes is in Sandy Bay and shows
close correlation with the maximum concentration of earlier basaltic feeder
dykes.

There are three major dykes which form prominent lines of grey

crags and scree across the multicoloured basaltic products of the Lower
Shield.

The dykes extend for nearly 7 km but are never continuous for

more than 8OO-I 000 m.

They are frequently arranged en echelon and

locally related to thick (approximately 100 m) horizontal sill-like extensions (e.g. White Rocks).

The pipes of Lot (phonolitic-trachyte) and

Speery Island and possibly Sheep Knoll, lying along two of these dykes, and
the local extensions (vertical not sill-like) of the Asses Ears and Lot's
Wife may have actually broken the surface.

The alkaline intrusions in Thompson's Valley (Rush Knoll), 100 m north
of Sheep Knoll and 5OO m east of White Hill are of uncertain origin.

A number of trachyandesite dykes and flows are exposed south and east of
White Hill while two thick (total 125 '^) trachybasaltic flows form the
summit of Sandy Bay Barn.

These are said by Baker to be even later than

the late alkaline intrusive phase suggesting too that they are younger than
the Eastern Flank Flows.

Geochronology

Rock samples from St Helena were dated by the potassium/argon method (Baker,
Gale and Simons, I967).

The oldest sub-aerial products of the north-

eastern volcano were extruded about I5 million years ago.

Specimens from

the top of the north-eastern shield date from about 11-|- million years.
There appears to have been a relatively abrupt shift in the centre of
activity after build-up of the north-eastern shield as specimens from the
lowest levels of the south-west shield also date from approximately 11-|million years ago.
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The radiometric ages establish that the south-western shield was built up
in something like 3 million years.

The bulk of the shield-forming extru-

sives date from 10.1 to 11.3 million years whilst the upper shield flows,
which form less than a quarter of the volume of the volcano, appear to be
markedly later (8.5 - 9.6 million years).
The highly alkaline intrusives (volumetrically less than 5/^ of "the total
volcanic products) belong to a group significantly younger than the shield
as a whole; the average age is approximately ^.6

million years.

The age/volume relationships demonstrate a slowing down in activity throughout the formation of the main volcano.

The total sub-aerial active life of

the island is a minimum of 7*5 million years.

Composition
Virtually all of the exposed rocks of the north-eastern volcano are
basaltic or trachybasaltic; the other types constitute less than O.^fo
by volume.

Towards the top of the shield there is a decrease in the amount

of porphyrytic basalt and an increase in the amounts of trachybasalts.
late parasitic intrusions are also trachybasaltic.

Two

Extrusives of the

youngest highly scoriaceous group are now extensively altered but consist
of basalts and/or trachybasalts.

Rocks of the lower shield of the south-western volcano are dominantly
basaltic with ankaramites abundant at low levels; individual groups of flows
may have ankaramites at the bottom, progressively less crystal-rich types
upwards, and even trachybasalts at the top.

Inteimediate rocks are not

uncommon in the higher levels of the Lower Shield and trachytes occur in
the youngest deposits.

The Main Shield is composed dominantly of basaltic and trachybasaltic rocks
and several thick voluminous trachyandesites.

Ankaramites are very uncommon,

although porphyritic basalts occur throughout the sequence, most commonly
at lower levels.

The early flows of the Upper Shield were basaltic and these were followed
Dy a group of thick trachyandesites.

The youngest trachyandesites were

extremely voluminous: the wide lateral extent and almost perfectly horizontal
"tops to all the flows of the Upper Shield reflect their extreme fluidity.
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Compositionally the highly alkaline dykes and parasitic intrusions of the
central and flank regions of the South-west Volcano exhibit a progressive
variation outwards from a central area (around and north-east of Man o' War
Roost).

In the central areas the intrusives are phonolites and outwards

Tsecome decreasingly alkaline passing through phonolitic-trachytes and trachytes.

Taking the island as a whole. Baker estimates "basalts to make up 75-85^ of "the
total volume, trachy"basalts 20-10^^, trachyandesites 4^ and trachytes plus phonolites ^'fo.

In terms of area, however, basalt accounts for 83 ^, trachybasalts

2.3^, trachyandesites 13.3^ and trachytes 1.4^.

Secondary mineralisation

The basal breccias of the Worth-eastern Volcano are pervaded by calcite
occurring as veins and vesicle infillings.

The carbonate has been extensively

taken into solution and reprecipitated as cement for detrital deposits or as
travertine in stream beds.

The minerals are colourless or white, but varying

amounts of iron are responsible for colour-banded varieties.

Zeolites and carbonates occur abundantly in Sandy Bay up to elevations of
approximately 5OO m.

Zeolites are also found, but to a lesser extent, in

other areas, especially associated with the country rocks around late,highly
alkaline intrusions.

The area of weak zeolisation in James Valley is,

however, unrelated to exposed intrusive activity.

Gypsum occurs in several localities in the east of the island and in Broad
Gut but is not common.

The mineral occurs in intensively altered areas

(often of pyroclastics) with restricted drainage and subject to infrequent
rainfall.

Manganese ores, probably of hydrothermal origin, occur in the east of the
island. Anastomosing

flat-lying veins and stringers locally totalling 1 m in

thickness, are associated with the highly altered bases of the top of the
three trachyandesites of the Upper Shield.
as psilomelane and analysed by Hirst (1951)•

This material was identified
In several localities 'wad'

has been deposited in stream valleys below the outcrops. Empty vesicles in
basalts elsewhere on the island may be coated by a thin sheen of black or
black-brown material believed to be mangiferous.
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Goethite-hematite nodules (0.5-3 cm) occur on Longwood and Deadwood Plains,
and sporadically elsewhere.

At one locality on Longwood Plain, a crust

{4-10 cm) of comparable composition occurs.

The material appears to have been

concentrated during the weathering of the late trachyandesites.

Phosphatic deposits

covering a large area of Prosperous Bay Plain, locally

to depths of more than 1 m, were interpreted "by Daly
an ancient "bird rookery.

(1927) as representing

Chemical analysis gives a total P^ Oj. content of

20-25^ and a citric acid soluble P2O5 content of 0.4-0,6^.

In areas believed to be largely hydrothermally altered, veins and bulbous
pods of halloysite occur.

The material varies considerably in its appear

ranee - massive or finely banded with colours ranging from black to white.
Minor alteration producing halloysite occixrs extensively throughout the island,
but the intensively altered patches are restricted to certain areas.

There

is no apparent correlation between this type of alteration and parasitic
activity.

Data from wells demonstrate that alteration extends to depths in

excess of 25 m.

Locally, at the surface, sharp divisions are developed

adjacent to relatively fresh material - the halloysite is unlikely to have
originated wholly by weathering.

Calcareous sand deposits

Along the southern and parts of the north-eastern coasts of the island
patches up to 10 m thick of dune bedded, wind-blown calcareotxs sand occur.
The deposits have been largely eroded, and consist of well sorted, coarse
(1.0-1.5 mm), moderately well cemented calcareous material with a small
percentage of rock fragments.

The sands occur up to elevations of 425 m

a.m.s.l, in the north-east and 200 m a.m.s.l. in the south.
sand beaches occur on the island at the present time.

Wo calcareous

More commonly, the

present day beaches are of rounded boulders although a few contain small
areas of coarse black volcanic sand.

Examination of the fauna of the calcareous sand (Baker, I968) suggests
that the assemblage was from warm shallow water, probably sub-tropical or
"tropical.

No species give a definite date; the whole assemblage could be

Miocene to Recent.
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The calcereous sands must have originally formed an extensive beach along
the southern coast with smaller pockets in the north-eastern bays.

The

winds necessary to shift such large amounts of coarse material up to altitudes of 200-450ramust have been extremely powerful.

Chemical analysis of the sand gives a content of approximately 70% calcium
carbonate.

HYDROLOGY
Studies on the water resources of St Helena have been made by Kitching (l954)»
Simansky

(196?) and by Sir William Halcrow and Partners (1969)«

is the most comprehensive report.

The latter

In 1973 a private investigation was

carried out by Dennis which considerably clarified the relationship between
rainfall and streamflow.

Many of his observations are included in the

following account and Text Map 3 is derived from Dennis' hydrologie sketch
map.

Groundwater

The deep narrow valleys or 'guts' of St Helena were cut in the late Pliocene
and/or Pleistocene when rainfall on the island was very much heavier than in
recent times.

During and shortly after their erosion, and consequent over-

steepening of their sides, the guts were partly filled vrith rock falls and
landslide material.

Scars left by large slump blocks can still be seen in

many of the guts.

Post volcanic uplift is indicated by brecciation, slickensiding and faulting
of rocks on many parts of the island.

This shattering greatly increased

the permeability of the rocks but this initial permeability has been
reduced by very deep weathering.

Visual observations indicate that soil and rocks at the surface generally
absorb water rapidly and in large quantities.

However, when very dry the

soils and surface materials repel wetting and surface runoff occurs for
short distances, and for short periods of time even on permeable materials
such as the aeolian sand on the leeward side of Flagstaff.
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The highly absorbent character of the rocks of the island is largely
responsible for the permanent water supply.

Much of the rain that falls

as gentle showers is evaporated back into the atmosphere from vegetation and
rock surfaces within a few hours after rainfall. A little water from the
gentle showers and more from the heavier rains sinks into the ground to replenish the soil moisture.

Finally, water seeping downwards after the soil

moisture is replenished finds its way to the zone of saturated rock materials
to augment the groundwater.

Rains heavy enough to cause direct rimoff occur

in most years.

The layers of volcanic rock (interbedded lava flows and pyroclastics) making
up the island are rarely continuous for more than a hundred metres or so
and thus aquifers extending from the mountain top to the ocean are unlikely.
Observed bedrock aquifers are fractured flows and permeable breccias.
Weathered tuff beds, often red in colour, form most of the impermeable layers
below the aquifers.

Thus lines of springs and seeps often issue from

fractured flows and breccias above tuff beds.

Springs issuing from the

bedrock were called 'bedrock springs' by Dennis (1973).

(it is not known

whether lava caves and tunnels or other large openings are present and, if
present, whether they play a significant role in the movement of groundwater.)

The rockfall and landslide material partly filling the guts and valleys was
permeable when formed, but much of it now is weathered to heavy clay.
Water, travelling slowly down the guts through this debris, is often brought
to the surface at bedrock narrows, cross-cutting dykes and other barriers.
Dennis (1973) called such springs 'gut springs'.

Some springs are in one way or another intermediate between bedrock springs
and gut springs. For example, many gut springs are fed by groundwater from
bedrock aquifers in the bottom of guts beneath the alluvium.

Some bedrock

springs issue from slumped blocks that differ from the alluvium in the guts
only in their large size.

The groundwater that feeds both bedrock and gut springs is recharged chiefly
on the high ridges especially in the central part of the island.

Recharge

may also occur from flowing streams produced by direct runoff from heavy
rains, when they occur.
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Flow of springs and guts
The demand for water for domestic use is met entirely by abstractions from
streams and springs.

In periods of dry weather virtually the whole of the

flow is taken in pipes from springs at the head of the eastern valleys
(Fishers, Sharks and Deep Valley) and from springs in James Valley.
During periods of drought offtake from these sources falls short of demand
yet a substantial amount of water flowing in the five main guts (Sharks,
Sandy Bay, Fishers, Bevins and Deep Vallej^ from springs issuing at lower
altitudes, remains unutilised.
driest periods 680 to 9IO m

Dennis (1973) estimated that even in the

per day is lost to the ocean.

No boreholes

and no wells exist at present.

Flow measurements of springs and streams are limited.
at various times for comparatively short periods.

These have been taken

The available data are

collected in Appendix 2 and the flow measurement sites shown on Text Map 3«
Dennis (1973) describes the flow in guts and valleys as perennial (year
round flow), intermittent (no flow in the dry season) and ephemeral (flowing
only dirring the peak rainy seasons).

James Valley

James Valley ranks with Sandy Bay and Sharks Valley in having

a large perennial flow of water.

Chubb's Spring (see Text Map 3) is a

large bedrock spring area extending downstream for 200 metres or more from
the Briar's Valley branch junction (Drummonds Point).

Mosquito Cottage bed-

rock spring is the largest contributor of water in Briar's Valley.

Hunt's

Gut is dry but Rural Retreat Gut is fed by bedrock springs under the high
peaks.

The south tributary of James Valley also divides into dry Lemon

Tree Gut and perennial Francis Plain
is the chief source of water

Gut and Bates Branch.

Oakbank "well"

at Bishop's Bridge and Rose Bower branch is

fed by bedrock springs in the bottom of the gut and from a large slumpblock spring on the north side of the gut.

Ruperts Valley

Some flow in the stream channel near the mouth of Ruperts

Valley is reported to occur nearly every year but most of the year there is
no flow.

That underflow occurs in at least part of the main valley is

shown by the surface appearance of three gut springs.

The water from all

three is brackish.

The upper part of Ruperts Valley is called Sane Valley.

It has no perennial

water except for a short distance below Bonaparte's Tomb spring where the
water is fresh.
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The drainage basins of Ruperts Valley and James Valley are comparable
in size and elevation but questions arise as to why Ruperts Valley is
much drier than James Valley (and why the water in Ruperts Valley is salty
The Halcrow report {^96^)

while that in James Valley is fresh).

suggested

that groundwater is recharged in Ruperts Valley and discharged in James
Valley, but the dip of the lava flows assumed in this report are incorrect
(too shallow) and thus this explanation is suspect:

on the other hand

precipitation in the Devil's Punch Bowl area appears to be much less than
that at the head of the James Valley tributaries and this is more likely to
be the chief cause of the difference in runoff from the two drainage basins.

Other valleys on the leeward side of the island

Banks Valley north-east of

Ruperts, Breakneck Valley and Youngs Valley south-west of Jam^ Valley are
intermittent or ephemeral (see Text Map 3) and have no permanent springs
in their drainage basins.

Friars Valley and its eastern tributary, Hermitage Gut, are intermittent
and have no permanent springs.

The western tributar^^ Spring Gut,is also

intermittent but contains two permanent gut springs.

Lemon Valley and its eastern tributary Bevin's Gut are perennial below the
large gut spring in Bevins.

The upper part of Lemon Valley has one or

more permanent springs and its eastern tributary.

Broad Bottom Gut contains

several permanent springs in its headwater.

Swanley Valley has a very small but permanent stream in its lower reach and
several permanent springs in its drainage basin.

The south-western end of the island is very dry and only Manati Bay receives
water

(brackish) from a small perennial stream.

Even the two Water Guts

(one a tributary of Old Woman's Valley and the other a tributary of Thompson's
Valley) contain only intermittent streams.

The Blue Hill spring is the only

permanent spring in Old Woman's Valley.

Valleys on the windward side

On the windward side of the island, Sandy Bay

is the largest catchment, but its two tributaries from the west are intermittent.

Only Wranghams and Rockwater Guts carry permanent streams. In

the lower part of the valley the water is brackish in the dry season.
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Powell's Gut carries a very small but permanent stream.

Deep Valley has a significant permanent stream, the flow coming largely
from bedrock springs in the bottom of the north tributary upstream from
the main road.
Sharks Valley contains the largest perennial flow on the island; estimated
at 390-490 m /day by Dennis during the very dry year of 1973 and 735 ^ /fiay
in February 19^9 (Halcrow, 19^9) which was also a dry period,

(james

Valley would carry an approximately equal flow if the water was not diverted
for use in Jamestown and on small farms).

The source of water is a large

bedrock spring issuing from the north side of the valley at an elevation of
about 300 m.

Though the water tastes fresh its conductivity is rather high

at about a 1 000 mmhos/cm (Brown, 1975» 1976).

Of the two tributaries to

Sharks Valley, Pleasant Valley carries a permanent stream in wet years.
Warrens Gut carries permanent water from a spring or springs above the road
and for about 100 m below the road.

Fishers Valley has a permanent stream from the springs near Willow Bank
to Cooks Bridge.

There is an increase in flow past Mary Ann's Tubs to

Winegrove and then a decrease in flow to Cooks Bridge where there is a salt
water spring.

The water in the lower part of the valley is brackish and

shows a marked seasonal variation in salinity related to flow (Brown, 1975)»
Below Cooks Bridge there are bedrock springs of brackish water on the steep
valley sides.

The stream that flows into Turk's Cap Bay has a wet, muddy and salt encrusted
bottom but no permanent flow of water reaches the ocean.

There are several

small permanent salt water springs in this drainage basin and permanent flow in
the stream for short distances below some of them.

The Springs, a short

gut south of Turk's Cap Bay, is also fed by very small salt springs.

Relation of flow to rainfall and transpiration

The flow of springs and guts depends upon rainfall but the relationship is
not simple as it would be if flow depended on direct runoff from rainfall.
Some of the rainfall is evaporated and transpired and some of it is stored
in the ground for short to long periods.

Evaporation and transpiration

losses are greater in summer than in winter and greater by day than by night.
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Dennis (1973) was able to show that these variations affect the flow in the
guts but not the flow from bedrock springs. He concluded that water losses
(due to transpiration) could be reduced considerably by clearing useless
vegetation in the guts.
Dennis also indicated that intensity and duration of rainfall was probably
more important than total rainfall in determining the flow of springs and
guts.

He observed that Briars Gut responded quickly to rainfall of about

12 mm

but flow at most measuring points did not increase after rainfall of

less than 12 mm.

In the Halcrow report (19^9) "t^-e effects of a fairly intense fall of rain
(45 mm in 3 days at Plantation) are reported.
crease in flow in all streams.

Some of the larger streams, which had been

guaged before the rain, were measured again.
dry weather flow were observed.
2 weeks

There was an immediate inIncreases of about 350^ over

The flood flow receded steadily and about

after the rains it dropped to about 120^ of the flow observed before

the rains.

Dennis (1973) also carried out flow measurements before and after rainy periods:
initially there were pronounced increases in flow followed by fairly rapid
declines.

The mean annual discharge was roughly estimated in the Halcrow report
to be equivalent to nearly 5^ of the estimated mean annual rainfall.

This

represents a total mean annual runoff from the whole island of about 10 456
m /day.

It is interesting to note that Beatson in I8I6 estimated that '10 000

tons of water are daily discharged from the springs into the sea in dry weather',
this is equivalent to 10 I83 m /day.

Salinity

There are a few references to saline streams and springs in the older
literature; for example Darwin (1845) remarks that *all the water in the
lower valleys is saline».

However, in general, references to water quality are rare.

The problem of

salinity is not mentioned at all by Kitching (I954) or Simansky (I967).
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The Halcrow Report (1969) does not discuss salinity but conductivity measurements and chemical analyses of some water samples are given.

Some extremely

high electrical conductivity measurements are recorded in this report notably
from Sheep Pound Gut and Netleys Gut (22 8OO and 38 400Aimhos/cm at 25°
respectively).

Other high values were recorded at Ruperts Valley (6 000

/umhos/cm), Salt Spring (3 120 Aimhos/cm) and Fishers Valley ( 1 84O/unhos/cm).

Several suggestions had been 'offered, the

first apparently by Kitching

(1954) concerning the use of water from Fishers Valley to irrigate areas of
Prosperous Bay Plain, Longwood Plain or land in the valley itself.

A small

irrigated garden had been set up in the valley near its confluence with Beales
Valley in the early 1960s (see Part 2) but this was eventually abandoned,
evidently as a result of the saline conditions.

In June 1973, a-s a result

of further interest in the possibility of using Fishers Valley water for
irrigation, another water sample was taken in the valley, below Tobacco
Plain, which had a conductivity reading of 3 520/umhos/cm (clearly too high
for irrigation purposes).

In November 1973, Henry collected a series of samples in Fishers Valley from
Cooks Bridge up to the main road between St Matthews Church and Teutonic Hall.
These showed a progressive increase in salinity downstream from I90 \mhos/cm
at the road to 4 65O/mhos/cm at Cooks Bridge (Henry, 1974).

Henry also

collected samples in Sharks Valley; in the upper part (Warren's Gut by the
main road) the reading was 46O Aunhos/cm,

whilst lower down at Hencock's Hole

the conductivity was 1 I90/umhos/cm.

Further water samples were collected in Fishers and Sharks Valleys and also
in t'e Sandy Bay area during 1974 and 1975 (Brown 1975,1976).

Again in

Fishers Valley there was a steady increase in salinity from the highest
upstream sampling points downstream to Cooks Bridge.

Samples taken in

July 1974 were markedly less saline than those taken by Henry in 1973 (l973
was the driest year since reliable rainfall records have been kept on the
island).

Between July I974 and March I975 the salinity level in the valley

rose, though not to quite such high levels as those recorded in November 1973.
Subsequently there was a slight fall between March and May I975

dxiring the

summer rainy period but between May and August the conductivity remained
more or less at the same level.
between August and October

There was then a sharp fall in salinity

(following the winter rains) while from
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October

to December 1975 the salinity levels rose again. (Pull data are given in Project
Record 60 (Brown, I98I c). It is clear that a marked seasonal variation in
salinity level occurs vrhich is related to rainfall and the amount of water
flowing in the valley.

Salinity levels are highest during dry periods.

In contrast to the situation in Fishers Valley, the conductivity reading/-of
samples taken during this period at Hencock's Hole in the lower part of
Sharks Valley showed little variation.
In Sandy Bay, seasonal variation similar to those in Fishers Valley were
recorded.

Again salinity increased downstream.

At the seaward end of

Sandy Bay Experimental Station, very near the mouth of the stream, conductivity varied in the range 680yumhos/cm to 2 96O /umhos/cm.

Further up

the valley those samples taken from the eastern side of the watershed, Perkins
Gut and Rock Water, all had low conductivity readings (under 300/umhos/cm).
Below Blarney Bridge, however, there is a confluence with the main stream
from the western half of the watershed and at this point there is a sharp
rise in salinity (to 5OO - 1 000/umhos/cm).

One source of saline water on

the western side (I 100 — 3 010/umhos/cm above the confluence) was identified as the stream which arises between Fairyland and Rock Mount to join
the main western stream immediately above Virgin Hall (2 210 — 2

^'J0/mhoB/cm),

In general, it appears that water in streams above 550 m a.s.l. has low
conductivity (below 400/mhos/cm).
increasingly saline.

Below this height streams tend to become

The noticeable concentration of highly saline water and

soils (see following section) in the eastern part of the island appears to
be associated with the sodium rich trachyandesite flows of the Upper Shield.
Elsewhere on the island saline conditions appear to be less common and mostly
confined to low, arid, coastal areas.

LAffiDFORjyiAND UNITS

Land units were first delineated and briefly described by Oilier (undated);
Rackham (personal communication) redrew and subdivided some of these original
units and his analysis is presented in the following section.

Separate Map

2 shows the boundaries of the land units.

The units are divided into two groups on the basis of their suitability for
agricultural development.

Those units which are generally suitable for
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some type of agricultural or forestal development form a more or less
continuous area in the centre of the island whilst those generally unsuitable, in their present condition, for productive agricultural or
forestal development lie around the coastal fringe (see Separate Map 2).
Within the second group there may be small areas (in valley bottoms for
instance) which could be utilised.
occur in the first group.

Similarly non-utilisable areas may

It may be possible to reclaim some of those

areas presently classed as unsuitable for productive agro-forestal development but this must be regarded as a long term project.

Following Oilier, Rackhanfs units were mainly defined according to landform.
Geology (according to Baker, I968) was also taken into account. Ideally,
each unit has a repeating pattern of landform, although in practice, this
principle could not be adhered to always.
proto-land systems.

The units can be regarded as

In its present state the land unit map should be

regarded as tentative as it is mainly based on air-photo interpretation.

A»

Land units generally suitable for some type of agricultural or productive

forestry development
East CentralfEC)
Location

One large area in the east-central part of the island and a
small outlier to the west.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 48O m, maximum 770 m, minimum 240 m.

Relative relief 160 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 25°.

Mainly basalts (and trachybasalts) of the Main Shield and Upper
Shield with small areas of trachyandesites of the Upper Shield.

Landform

Ridge and valley topography.
and narrow valley bottoms.

Steeply sloping, angular ridges
Pew areas less than 10° other than

narrow ridge crests and valley bottoms.

Several more gently

sloping valley side benches.

Drainage

Medium density; pattern subparallel to subdendritic.
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Soil

Dark brown or brown, commonly heavy clay; also silty clay or
clay loam over brown very heavy clay.
to deep in valley bottoms.

Shallow on the slopes

At higher altitudes upper horizon

rich in organic matter.

Vegetation

No natural vegetation.

Other surface features

Rock outcrops few or absent.

generally absent except in lower Level Wood

Accelerated erosion

where there is quite

extensive gullying on valley sides.

Land use

Mostly Phormium tenax at higher altitudes and woodland at lower

altitudes with pockets of house and garden ground and pasture land.

Development potential

Considerable scope for further forestry development

in areas covered by Phormium tenax.

Some of this development is

currently in progress.
tive
The Peaks (p)
Location

One area in the centre of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 600 m, maximum 820 m, minimum 36O m.

Relative relief 200 m (over 300 m in places).

geology

Dominant slope 35°.

Mainly basalts (and trachybasalts) of the Main and Upper Shields.

Small areas of trachyandesites and alkaline intrusions.
Landform

Finely dissected, very

steeply sloping hill country.

Very little

flatter land other than very atten-uated areas on the narrow ridges and
in a few valley bottoms.

Drainage

Soil_

High density; pattern dendritic to subdendritic.

At highest altitude areas,black organic-rich surface layer over brown
heavy clay or rock.

Lower altitudes have dark brown to brown clay

over brown heavy to very heavy clay.
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Vegetation

A small area of indigenous vegetation remains in the centre

of the area at the highest altitudes.

Low moist forest, cabbage trees,

tree ferns and other ferns.

Other surface features

A few small scattered rock outcrops on the steepest

slopes.
Land use

Mostly Phormium tenax ; a few small pockets of woodland, house

and garden ground and pasture land at lower altitudes.

Development potential

Considerable scope for forestry development.

Scotland (SC) see Plate 1

Location

Large area in the north-western part of the island with three

small outliers to the south-west and north-east.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 520 m, maximum 700 m, minimum 320 m.

Relative relief 100 ra. Dominant slope (considerable areas <10°).

Geology

Basalts (and trachybasalts) of the Main Shield.

Landform

Rolling country with a tendency to rounded interfluves and

narrow angular valleys.
sloping crests.

Drainage

Soil

Rounded hills common, some with gently

Valley side benches common.

Medium density; pattern subdendritic to subparallel.

Dark brown clay to very heavy clay over brown very heavy clay.
Very deep in the more gently sloping areas.

Some areas of dark

cracking clays in valley bottoms and valley side benches at lower
altitudes.

Vegetation

No natixral vegetation.

Other surface features

Land use

None.

A mixture of woodland, pasture land and significant areas of

arable/house and garden ground.
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Very little Phoi-mium tenax.
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PLATE 1

Panoramic view from Thompsons Hill, looking south, showing Woodlands arable area left of centre, and Broad Bottom right of centre.
Main land unit 'Scotland' with parts of 'West Central' (left rear ground) and 'Horse Pasture' (extreme right)

PLATE 2

Panoramic view from Bull Post looking south, showing Sandy Bay Ridge on the skyline.
Land unit: North Central

Development potential

Presently one of the most important agricultural

units on the island.

A little potential for further forestry

development.

North Central (NC) see Plate 2

Location

One small area in the north-central part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 56O m, maximum 75O m, minimum 440 m.

Relative relief 60 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 20° (Several areas <10°).

Basalts of the Main Shield, trachyandesites of the Upper Shield
and parasitic cones mainly of trachybasalts.

Landform

Rolling country with low angular ridges and rounded interfluves
with narrow angular valleys.

Several more gently sloping areas

within valleys.

Drainage

High density; Pattern dendritic.

Soil

Mostly dark 'brown to brown heavy clay.
over brown, very heavy clay.
on more sloping areas.
altitude areas.

Silty clay or clay loam

Shallow on steep slopes to very deep

Organic-rich surface horizon in higher

Some dark cracking clays in valley bottoms at

lower altitudes.

Vegetation

No natural vegetation.

Other surface feature

Land use

A few small rock outcrops.

Mostly pasture and woodland; some arable/house and garden ground,
little Phormium tenax.

Development potential

More or less fully developed.

West Central (wc)

Location

One area in the west-central part of the island
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Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 600 m, maximum 76O m, minimum 440 m.

Relative relief 80 m.

Dominant slope 15°.

Geology

Basalts and trachyandesites of the Main Shield.

Landform

Rolling country, finely but not deeply, dissected with scattered
low rounded ridges.

Drainage

Very high density; pattern dendritic

Soil

Dark brown to brown heavy clay, silty clay or clay loam over
brown very heavy clay.
steeper slopes.

Shallower and coarser textured on the

Very deep and finer textured in the valley

bottoms.

Vegetation

No natural vegetation.

Other surface features

Land use

A few small rock outcrops.

Predominantly pasture land; some very small pockets of arable,
woodland and Phormium tenax.

Development potential

More or less fully developed.

Fairyland (F)

Location

Small area in the south-western part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 6OO m, maximum 8OO m, minim^lm 4OO m.

Relative relief 240 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 30°+.

Basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield and pyroclastic rocks
of the Lower Shield.

Landform

Very steeply sloping, shallowly dissected scarp, angular ridges
and valleys. Pew, small, more gently sloping areas.

Drainage

Medium density; pattern dendritic to subparallel.
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Soil

Mostly shallow or very shallow brown clay, silty clay or clay
loam over brown heavy clay.
higher altitudes.

Vegetation

Organic rich surface horizon at

Deeper soils in the more gently sloping areas.

Pockets of indigenous vegetation (cabbage trees, tree ferns
and ferns) along the top of the south face of the central ridge.
Some areas of Lantana/Cluytia scrub at the lowest altitudes.

Other surface features

Land use

Small to medium rock outcrops common.

Mostly Phormium tenax and pasture land with a little woodland.

Development potential

Very limited potential for forestry and pasture

land development.

The limitations are very steep slopes and

shallow soils.

Upper Sandy Bay (USB)
Location

Small area in the north central part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 320 m, maxim-um 520 m, mininram 120 m.

Relative relief 240 m, Dominant slope 30°+.
Geology

Mainly pyroclastic rocks of the Lower Shield with small areas
of late alkaline intrusions.

Landform

Very steeply sloping. Finely dissected country with fluted
slopes.

Drainage

Very high density; pattern dendriticj partly pinnate.

Soil

Brown sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to
clay overlying rock or heavy clay. Fairly stony.

Deep in valley

bottoms but otherwise rather shallow.

Vegetation

Low scrub; Lantana camara, Clxiytia pulchella, Psidium pomiferum
with occasional to common Juniperus bermudiana and Pittosporum
undulatum.
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other surface features

Land use

Many small to large rock outcrops.

Some slight

gully erosion.

m

A little woodland and some house and garden ground in valley
bottom areas.

j

Development potential

I

Low due to very steep slopes, shallow soils and

difficult access.

J

South West Ridge (SWR) see Plate 3

Location

One area in the south west of the island

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 520 m, maximum TOO m, minimum 320 m.

Relative relief 200 ra. Dominant slope 25° (but >30° in
places).

Geology

Mainly basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield with
smaller areas of pyroclastic rocks and alkaline intrusions.

Landform

Steeply sloping angular country.

Long slightly fluted slopes

below narrow hill and ridge crests.

Very steep slopes on the

seaward edges of the unit.
Drainage

Mediiffli to high d e n s i t y ; p a t t e r n s u b d e n d r i t i c .

Soil

Dark brown to brown heavy clay, silty clay or clay loam over
brown very heavy clay.

Commonly stony.

shallow in steeply sloping areas.

Shallow to very

Deeper in more gently

sloping areas particularly in the west.

Vegetation

Lower altitude areas covered by low scrub; Lantana camara,
Pittosporum undulatum and some Juniperus bermudiana on the
southern slopes.

Lantana camara and Opuntia spp. on the northern

slopes.

Other surface features

Medium to small rock outcrops common.

Gullying

sheet and wind erosion widespread.

LRS32/HI
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PLATE 3

Cottage on the eroded eastern slopes of Hoopers Ridge.
Land unit: South West Ridge

PLATE 4

New Ground. Opuntia/Lantana
Scrub w i t h Furcraeag/gantea in f o r e g r o u n d ;
Dry Acacia Woodland of the Central Moist Zone in the background

LRS32/HEULB/26

Prepared by Land Resources Development Centre

Land use

Mostly Phormium tenax and pasture land with a very little
woodland and house and garden ground.

Development potential

Low.

Conservation measures (particularly windbreaks)

required around existing house and garden and pasture areas,

Man and Horse ( M H )
Location

Two areas separated by Thompson's Valley in the south western
part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 280 m, maximum 58O m, minimum 40 m.

Relative relief 60 m.

Dominant slope 15°«

Geology

Predominantly basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield.

Landform

Undulating to rolling country with rounded to slightly angular
interfluves and angular valleys.

Drainage

Medium density (very high ingullied areas); pattern dendritic.

Soil

Clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay overlying heavy clay.
Shallow on the steeper slopes and stony.

In the south-east

finer textured deeper soils.

Vegetation

Most of the north and west part of the unit Dpuntia spp/Lanatana
camara scrub, (see Plates 4 & 6)

i

Other surface features

Some small rock outcrops. Gullying common and

extensive; active in many places.
Land use

Pasture land in the south-east of the unit.

Development potential

Low, due to poor rainfall.

Thompson's Wood (TW)

Location

one small area in the south—western part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 56O m, maximum 68O m, minimum 48O m.

Relative relief I60 m.

Dominant slope 20° (several areas <10°).
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Geology

Basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield with one small area
of alkaline intrusion,

Landform

Unit mainly one broad concave valley with steep side and back
walls and gentle lower slopes.

Drainage

Medium density; pattern dendritic.

Soil

Dark brown to brown silty clay, clay loam or heavy clay over brown
very

heavy clay on the slopes; heavy clay over very heavy clay in

the valley bottom.

Vegetation

lo natural vegetation.

Other surface features

Land use

Some large rock boulders in valley bottom.

Pasture land and woodland with some house and garden groiind.

Development potential

Fully developed.

Longwood Plain (LWP) Plate 5

Location

One area in the northern part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 48O m, maximum 66O m, minimum 430 m.

Relative relief 30 m.

Dominant slope 4°»

Geology

Mainly trachyandesites of the Upper Shield,

Landform

Smooth plateau surface

Drainage

Zero density

Soil

Brown, dark brown to dark yellowish brown heavy clay to silty clay
overlying dark brown or dark yellowish brown very heavy clay.
Very deep.

Vegetation

No natural vegetation.

Other surface features None.
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PLATE 6
LRS32/HEL/LB/27

PLATES
Gully erosion on
the edge of Longwood Plain.
Carpobrotus edule Semi-desert

Jamestown Valley: Opuntia/Lantana Scrub In the foreground
Prepared by Land Resources Development Centre 1981

Land use

Contains the largest arable area on the island and also a large
area of pasture; some small patches of woodland and house and
garden ground.

Development potential

Fully developed.

Mulberry Gut (MG)

Location

One area in the northern part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 440 m, maxinrom 56O m, minimum 400 m.

Relative relief 50 m.

Dominant slope 15*'«

Geology

Mainly trachyandesites of the Upper Shield.

Landform

Three valleys cut into Longwood Plain.

Short, moderately steeply

sloping sides with narrow concave valley bottoms.

Drainage

Medium density; pattern dendritic.

Soil

Brown to dark yellowish brown heavy clay to silty clay over
heavier clay.

Vegetation

Some areas of scrub vegetation; characteristic species
Osteospermum moniliferum and Carpobrotus edule.

Other surface features A few small rock outcrops and some gullying mainly
in Netley Gut.

Land use

Pasture, woodland and some house and garden ground.

Development potential

Fully developed.

Sane Valley (SV)

Location

One area in the north of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 320 m, maximum 520 m, minimum 120 m.

Relative relief 320 m.

Dominant slope 35°+ (but some areas <25°).
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Geology

Basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the NE volcano.

Landform

Steeply sloping angular ridges and narrow valley bottom.

Drainage

High density; pattern subdendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony; sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty clay to clay
overlying rock or heavy clay.

Vegetation

Low scrub of Lantana camara/Opuntia spp. (Plates 4 & 6),

Other surface features

Land use

Some rock outcrops»

Some woodland in the higher altitude areas and a little house
and garden ground on the ridge bordering Deadwood.

Development potential

B.

Low; some forestry development may be possible.

Land units generally unsuitable for productive development

Horse pasture (HP)

Location

Several areas, many small or very small in the north—western
part of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 320 m, maximum 770 m, minimujn 80 m.

Relative relief 80 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 15"»

Mainly basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield with small
areas of pyroclastic rocks associated with parasitic cones.

Landform

Undulating areas with a dominant slope to the coast dissected in
places by narrow, shallow valleys. Smooth planar to rounded
appearance throughout (Oilier considers the unit made up of
planeze remnants).

Drainage

Low to very low density; pattern subparallel to subdendritic.
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Soil

Sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay overlying heavy clay or rock.

Generally rather shallow and stony.

Pree carbonate in places.
Vegetation

Dense Opimtia spp./Lantana camara scrub.

Other surface features A few small rock outcrops associated with the remnant
of parasitic cones.

Land use

Virtually none apart from one or two small areas of woodland
and pasture.

Development potential

Low due to poor rainfall.

Lemon Valley (LV)

Location

Several areas of vai>ying size in the north—west of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 300 m, maximum 680 m, minimiun 40 m.

Relative relief 240 m.

Dominant slope 35"+»

Geology

Basalts and trachyandesites of the Main Shield.

Landform

Fairly straight sided v-shaped valleys bounding the Horse Pasture
units.

Drainage

High density; pattern dendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty loam, silty
clay to clay overlying rock or heavy clay.

Vegetation

Lantanacamara scrub with varying amounts of Opuntia spp. and
lusher vegetation in the valley bottoms.

Other surface features
Land use

Rock outcrops common.

None.

Development potential

None due to steep slopes, difficult access and low

rainfall.
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Old Woman (OW)

Location

Several small units scattered around the periphery of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 100-200 m, maximum 440 m, minimum 0 m.

Relative relief 200 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 35"+»

Mainly basalts of the Main Shield, also pyroclastics associated
with parasitic cones and basal breccias of the north-east volcano.

Landform

Rugged valleys; steeper and more irregular than those of the
Lemon Valley unit, with freqiient valley side cliffs.

Drainage

Very high density; pattern subdendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony sandy clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay.

Vegetation

Those units in the west support Lantana camara scrub with varying
amounts of Opuntia spp., whilst in those units on the east coast,
vegetation is sparse to absent.

Other surface features

Land use

Rock outcrops and cliffs common.

None.

Development potential None.

Sandy Bay ( S B )

Location

One large unit in the south of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 220 m, maximum 520 m, minimum Om.

Relative relief 300 m.

Dominant slope 35** (but much of the area

<25'').
Geology

Pyroclastics and flows of the Lower Shield with freqaient late
alkaline intrusions and dykes.

Landform

A feral landscape of angular ridges and valleys.
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LRS32/HEL/LB/28

Prepared by Land Resources Development Centre 1981

Drainage

Very high density; pattern dendritic to pinnate.

Soil

Generally very shallow and stony except in the larger valley
bottoms where there are some deep alluvial deposits. Sandy clay
loam, clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay with layers of
gravel in alluvial areas. Some areas affected by high
conductivity and the presence of soluble sodium.

Vegetation

Very little vegetation; mostly bare ground.

Other surface features
Land use

Rock outcrops very common.

Gully erosion common.

A little house and garden ground in the main valley bottom.

Development potential A little unexploited potential in the main valley
bottom, otherwise none.

Banks (BK)

Location

One large area in the north of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 200 m, maximum 48O m, minimum 0 m.

Relative relief 240 m.

Dominant slope 35° (but extensive areas

<25'' and main valley bottoms <10°),

Geology

Basaltic pyroclastics and flow of the HE volcano and basalts (and
trachybasalts) of the Main Shield of the SW volcano.

Landform

Angular ridges and v—shaped valleys.

Drainage

Medium to high density (lower than other angular landscape units);
pattern dendritic to subparallel).

Soil

Shallow stony; sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty loam, silty clay
to clay overlying rock or heavy clay.

Deeper soils on main

valley bottoms on alluvial deposits. Free carbonates present.
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Vegetation

Varies from fairly dense Lantana camara/Qpuntia 6pp. scrub to
sparsely vegetated areas with Suaeda fructicosa dominant. Steeper
slopes almost bare of vegetation.

Other surface features

Rock outcrops common; some valley cliffs.

Sheet

erosion active on bare slopes.

Land use

Small areas of house and garden ground on alluvium in main
valley bottom.

Development potential

Low to none, due to low rainfall and steep slopes.

Banks (eroded variant) (BKe)

Location

One small area in the north of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 400 m, maximum 680 m, minimum 280 m.

Relative relief 100 m.
Geology

Landform

Dominant slope 30?

Basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the W E volcano.

Parts of the higher regions of the Banks unit where soil erosion
(gullying) is sufficiently prominent to distinguish another
unit.

Drainage

Density very high due to extensive gullying; pattern subdendritic
to subparallel.

Soil

Clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay overlying rock or heavy
clay.

Severely eroded over most of the unit and weathered to

striking colours in bands down the dominant slope of red, blue,
white and purple.

Vegetation

A small area of indigenous

Commidendrum rugosum, otherwise

largely bare apart from scattered Suaeda fructicosa.
Other surface features

Land use

Pew rock outcrops

A little woodland along the edge of Deadwood Plain.
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Development potential

None; conservation measures desirable along the

ridge bordering Deadwood Plain and Flagstaff.

Knotty Ridge (KR)
Location

One area in the north-east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 200 m, maxiumum 660 m, minimum 0 m.

Relative relief 160 m.

Dominant slope 35°«

Geology

Basal breccias of the N E volcano.

Landform

Steep sharply angular topography on dyke-riddled rotten bedrock.
Topographically rather similar to Sandy Bay.

Drainage

Density very high; pattern dendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony.

Vegetation

Very little-mostly bare groujid.

Other surface features

Land use

Rock outcrops very common.

None.

Development p o t e n t i a l

None

The Barn ( B )
Location

One small area in the north-east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 48O m, maximum 6IO m, minimum 0 m.

Relative relief 4OO m.

Dominant slope 35°+.

Geology

Basaltic flows and pyroclastics of the N E volcano.

Landform

A single high ridge bounded by precipitous cliffs.

Drainage

Medium to high density; subdendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony.
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Vegetation

Sparse to absent on the slopes; some thin cover on the ridge
top including patches of Commidendrimi rugos-um.

Other surface features

Land use

Rock outcrops common.

Wone.

Development potential

None.

Bilberry Gut (BB)

Location

Several medium to very small areas in the north and east
of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude

Relative relief 50 m.

340 m, maximum 48O m, minimum 260 m.

Dominant slope 15°»

Geology

Trachyandsites and lower basalts of the Upper Shield.

Landform

The bounding unit of much of the Longwood Plain unit where
soil erosion (gullying) of the exposed edge of the weathering
profile is so pronounced as to suggest another landscape unit.
On air photos resembles feathers.

Drainage

Extremely high density; pattern subde.ndritic to parallel.

Soil

Clay loam, silty loam, silty clay to clay overlying heavy clay.
Severely eroded and weathered to striking colours in bands down
the dominant slope of red, blue, white and purple.

Vegetation Sparse cover, mainly on the ridges between the gullies of
Garpobrotus

edule and some Osteopermum moniliferum and

Royena pallens .

Other surface features

Land use

None.

A little rough pasture and poor woodland.
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Development potential

Low.

Conservation measures desirable on the

bordering Longwood Plain.

Lazy Point(LPt)
Location

One large area in the east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 320 m, maximum 440 m^ minimum 240 m.

Relative relief 50 m.

Dominant slope 15° (but much of the

unit less than 10°).

Geology

Mainly trachyandesites and lower basalts of the Upper Shield
with some basalts of the Main Shield and trachyandesites and
trachytes of the Eastern Flank flows.

Landform

Irregular country of fairly low relative relief.

Drainage

Low intensity (high in gullied areas); pattern subdendritic to
subparallel.

Soil

Sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty loam to clay overlying heavy
clay having high conductivity and free sodium salts.

Vegetation

Rather sparse; typically Garpobrotus

edule; high proportion

of bare ground.

Other surface features
Land use

Gully erosion common and some rock outcrops.

None.

Development potential

Low, due to poor rainfall and salinity problems.

Prosperous Plain (PP)

Location

One area in the east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 300 m, maximum 330 m, minimum 260 m.

Relative relief 20 m.
GeoloE^

Dominant slope 8°.

Trachyandesites and lower basalts of the Upper Shield.
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Landform

Eroded plateau surface.

Drainage

Low density; pattern dendritic.

Soil

Clay to silty clay fine powdery structure, high conductivity and
free sodium salts.

Rock phosphate deposits present on the

surface the product of an ancient bird rookery.

Vegetation

Sparse to absent.

Other surface features

Land use

Some rock outcrops.

None.

Development potential

None.

Prosperous Bay ( P B )

Location

One small area in the east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 100 m, maximum 320 m, minimum 20 m.

Relative relief 120 m.

Geology

Dominant slope 30°.

Mostly basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the N E volcano with
some lower basalts of the Upper Shield and basalts of the Main
Shield of the S W volcano.

Landform

Steep valleys and hills.

Drainage

Density high; pattern subdendritic to subparallel.

Soil

Shallow and stony.

Vegetation

Sparse to absent.

Other surface features

Land use

Rock outcrops common.

None

Development potential

None.
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White Hill (WH)
Location

One area in the east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 300 m, maximum 400 m, minimum 160 m.

Relative relief 120 m.
Geology

Complex area.

Dominant slope 25°.

Mostly trachyandesites and lower basalts of

the Upper Shield.

Also trachyandesites and "basalts of the

Eastern Flank Flows and some pyroclastics.

Landform

Ridge and furrow topography reflecting the complex geology.

Drainage

Density medium to high; pattern dendritic.

Soil

Shallow and stony.

Vegetation

Sparse to absent,

Other surface features
Land use

Rock outcrops common.

Uone,

Development potential

None.

Powells Valley (PV)

Location

One area in the south-east of the island.

Altitude and relief

Mean altitude 300 m, maximum 540 m, minimimi 0 m.

Relative relief 240 m.
Geology

Dominant slope 35°+.

Basalts (and trachybasalts) of the Main Shield with some
late alkaline, trachyandesitic and trachybasaltic intrusives.

Landform

Angular ridges and valleys.

Drainage

High density; pattern dendritic,
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Soil

Vegetation

Shallow and stony.

Very sparse to absent over most of the area; some Lanlana
camara scrub in the higher altitude area.

Other surface features

Development potential

Rock outcrops common; some gully erosion.

Low due to poor rainfall, steep slopes and difficult

access
Sea Cliffs (SC)

Location

Around the coastline particularly in the south-west, northeast and east.
560 m.

Commonly 200-300 m high up to a maximum of

Occasional pockets of vegetation particularly the

indigenous Commidendrum rugosum.

Geomorphic groupings

The following geomorphic grouping of landscape units is based on Oilier's
work (see Separate Map 2),
Old Surface Remnants

Horse Pasture
Longwood Plain
Man and Horse

Central Erosion Area

East Central
The Peaks
Scotland
North Central
West Central
Fairyland
Upper Sandy Bay
South West Ridge
Thompson's Wood
Mulberry Gut
Bilberry Gut
Lazy Point
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Sea Cliffs

Outer Erosion Area

Lemon Valley
Old Woman (rugged valleys)
Banks
Banks (eroded variant)
Sane Valley

Dissected Older Volcanics

Sandy Bay
Knotty Ridge

East Coast Complex

The Barn
Prosperous Bay
Prosperous Plain
White Hill
Powell's Valley

SOILS

Introduction
Until relatively recently the best description of the soils of St Helena
was provided by Beatson who, in 1816, wrote 'It varies in all shades of
colour from a black mould to a pale brown.

The former is the most

productive, abounding more with mould and clay.... Some of the blackest
soil is similar to that which is usual]yappropriated to the culture of
cotton in India.

It dissolves entirely in water, cracks and blisters

when dried by the sun-heat, and is easily melted and carried off with the
gentlest currents during the rainy seasons.

This species of soil is,

however, very rare; the others are more prominent and are not disturbed by
the heaviest rains.... so far as I could observe they are wholly destitute
of sand,'

The study of the soils of the island in more recent years has been hampered
by discontinuity of effort, some misinterpretation of the rather complex
analytical data which have emerged from soil analysis laboratories and the
apparent

assumption (subsequently proven to be mistaken) that a small sample

from one site might be representative of the soils on the island as a whole I
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Analysis
The first chemical analyses carried out on St Helenian soils were
conducted at Rothamsted Experimental Station on nine samples taken from five
sites in 1940.

All samples were found to be strongly acid and deficient

in calcium, showing a certain amount of organic matter accumulation, with
very low to adequate amounts of available phosphorus and variable amounts of
exchangeable potassium. These and later analyses are included in Project
Record 60 (Brown, I98I c ).
In 1954 samples from Prosperous Bay Plain and Longwood Plain were sent to
Rothamsted.

The unusual physical structure of the Prosperous Bay Plain

samples was remarked on, being described as 'nearer volcanic glass than
soil'.

Chemically the Prosperous Bay Plain samples were acid to very acid

with a very high content of soluble
fairly high potassium content.

salts (mostly sodium chloride) and

The samples from Longwood Plain were also

strongly acid and at one site there was again a high concentration of soluble
salts.

A further I6 samples were collected in I96O from nine sites on the island and
again analysed at Rothamsted (Brown, I98I c ) ,

The interpretation of the

trace element data stated that there were no apparent deficiency problems,
but that extractable molybdenum appeared to be on the low side.

The

interpretation of the physical and major element data placed great emphasis
on the extremely acid nature of the samples and the very low phosphorus and
potash status.

High C/N ratios in the siirface samples were also remarked

upon.

As a result, fertiliser recommendations advocated by the Agricultural and
Forestry Department at this time emphasised the need for P and K nutrients.

Wo further soil samples were taken until 1972 when the Tropical Soils
Analysis Unit of the Land Resources Development Centre (LRDC) received a
request for analytical help.

The first batch of samples from the Longwood

Farm area showed very high levels of total phosphorus and reasonable levels
of total potassium, both of these elements having a high availability.

Collection of samples over a wider area during the visit of LRDC forester
P W T Henry in 1973 (see Brown, I98I c ; Henry, 1974) revealed
the great variability of soils on the island and showed that dogmatic
statements, related to any single characteristic, could not be made. Further
samples covering a wide range of sites over the island have since been
taken by the LRDC agronomist, L C Brown, and the IiRDC soil scientist,
J A Varley (Brown, I98I c , I975; Varley, I976).
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Conclusions from analysis of soil samples

Over 400 soil samples have been analysed for St

Helena. Based on both

field examinations and laboratory and physical analyses, the following
conclusions can now be drawn (Varley, 1976).

1.

The soils of St Helena show great variability over relatively short
distances in both physical and chemical properties

2.

In general the soils are poorly structured very heavy clays, often
containing a high percentage of silt but little coarse or fine sand

3.

The available sodium present in these soils appears to cause the
clay to deflocculate making the soils very sticky when wet and very
hard when dry.

The transition from one state to the other is very

rapid, so that the time during which the soils are in a state suitable
for cultivation may be very short

4.

pH is generally low, in the range 4.0 to 5»5> l^ut many areas exist
where the pH lies in the range 5*5 "to 6.5 whilst a few samples
collected on the dry north-east periphery of the island have pH
values in excess of 7.O and small amounts of free carbonate are
present

5.

Total nitrogen is very variable and depends upon the origin of the sample.
In eroded areas the value is very low, while in the areas of indigenous
forest (The Peaks and High Peak) where peat exists, the value is very
high.

In many arable areas, where the nitrogen levels are moderate

to high, the low soil pH precludes the rapid breakdown of fresh organic
matter, so that the availability of nitrogen to plants is likely to be low.
In

many areas nitrogen availability would not be adequate for rapidly

growing crops or intensive production

6.

In most areas sampled total phosphorus is high or very high with a
tendency to decrease slightly down the profile.

High total phos-

phorus results in a high or extremely high available phosphorus, so
that the number of areas on the island, where phosphatic fertiliser
is required, are small in number
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7.

Although total potassium is generally low with occasional moderate
values, the apparent ease of decomposition of the primary minerals
produces high values of exchangeable potassium.

Only in certain areas

of intensive cultivation are low exchangeable potassium values found

8.

As might be expected on an island of volcanic origin, both total and
exchangeable magnesium are high

9.

Serious salinity problems exist over large areas of the dry and
sparsely vegetated areas in the east of the island from Horse Point
to Boxwood Hill and also in Lower Sandy Bay.

Soil samples taken

from these areas show high conductivity and/or high to very high
levels of soluble sodium.

Elsewhere on the island sodium is not

present in such high concentrations but nevertheless appears to cause
problems.

The amount of exchangeable sodium seems to be well correlated

with the amount of total sodium and where the latter exceeds 1 000 ppm
(0.1^) exchangeable sodium values tend to exceed 2.0 meq, which is high.

Total sodium values of 0.1-0.35^ are not normally regarded as particularly high, but in this case the apparent ease of weathering of the
sodium-containing minerals is providing a continuous source of exchangeable sodium.

Where erosion has taken place and weathering rock occurs close to the
surface, higher total sodium values are found.

The sodium content

of three soft rock samples taken from or immediately below the surface,
exceeds 1^ .

Soil samples collected from eroded areas in the east of

the island, where tree planting has recently (c.1970-6) been carried
out in an attempt to reclaim the land, show total sodium contents of
up to 8 000 ppm (0.8^) and are characterised by the presence of very
large amounts of both soluble and exchangeable sodium.

The parent materials of the soils (Little and Lang, 1975)

St Helena is a volcanic island, the rocks of which are probably about
7-15 million years old (Baker, I968, see preceding section).

Neglecting

alteration products and deposits of biological origin, they comprise a
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range of lavas, pyroclastics and intrusives, a considerable proportion
of which are alkaline or highly alkaline and rich in sodium.

Table 5I

indicates the range of sodium content found in the rocks of St Helena.
This may be compared with Gutenberg's average for all igneous rocks of
3.8/0.

TABLE 51

Sodium content of St Helena igneous rocks
'jo Na^O, approximate

Rock type
Ankaramites and porphyritic basalts

Early trachyte and flank flow domes

1.5 - 3.3
3-4
4-5.5
5.5-7
7-8

Late highly alkaline intrusions

6.7 - 7.7

Alkaline dykes

6.4-9

Alkali olivine basalts
Trachybasalts
Trachyandesites

1

The weatherable primary minerals in which the sodium is largely concentrated are albite, nepheline and some clinopyroxenes.

Albite is a

feldspar of considerable resistance to weathering, likely to be decomposing during the late stages of weathering of these rocks when many other
non-sodic minerals have already disappeared.

In consequence, sodium is

to be expected to be relatively important among the exchangeable bases of
older more mature soils.

The majority of the minerals of which the St Helena rocks are formed
are weatherable.

The proportion of highly resistant minerals like quartz

and zircon is small.

Given a stable landscape through a long period of

time it is to be expected that either few readily weatherable minerals
remain (perhaps dominated by albite) or that the minerals of the soilforming layer are completely altered.

Although the minerals of the soil samples obtained from St Helena have
not been studied, casual inspection indicates that some soils (on longterm stable, uneroded landscapes in the moister areas of the island) have
been extremely well weathered, perhaps to oxide clays.

It also appears

likely that a wide range of weathering stages is to be found.

This is of

considerable significance to the physical and chemical properties, particularly where irrigation is being considered, since stable oxide clay soil
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materials provide a relatively small risk of structural deterioration under
the influence of sodiumr-rich irrigation water.

The geological survey indicates that basalts of one sort of another are the
most common surface rocks, but quite extensive areas of trachyandesites are
also found, as at Longwood.

The even more highly alkaline rocks are in

general of relatively limited real extent, but quite widely distributed»
Pyroclastics appear to be limited to a few small subsidiary cones, but since
these are, at least initially, extremely freely draining they are likely to
be relatively well leached of sodium, compared with the predominant lava
flows, interbedded flows and pyroclastics.

Soil classification and distribution
Soil forming processes appear to have been active through long periods in
the most stable areas of the island, where erosion processes have not resulted
in a continuous regeneration of the surface. Factors, apart from parent
material, which apparently have played an important part in the distribution
and formation of the various soil types on the island are as follows:

Altitude

Since rainfall is related to altitude and rainfall is a major
factor regulating weathering and leaching

Slope

The strongly dissected topography gives rise to large areas of
steeply sloping land where continual erosion results in constant
regeneration of the surface and allows only a thin or partial
soil covering

Groundwater

The groundwater situation is very varied due to alternating more

and less impervious strata, dissection and the varied soluble
altered and unaltered materials through which water may pass
Man

During the period of human occupation erosion has been severe.
The result of a combination of the introduction, and subsequent
failure to control the activities, of grazing and browsing
animals (particularly the goat) and his own direct action in
removing large quantities of wood for fuel, timber and bark (for
tanning hides).

The latter has been perhaps the most important

in the production of the present landscape,
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rphe altitude/rainfall factor can be used to divide the island into zones
differentiated by the extent of weathering and leaching that has taken
place.

Thus at the highest altitudes, which receive most rainfall,

leaching is high axid produces extremely acid soils, very low in exchangeable
bases and rich in organic matter—the peaty soils of the Peaks.

At

progressively lower altitudes the pH rises, the amount of exchangeable bases
increases and the organic matter content decreases (see Table 52).

TABLE 52

1 Altitude

1 ^

Influence of altitude on pH and cation satiiration

Approx. rainfall

mm

pH
j 1:5 HgO

fo cation

saturation j

800

1 200

4.1

ND

610

970

4.4

560

870

500

800

5.2
6.1

4
60
81

450
260

610
530

6.3
7.8

83
100

180

300

8.1

100

The influence of the slope factor may be used to distinguish (a) gentle
gradients where soil forming processes may be allowed to operate
undisturbed and where, as a result of the easily weatherable characteristics of many of the parent rocks, very deep mature soils may have developed, and (b) steeply sloping gradients where continual erosion has
kept the soil cover shallow and young.

The influence of groundwater is particularly felt in areas such as
valley bottoms or valley side benches which' receive drainage water
from a surrounding catchment.

In these circumstances leaching is

reduced and exchangeable bases accumulate,

A soil map of St Helena has been drawn up (Separate Map 3) using the above
factors as a framework.

The extreme changes in altitude over short

distances coupled with abrupt changes in slope and varying groundwater
drainage patterns result in a very varied soil pattern.
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The areas

in which least variation has been found are the most extensive gently
sloping areas, which appear to have been stable through a considerable
period, and the pyroclactic cone areas.

Salinity problems seem to be particularly associated with eroded areas
on trachyandesite rocks in the eastern part of the island, though there
is

evidence of salinity in eroded and/or weakly weathered areas

elsewhere around the dry periphery of the island.

In the freely drained

deep stable soils of Longwood Plain, also overlying trachyandesites,
salinity is much reduced.

The FAO-UMESCO (1974) classification system has been used in the soil map.
The majority of the usable soils of the island are classified as
Cambisols (elsewhere known as brown earths or brown forest soils).
peaty

The

soils of the Peaks are classed as Histosols (organic soils) and

Beatson's black soil 'similar to that which is usually appropriated to
the culture of cotton' as a Vertisol (black cracking clay).

The soils

of the drier fringe of the island are generally classed as Xerosols (semidesert soils) whilst those with very high sodium content are classed as
Solonetz.

Almost everywhere there are areas of very shallow soils over hard rock
which are classified as Lithosols though not mapped separately.

On the

map all those areas having a slope greater than 25° are delineated and, becausi
of the shallowness or stoniness of the soil profile found there, are termed
the Lithic phase of the dominant soil class of that area and/or Lithosols.

Soil types

Dystric Histosol (The Peaks Complex) Deep black organic surface
horizon overlying heavy reddish brown clay; more or less permanently moist;
very acid (pH 4.1); very low in exchangeable bases.

Parent materialt basalt

or trachybasalt of the Main Shield and lower basalt of the Upper Shield.
Vegetation:

indigenous moist woodland. Rainfall; 1 200-1 400 mm.

Distribution; two small areas around the Peaks and High Peak.
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Himic Cambisol (Mount Ross Complex)

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2 moist) loam,

clay loam to silty clay, rich in organic matter (loss on ignition SO-TCffo)
overlying reddish brown (5YR 4/4 moist) heavy clay.

Very acid (pH 4.3-4.8);

very low in exchangeable bases (TEB 2-3 meq % in the surface decreasing with
depth), base saturation 4-10%. Parent material; mixed, mainly basalt or
trachybasalts of the Main Shield but also lower basalt of the Upper Shield,

re

trachyandesites of the Main Shield, pyroclastics from parasitic cones and
pyroclastics of the Lower Shield with some late alkaline intrusions.

ined
Vegetation; mostly Phormium tenax, some woodland and recently cleared
pasture.

Rainfall: 900-1 200 mm.

Distribution rthe upper slopes of the

central ridge but below the dystric histosol zone,
map.
Eutric Cambisol (Broad Bottom Complex)

Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/2—3/2-4,

moist) heavy clay over reddish brown (5ÏR 4/4), dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4)
The
to dark brown 7 . 5 ^ 4/3) heavy clay to very heavy clay.

Very acid to

d
slightly acid (pH 4.5-6.2); exchangeable bases medium to high (TEB 7-19 nieq %)»
o
base saturation 40-80^.
Is
semias

the Main Shield.
pasture.

Parent material; mostly basalts and trachybasalts of

Vegetation: usually arable land or garden ground, some

Rainfall; typically 5OO - 1 000 mm.

Distributiont many small

areas (often too small to map) on gently sloping surfaces at medium altitudes (400-650 m ) .

k
Dystric Cambisol (Prenche»s Gut Complex)

Dark brown (7.5YR 4/2 moist)

the
strong brown (7.5ÏR 5/6) to dark reddish brown(5YE 3/3 moist) silty loam,
ld, becausi
termed
sols.

silty clay loam, loam to clay over strong brown (7.5YE 4/6 moist), dark
reddish brown (5YR 3/3 moist) to yellowish red (5yR 4/8 moist), clay loam,
clay to very heavy clay usually containing brown, reddish, white or grey
weathering rock fragments.

Very acid to medium acid (pH 4.2-5.7); exchange-

able bases low to high (3-25 meq %) base saturation 10-50%.

Parent material;

varied mostly basalt and trachybasalt of the Main Shield also trachyandesite
of the Main Shield, pyroclastics from parasitic cones, lower basalt and
moist;

trachyandesites of the Upper Shield with small areas on late alkaline

: basalt

intrusions and pyroclastics of the Lower Shield.

ld.

pasture or woodland.

Vegetation; mostly

Rainfall : typically 5OO-I 200 mm.

Distribution;

extensive areas at medium altitudes (4OO-7OO m) on medium to steep slopes
(10-25°)^
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Intermediate . Eatric/^ystric

Cambisol (Longwood Complex)

The distinctive

Longwood soils fall between typical eutric and dystric cambisols and differ
from other soils on the island in having a tendency towards the petroferric
phase.

Brown (7.5YR 5/4 moist), dark brown(7.5YE 4/3 moist) to dark

yellowish brown (IOYR 4/4 moist) heavy clay, clay loam to silty clay loam
over dark brown (7.5YR 4/6 moist) to dark yellowish brown (IOYR 4/6 moist)
heavy to very heavy clay; frequently with a layer of variable thickness of
goethite-hematite-nodules 0.5-3 cm in diameter from the surface to 60 cm deep
which at one site forms a continuous solid layer 4-10 cm thick.

Very acid

to slightly acid (pH 4.8-6.2); exchangeable bases medium to high (TEB 8-20
meq ^ ) , base saturation ^O-QCffo.
Upper Shield.

Parent material; trachyandesites of the

Vegetation: arable land and pasture.

Rainfall; 5OO-7OO mm.

Distribution; one area in the north east of the island of relatively flat
land (less than 10°).

Chromic Vertisol (Harpei*s Complex)

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/3 moist) heavy

clay overlying dark brown (7.5^^^ 3/4 - 4/3 moist) to very dark brown
(IOTR 2/3 moist) very heavy clay; developing cracks from the soil surface
downward in dry weather and slickensides below 25 cm; sometimes gleyed at
depths of over 40 cm.

Slightly acid to mildly alkaline (pH 6.0-7.8

increasing with depth); exchangeable bases high (TEB 20-30 meq %), base
saturation 80-100%.
Shield.

Parent material; basalt and trachybasalt of the Main

Vegetation; arable land or garden ground.

Rainfall; 5OO-9OO mm.

Distribution: a few small areas in valley bottoms or valley side benches.

Haplic Xerosols (Donkey Plain Complex)

Dark reddish grey (5YR 4/2) clay

loam, silt loam, silty clay loam to clay, frequently shallow and stony,
overlying

dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) clay,

Fairly acid to moderately

alkaline (pH 5.2-8.4), exchangeable bases high (TEB 14-45 meq fo), base
satuaration 50-100%.

Parent material; very mixed, basalt and trachybasalt

of the Main Shield, trachyandesite of the Main Shield, pyroclastics from
parasitic cones, trachyandesites and lower basalt of the Upper Shield,
basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the Lower Shield, basal breccias and
basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the N E volcano with small areas on
late alkaline intrusions.

Vegetation;variable from dense Lantana camara/

Opuntia spp. scrub to practically none.

Rainfall;130-500 mm. Distribution;

large areas around the periphery of the island.
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Eutric Fluvisol (Maldivia Complex)

Dark reddish brown (5 IE 3/3 moist)

to dark brown (7.5YR 3/2 moist) clay loam to clay often with many stones
2-5 cm in diameter over dark brown (7-SYR 3/4 moist) clay, gravel layers
at depths of 40-70 cm.

Slightly acid to moderately alkaline (pH 6.2-8.1),

exchangeable bases very high (TEB 38-50 meq /S), base saturation 95-100^.
Parent material; recent alluvium.

Vegetation; some arable land and

garden ground, some valley bottom scrub of Lantana camara, Opuntia
Schinus terebinthifolius,Melia azedarach etc.

spp.

Rainfall;13O-5OO mm.

Distribution; small areas in the lower parts of the major valleys.

Solonetz (Cook's Bridge Complex)

Dark brown (7-5^^ 3/2 moist) dark

reddish grey {'^YR 4/2 moist) to very dark greyish brown (IOYR 3/2 moist)
clay loam, silty clay loam to clay over dark reddish brown (5ÏR 3/2 moist)
to dark reddish grey (5^8 4/2 moist) clay; sometimes gleyed at depths of
over 40 cm.

Extremely acid to neutral (pH 3.8-6.7); exchangeable bases

medium to very high (TEB 8-70 meq fo), base saturation 50-100/^; free
sodium salts more or less abundant and high to very high exchangeable
sodium.

Parent material; trachyandesites and lower basalts of the Upper

Shield, basaltic pyroclastics and flows of the Lower Shield and probably
basalts and trachybasalts of the Main Shield.
with large areas of bare ground.

Vegetation; very sparse,

Rainfall; 130-500 mm.

Distribution;

apparently large areas in the east of the island and an area, only tenta^
tively delineated on Separate Map 3, in the south around Sandy Bay.
Loose, fine, dry surface subject to wind erosion.

Lithosols

Soils which are limited in depth by continuous coherent hard

rock within 10 cm of the surface.

On Separate Map 3 these are grouped

with the lithic phase of the other soil types, the combined type correlating well with a slope of over 25°.
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VEGETATION

The indigenous vegetation

During man's occupation of St Helena the indigenous vegetation has been
steadily replaced by exotic species.
flora now remain.

Only a few remnants of the original

By consulting the historical record a picture of the

original vegetation can be partially reconstructed and is presented in
Text Map 4.

The data from historical sources used to produce this hypothetical

vegetation distribution is outlined in Project Record 59 (Brown, 198lc)j where
a list and descriptions of the indigenous species are also given. Five
vegetation zones based on the indigenous flora are suggested.

Arid Outer Zone

Small trees, shrubs and salt tolerant herbaceous plants in

varying densities foim more or less complete cover to very sparse cover.
Although this zone has not been subdivided on the map there is strong
evidence for species zonation.

Ebony apparently grew thickly on the slopes

of the south coast from Powell's Valley west to South—west Point and
probably also along the north west coast as far as Flagstaff.

The east

coast seems to have supported a less dense cover of scrubwood and boxwood.
Parts of the Prosperous Bay Plain area, lower Sandy Bay and similar very
saline sites on the windward side of the island probably only supported a
sparse cover of mainly herbaceous plants (Hydrodea, Pharnaceum, Osteospermum
and Polargonium).

The existence of extensive areas of arid, sparsely

wooded country, particularly in the east of the island, is supported by
the presence of an endemic plover (the wire bird) and several endemic
insects adapted to the conditions (Benson, 1950; Olson, 1975» Decelle I970).

Medium Altitude Gumwood Zone

Gumwoods seem to have been amongst the

commonest trees on the island forming apparently pure stand woods of
considerable size,notably the Great Wood in the north-east.

Other common

species in this zone were probably the bastard gumwood, 'gobblegheer' and
the island rosemary.
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Sheltered Upper-medium Altitude Zone

An intermediate zone between the

main gumwood forests and the lower cabbage tree thickets characterised
by redwoods and the rosemary.

This zone later provided some of the most

productive agricultural land and was qriickly settled.

Cabbage Tree Zones
upper and lower.

On the map these are divided into two zones,

At the present time the upper zone provides the largest

surviving remnant of the indigenous flora.

The lower zone,

apparently composed of the he-cabbage tree, stringwood, redwood, bastard
gujnwood and gobblegheer, has almost totally disappeared.

The destruction of the indigenous flora

The destruction of the indigenous vegetation is well documented (see Project
Record 59)*»

Uncontrolled browsing by goats, unrestricted felling of trees

for timber, domestic firewood and fuel for the tanning industry and for
burning lime all contributed to the destmiction of the natural
flora. Alongside

the obviously destinictive effects of man and goats, an

even more effective elimination of indigenous species was achieved by the
introduction, both deliberate and accidental, of exotic plants. A wide
range of crop plants was introduced soon after the discovery of the island
by the Portuguese.

Pumpkins, melons, figs, pomegranates, dates, lemons,

oranges, parsley, sorrel, basil, fennel, aniseed, mustard and radishes were
recorded by Cavendish in I588 (Callender, I766).

The first settlers sent

by the East India Company brought more crop plants with them including
plantains, cassava, yams sweet potatoes, beans of all sorts including
bonavist, peas and chickpeas. Further early introductions (before I7OO)
were maize, grapevines, bananas, sugarcane, cotton, indego, tobacco, coconut
and a range of temperate and soft fruit, of which only apples, peaches and
mulberries were successful, and some temperate grasses.

Towards the end

of the seventeenth but more especially during the eighteenth century species
of timber trees were introduced.

Some of the first of these being Cupressus

sp.tPinus pinaster, margossa, banyan and furze for fuel.

Project Record 59 (Brown, 198lb) contains historical and supporting data
to the Land Resource Study.
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Along with the deliberate introduction of potentially useful species came the
inevitable introduction of woods, both tropical and temperate. Some deliberate
introductions also quickly became weeds like the bramble, introduced as a
hedging plant in the late eighteenth century which quickly over-ran large
areas of pasture land and spread into the cabbage tree thickets of the peaks.

The present flora and vegetation zones
The present flora has been briefly described by Henry (1974) and Kerr
(undated), A checklist of indigenous and wild introduced species of
flowering plants and ferns and notes on the species are contained in Project
Record 59 (Brown, 198lc),

The distribution of pasture and weed species

has been plotted by Brown (I98lb),

Information from these sources and

observations made by the author during the period 1974—7 have been combined
to produce this account.

The present vegetation is largely composed of recently introduced species.
Their distribution reflects man»'s activities and land use under the
controlling influences of rainfall pattern, wind direction, and temperature.
Plant distribution is also affected by soil erosion and soil conditions
particularly the availability of moisture and the presence of high
concentrations of sodium salts. Differences in mean temperature

(depending

on altitude) and aspect also influence plant distribution.

The vegetation zones are shown, in Separate Map 4»

Two major divisions stand

out particularly clearly at a first inspection of the island: the arid to
semi-arid sparsely vegetated periphery, and the moist well vegetated control
area.

Arid to Semi-arid Peripheral Zone
This zone is almost totally unproductive and the vegetation is made up of
naturalised introductions of cosmopolitan weedy species or escapes from
cultivation plus a few indigenous species.

The

zone is divided into four major subzones based on the density of

vegetation cover, viz: low scrub, semi-desert, desert and seap-cliffs. The
low scrub is further divided on the basis of species composition.
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1, The low scrub subzones and their subdivisions

The greatest extent of low

scnib is found along the north-west coast of the island from Flagstaff to
South-west Point. A thin belt of low scrub is also found along the seaward
edge of the Central Moist Zone in the east and south.
The two subzones are low Opuntia/Lantana scrab and low mixed shrub ( A - E ) ,

la. Low Opuntia/Lantana Scrub (see Plates 4 & 6) A more or less dense and
uniform assemblage with Opuntia spp» and Lantana camara dominant. Other
species recorded were;

Ascepias sp.
Ageratum conyzoides

c Di^taria ciliaris
vc Euphorbia peplus

f
c

c Conyza bonariensis

0

Sonchus oleraceus

Helichrysum bracteatiun vc Cynodon dact,ylon
Sporobolus africanus

c Eragrostis barrelieri

Vulpia bromoides
Solanum nigrum

c Moraea angusta
c Dichoïidra repens

Oxalis corniculata

c

0
0

Ic
f

lb. Low Mixed scrub (see frontispiece) \

i. Low Mixed Scrub

A.

Sheltered valleys of the north-west coast

On the

valley sides Lantana camara is usually dominant with vai>ying amoiints of
Opuntia spp. The vegetation density varies with slope and exposure being
less dense on the steeper slopes, and the west facing slopes having a
thicker cover than east facing ones.
to la. above.

Species assemblage generally similar

Ghrysanthemoides moniliferana common in the less exposed

inland areas. Towards the sea, increasing amounts of Suaeda fructicosa
appear, eventually becoming dominant along the coast.

In Jamestown Valley,

which is rather atypical of these valleys as a whole, the following species
were recorded:
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Suaeda fructicosa

c

Euphorbia heleniana

c

Tecoma stans

c

Sonchus oleraceus

f

Opuntia vulgaris

c

Atriplex suberecta

f

Schirus mollc

c

Setaria verticillata

r

Chenopodium murale

c

Portulaca oleacea

f

Eragrostis cilianensis

c

Eleusine indica

o

Chloris virgata

vc

SPlanum nigrum

o

Atriplex semibaccata

vc

Malva parviflora

o

Blainvillia rhomboidea

c

Coronopus didymus

o

Tagetes minuta

c

Gonyza bonariensis

Ic

Sida cordifolia

Ic

Argemone mexicana

Ic

Sporobolus africanus

Ic

Lantana camara

Ageratum conyzoides

Ic

Ic
Polycarpon tetraphyllum Ic

Euphorbia peplus

Ic

Aberia caffra

Cotula coronopifolia

Ic

Helichrysum bracteatum Ic

Micotiana glauca

1

Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 1

Atriplex semibaccata

1

Alternanthera repens

1

Cynodon dactylon

Ic

Gossypium indicum

r

Ic

Boerhavia verticillata r

In the valley bottoms the vegetation is more luxuriant; typical
species include Furcraea giga.ntea, Schinus terebinthif olius,
Schinus molle and Agave spp.

In those valley bottoms with

permanent water the island yam, Golocasia esculenta is common

Low Mixed Scrub B.

Exposed headlands of the north-west coast

Relatively sparse cover; Suaeda fructicosa dominant

The low scrub zone in the east and south forms a relatively narrow
band below the Central Moist zone.

Three vegetation communities

are described

Low Mixed Scrub

C, East coast

Sparse to medium dense cover,

characterised by Ghrysanthemoides moniliferana,
Atriplex spp. andRoyena pallens.
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Carpobrotus edule,

Other species recorded include:

Coronopus didymus

c

Cynodon dactylon

f

Tetragonia expansa

c

Polycarpon tetraphyllum

f

Chenopodium murale

o

Portulaca oleracea

f

Solanum nigrum

c

Lantana camara

Ic

Helichrysum bracteatum

c

Ageratum conyzoides

Ic

Sporobolus africanus

Ic

iv. Low Mixed Scrub D. South coast

Sparse to fairly dense cover depending on

slope; relatively species rich; higher altitude areas characterised
by Lantana camara, Cluytia pulchella, Psidium pomiferum with
occasional to common Juniperus bernuidiana and Pittosporiom
undulatum; lower altitude areas characterised by Vinca rosea,
Argemone mexicana, Lantana camara and Opuntia spp. Other
species recorded include:

Ageratum conyzoides

vc

Euphorbia heleniana

Ic

Solamum lycopersicum

c

Digitaria ciliaris

c

Verbascum sp,

Ic

Eleusine indica

Ic

Conyza bonariensis

c

Sporobolus africanus

c

Sonchus obraceus

c

Agave sp.

c

Melia azedarach

c

Eriochloa procera

c

Eragrostis cilianesis

c

Atriplex spp.

c

Wicotiana glauca

1

Ehrhata erecta

Ic

Coronopus didymus

0

Helichrysum bracteatum

o

Tecoma stans

f

Malva parviflora

f

Chenopodium murale

Ic

Suaeda fmcticosa

Ic

Solanum nigrum

f

Leucaena leucocephala

1

V, Low Mixed Scrub

E.

South-west coast

Sparse to medium dense

cover; typical species Lantana camara, Pittosporum undulatum,
Juniperus bermudian,.Physalis peruviana and Cineraria saxifraga.
Other species recorded include:
Digitaria ciliaris

c

Ageratum conyzoides

Ic

Cynodon dactylon

c

Cotula australis

Ic

Pichondra repens

c

Gnaphalium luteo—album

Ic

Helichrysum bracteatum

c

Oxalis corniculata

Ic

Polycarpon tetraphyllum

c

Solanum sodomaeum

Ic
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2. Garpobrotus edule (*Creeper*) Semi-desert (see Plate 5) A subzone in the
east of the island intermediate between low scrub and desert called after the 1;
name for Garpobrotus edule which in the dominant species. Cover gonorally
sparse;-

. soil contains

large amounts of soluble sodium salts. Dotted

here and there in some parts of this subzone are islands of denser
vegetation formed around Opuntia bushes. Species found
are:

Atriplex semibaccata

c

Royena pallens

o

Lantana camara

f

Portulaca oleracea

o

Helichrysvun bracteatum

f

Eragrostis barrelieri

c

Polycarpon tetraphyllum

c

3» Desert (see Plate 7) Large areas in the extreme south and east support verylittle vegetation; most of the ground surface (shallow stony soil and many rock
outcrops) is completely bare.

Soil in parts of these areas contains

soluble sodium salts. Species which do occur in these areas include:

Hydrodea cryptantha

1

Ophioglossum opacum

r

Mesembryanthemum crystallinum

Ic

Qsteospermum sancta-helenae

r

Suaeda fructicosa

vc

Mcotiana glauca

1

Eragrostis barrelieri

c

Eragrostis cilianensis

Ic

Tragus roxburghii

1

In sheltered valleys in the desert subzone a few more species are found
including:

Lantana camara

Ic

Dactyloctenium aegyptium

1

Opuntia spp.

Ic

Ricinus communis

1

Atriplex spp

Ic

Ghenopodium murale

Ic

Euphorbia heleniana

1

Splanum nigrum

Ic

Ageratum conyzoides

Ic

Cynodon dactylon

o

Vinca rosea

Ic
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4»

Barren Sea Cliffs A few cliimps of vegetation on rock ledges. Several

indigenous species survive in this environment.

').

Commidendmm rugosum

Ic

Pelargonium cotyledonis

r

Frahkenia portulacaefolia

1

Pharnaceum acidum

r

Eragrostis saxatilis

Ic

Gymnogramme haughtonii

r

Asplenium ascensionis

r

Remnants of the indigenous vegetation of the Arid Outer Zone are groups

of scruhwood, Commidendrum rugosum^ and^more rarely the St Helena tea plant,
Frankenia portulacaefolia which are to he found dotted along the cliffs of
the south—west, south-east, east to north—east of the island.

Occasionally,

Pelargonium cotyledonis and Plantage robusta are also found in such habitats.
The locations are indicated on Separate Map 4»

Central Moist Zone

The central moist, well vegetated areas have been largely appropriated to
man*s use.

The bulk of this zone is covered with woodland, permanent pasture

land or old and now unutilised plantations of Phormium tenax, New Zealand flax.
There is also a small amount of arable land and other small areas containing
housing and gardens. In the highest altitude regions around H i ^ Peak and
Mt Actaeon/Diana's Peak, there are remains of the indigenous cabbage tree forest
and a grove of gumwood trees is to be found between Peak Dale and Luffkins in
the south-west; otherwise very few indigenous species remain in the Central
Moist Zone. (See Appendix 4 for details of endemic flowering plants and ferns^

There are very few areas of natural vegetation within this zone and therefore
subdivisions are based on land use. (See also Volume 1, Part l).

"i» Uew Zealand Flax Plantations (Phormium tenax) (See Plate 7). The larger
part of the land planted to New Zealand flax (over 1 300 hectares in all) lies
on the steeper southern and eastern slopes of the central ridge at altitudes
of over 500 m where the mean annual rainfall exceeds 700 mm.

The area covered

by this crop has decreased in recent years as the more gentle slopes under flax
have been converted to pasture land or woodland.
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Since the plantations have not been cut for several years the growth and cover
is very dense, with leaves 2-3 m long.

The natural vegetation is thus crowded

out to the edges of the plantations or tracks within them and to rocky
precipices smd the steepest slopes lacking sm adequate depth of soil for Phormi,
Pteridophytes, including several endemic ferns, are prominent; grasses^ sedges,
and rushes are common; one of the rarer endemic flowering plants occurs on rocl!^
slopes and several of the introduced weeds ubiquitous on the island are
seasonally common (Kerr, undated).
Pteridophytes
Hypolepis rugulosa

Ic

Dryopteris cognata

Pseudophegopteris dianae

1
ic

1
c

Microstaphyla furcata

1

Pteris dentata

Asplenium aethiopicum

1

Pleopeltis lanceolata

1
I

Christella parasitica

1

Wahlenbergia angastifolia 1
Gypeins erectus
c

Paspalum scrobiculatum

c

Scirpus prolifer

1

Cotula coronopifolia

1

Cotula anthemoides

1

Helichrysum bracteatiun

1

Ageratum conyzoides

1

Rubus pinnatus

1

Fuchsia coccinea

1
r

Lycopodium cernum
Pteris paleacea

Diplazium nigropaleaceum

Angiosperms

Scirpus cornuus
2.

House Garden Land and Arable Land (Plate 8)

Most of the islands crops

are grown in the Moist Central Zone and the same major species are grown throu^'
out this zone, viz: Irish potatoes, vegetables (cabbages, pumpkins, onions,
carrots, peas, beans, tomatoes, lettuce, brinjal, peppers etc.), fodder crops
(maize, barley, oats, fodder beet, turnips etc.), and fruit (plums, guavas,
bananas, loquats, citrus, peaches etc.). (A similar range of crops is grown
under irrigation in the two major valley bottoms in the Arid to Semi-Arid Zone,
though the subtropical species (citrus, pomegranite, pepper, tomato, brinjal
etc.) are relatively more successful.)
The weeds of gardens and arable land were surveyed by Brown (1978c).

The most

widespread weeds (i.e. those reported from the largest number of sites) were*
Sonchus oleraceus
Splanum nigrum
Stachys arvensis
Pennisetum clandestinum
Ageratum spp.

Amaranthus lividus
Pumaria muralis
Coronopus didymus
Oxalis corniculata
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,nd cover
crowded

The most serious weed problems, from the control aspect, are caused by the
nut grass (Cyperus rotundus and C. esculentus) Qxalis corymbosa

'or Phormi;

clandestinum, Bromus wildenowii and Gynodon dactylon»

Pennisetum

Nut grasses were

recorded at 64^ of the sites surveyed and, where present, they were extremely
, sedges,

abundant.

Qxalis corymbosa was recorded at 50^ of the sites surveyed and

's on roct

found to be frequent to common at these sites.

The distribution of weed species reveals some zonation which appears to be
primarily related to rainfall.

The higher rainfall zone

(over 800 mm p.a.) is fairly well defined and characterised by Mercurialis
Ic

annua, Vinca minor, Qxalis corymbosa, Cardamine hirsuta. Euphorbia peplus,

1
c

and Kyllingia brevifolia.

1

raphanistrum, Digitaria ciliaris and Nicandra physaloides. The typical weed

1

species of the lower rainfall areas (5QQ-65O mm) are Tetragonia expansa,

The medium rainfall areas (65O-8QO mm) are rather

less well defined but the characteristic weed species include Raphanus

Atriplex semibaccata, Portulaca oleracea Chenopodium murale and Royena
pallens. A total of 1Q1 weed species were identified in the survey (see
c

Appendix 4)«

1
1
1

3. The pasture subzones

A survey of the botanical composition of the pastures

I
r

of the island was carried out by Brown (1978c); of a total of 1 27O ha

crops

areas sampled were originally divided into four broad ecological subzones,

wn throu^

but for the purposes of this report these have been condensed to three^

ions,

based on annual rainfall.

of permanent pasture on the island,approximately 730 ha were sampled.

The

r crops
avas,

3a.

Dry Pennisetum-Cynodon-Digitaria Pasture

Mean annual rainfall

grown

400- 750 mm.

rid Zone,

west (Man and Horse, and Botley's Lay) and north east (Deadwood

rinjal

Largely composed of the commonages of the south-

• Plain and Sane Valley) plus a few areas along the northern border
of the Central Moist Zone (Horse Pasture, Francis Plain, and
Barren Hill) and Barley Field in the east in areas with 400-750 mm

The most
) were*

rainfall.

Pennisetum clandestinum (Kikuyu grass) is the

commonest species but other more drought resistant types
especially Gynodon dactylon (wire grass) and Digitaria ciliaris
are also important especially in the driest areas. The
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proportion of broad-leaved weeds is very high.

Typical species

are Cineraria saxifraga in the south west and Helichrysiun
bracteatuffl particularly in the north east^other conmon ones are
Pichondra repens, Ageratum conyzoides, Lantana camara and Ulex
europeus.
abundant.

Various species of Gyperus and Juncus are also
Bare ground is common and erosion active in some areas

particularly the south-west where the ground is more steeply sloping.

Medium Moist Stenotaphrum-Pennisetum Pasture (Plate 8) Mean annual
rainfall 750-1 000 mm. The largest block of this category is found in'
the western half of the Central Moist Zone on the north side of the
ridge from Thompsons Wood to Casons Gate.

There are also a few

patches on the south side of the central ridge in the west notably
Fairyland.

Smaller areas occur in the centre of the island including

Guinea Grass, Rosemary Plain, Sunnyside, Gumwoods, Woodlands East,
Vaughans and Prospect and also on the south side of the central
ridge in upper Sandy Bay (Bamboo Hedge, Green Hill etc.).

a

By far

the most important species in terms of cover are Stenotaphrum
secundatum (mat grass) and Pennisetum clandestinum (Kikuyu grass).

i
I

Other common species are Agrostis tenuis, Anthoxanthum odoratum
(hay grass), Sporobolus africanus (Cape grass) and Cynodon dactylon
(wire grass).

Broad leaved weeds are relatively unimportant but

common species are Oxalis corniculata ('clover'), Hypochaeris
radicata ('dandylion') and Centella asiatica (monkey's ears).
In moist areas Cyperus spp and Kyllingia brevifolia are common.
The proportion of bare ground is generally low but increases on
the steeper slopes.

Moist Agrostis-Pennisetum Pasture

Mean annual rainfall is over 1 000 m

Mainly the central ridge lands from Pounceys to Beales plus smaller ars
on the eastern and southern slopes of the peaks and an area east of Eii
Peak. In terms of cover the most important species are Agrostis tenuis
Pennisetum clandestinum (Kikuyu grass) but Paspalijm scrobiculatiun
(cow grass) is also important and Anthoxanthum odoratum (hay grass)
and Stenotaphrum secundatum (mat grass) are also common.

Broad-

leaved weeds are relatively uncommon and bare ground is also rare
except in a few steep or exposed areas at the highest altitudes.
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Further details of the species composition of the pastures are given m
Appendix 4.

The woodland suhzones
by Henry (1974)*

The woodlands of St Helena were descrihed in detail

They are here divided into three subzones which are

mainly dependent upon the amount of annual rainfall and degree of exposure
to the prevailing south-east trade winds.
5a.

Dry Acacia Woodland

Dry and/or exposed areas with mean annual

rainfall in the range 450-700 mm.

Many areas scattered around the

drier boundary of the Moist Central Zone mostly in the north and
east.

The most commonly planted and most successful species is

Acacia longifolia.

Other planted species include Pinus pinaster.

Acacia melanoxylon. Acacia mearnsii and Eucalyptus grandis.
Various woody species regenerate naturally in this zone including
Acacia longifolia, Juniperus bermudiana, Pinus pinaster. Plea spp.,
Cassine papillosa,Pittosporum spp. and Schinus spp.

In the dry

Acacia longifolia woodlands of the east there is very little
other vegetation under the tree cover apart from a little
CarpTobrotus edule and weedy species like Ageratum conyzoides and
Helichrysimi bracteatum.

In the dry woodland of the northern side

of the island^where the species composition is more varied^the
shrub layer includes Lantana camara, Opuntia spp., Agave spp.,
EHircraea gigantia and Osteospeimum

monilifeinim.

The

ground layer includes Helichrysum bracteatum, Solanum
nigrum, Cynodon dactylon, Sporobolus africanus, Panicum maximum etc.

5b.

Medium Moist Pinus Woodland

(Plate 8) Medium rainfall or dry but

sheltered areas with mean annual rainfall 6OO-I OOOmmm.

Several areas

mainly in the north and west of the Moist Central Zone plus a few areas
in upper Sandy Bay.

The most common species is Pinus pinaster

other species include Eucalyptus grandis. Acacia melanoxylon and
Cupressus macrocarpa.

Shrub layer and ground layer vegetation

in well developed Pinus pinaster woodland is sparse to non existent
but in thin woodland the following species are typical Solanum
auriculatum, Buddleia spp., Cluytia pulchella, Eupatorium pallescens,
Cestrum laevigatum, Ulex europeus, Solanum nigrum, Ehrharta ereota,
Anthoxanthum odoratum, Ageratiim conyzoides, Oxalis corniculata,
Centella asiatica.
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5c.

Moist Mixed Woodland

High rainfall or medium moist sheltered

areas; mean annual rainfall 800—1 200 mm.

Mostly areas on the

northern slopes of the central ridge with smaller plots at higher
altitudes in the west. Characteristic species include: Podocarpus
elongata. Acacia melanoxylon, Cupressus spp., Cunninghamia sinensis
and Araucaria excelsa. Shrub layer often contains bamboos (Eambusa
Arundinaria spp.), Datura suaveolens, Solanum auriculatum. Rubus
pinnatus, Ulex europeus etc. Ground layer frequently composed
of ferns e.g. Ghristella parasitica, Asplenium tennellum,
Asplenium aethiopicum and Hypolepis rugulosa, while other common
species include Senecio mikanoides, Oxalis spp., Erharta erecta
and Agrostis tenuis.

6.

Seasonal Swamp

Scattered throughout the Central Moist Zone and also in

some of the larger valleys of the arid peripheral areas. Generally not
sufficiently large to map at 1:25 000 scale. A lush growth of water loving
plants marks the courses, frequently completely hiding the moving water.
In the upper parts of the stream beds the typical species include Colocasia
esculenta, Zantedeschia aethiopica, Alpinia nutans, Alpinia erectus, Commelina
diffusa, Juncus spp., Cyperus spp., Scirpus spp., Echinochloa pyramidalis and
Nasturtium officinale (watercress). At lower altitudes (particularly in the
east and south), the water frequently contains high concentrations of dissolved
salts, mostly sodium chloride. Salt—tolerant species include Colocasia
esculenta (especially the so—called 'pig yam»), Paspalidium geminatum (Sandy
Bay), Pennisetum macrourum, Polypogon spp. auid Apium gravedens (celery).

7»

Remnants of the indigenous vegetation

* Cabbage tree* Woodland

These areas provide the largest surviving

remnant of the indigenous flora. The black cabbage tree (see
Plate Se) is the commonest woody species, followed by the he-cabbage
and the white cabbage tree. There is a large fern component, the
environment at the highest altitudes being sufficiently moist to
support an epiphytic filmy fern. A large number of exotic plants have
invaded even these areas and threaten the survival of the indigenous
species.

The assemblage includes the following species (* indicates

indigenous species):
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Tree layer
•^Melanodendron integrifolium

vc

*DicksQnia arborescens

vc

^Petrobium arboreum

c

•^Hedyotis arborea

1

•^Senecio leucadendron

Ic

Cinchona succiruba

1

Shrub layer
^Trimeris scaevolifolia

c

Phormi-um tenax

vc

*Sium helenianum

1

Splanum auriculatum

vc

Rubus pinnatus

vc

Ground layer

Paspalum scrobiculatum

c

Maurandia scandens

Ic

*Lycopodium cernuum

c

Cyperus erectus

c

Faschia coccinea

c

Pennisetum macrourum

Ic

Agrostis tenuis

f

*Diplazium nigropaleaceum
Watsonia rosea

Ic
Ic

*Carex praelta

1

f
*Pseudophegopteris dianae Ic

*Asplenium compressum

Ic

*Asplenium platybasis

1

*Pteris paleacea

1

*Asplenium tenellum

1

*Microstaphyla furcata

Ic

Anthoxanthiim odoratum

Epiphytes
*Hymenophyllum capillaceum

1

*Elaphoglossiun nervosum

Ic

*Pleopeltis lanceolata

r

*Elaphoglossum conforme

r

Commidendrum robustutn Woodland

A grove of about 200 gurawood trees survives

on the southern slopes of the aain central ridge underneath the Depot. In
addition a few old specimens are to be found in a hedge between Longwood Farm
and the Golf course.
*Indigenous species
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FAUNA

With the exception of the birds, the vertebrate fauna is sparse; in fact, all
existing species are recent introductions by man.

There are no freshwater fish

The paucity is due to the volcanic origin of the island and its isolation.
A checklist of all recorded speciesjand notes on extinct bird species,are
presented in Project Record 59 (Brown 1981b) which supplements this Study.
Notes on the living vertebrate and major invertebrate species are given below.
Mammals
Oryctolagus cuniculus huxleyi, the island rabbit, is a Mediterranean
species apparently introduced by Portuguese navigators.
distributed all over the island.

It is now widely

Typically grey—brown in colour or rarely

all black it generally lives in thickets of vegetation or Phormium tenax
rather than burrows (Basilewsky, 1970)»

Mus musculus brevirostris, the mouse of St Helena, thought not typical of
the form, belongs to the race brevirostris which originated in the Iberian
peninsular but is now widely distributed in Worth Africa and the Atlantic
Islands.

It is very common all over the island particularly in the more

arid areas.

Its behaviour is slightly different from the European form

in that it is active during daylight and much less timid probably because
of the absence of birds of prey (Basilewsky, 1970).

Rattus norvegicus norvegicus. the brown rat, lives in sewers, cellars, banks
of water courses and rubbish tips it is larger and stronger than Rattus
rattus frugivorus, the tree rat, and possibly an older introduction.

In

recent years it has become rarer, apparently supplanted by frugivorus
(Davis, 1965; Basilewsky, I970),

Rattus rattus frugivorus, the tree rat, a lighter and more agile species
adapted to climbing, living in roof-spaces and in and amongst trees and
shrubs.

It now appears to be the most common rat species (Davis I965;

Basilewsky, I970),
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There are many references in the records and literature of the island to
severe infestations of rats damaging crops, trees, stored grains and other
foodstuffs.

In 1682 (Gosse, 1938) records that rats ate potatoes while

they were still in the ground.

In I7I5 it was reported (Janisch, I885)

that 'soldiers pouches were often destroyed by rats who have sometimes eaten
great holes in them while the soldiers who wore them were asleep»; and in
1732 •

several of the top branches of trees in the little grove of

gumwood trees behind Plantation House were barked and killed by rats which
are now grown very numerous in most parts of the country» (Janisch, I885),
Many attempts to control them were made.
and mice increase considerably

In I768 it was reported that 'rats

reward for destruction, a halfpenny each

rat a farthing each mouse» (Janisch, I885).

In 1901 the presence of

bubonic plague in South Africa led to fear of plague on the island and the
government offered one penny a head for rats, then 2d and 3d as they became
rarer (Jackson, 1903),

At the present time rat control is the joint

responsibility of the Public Health Department and the Pest Control Officer
within the Agricultural and Forestry Department, Poison bait traps are
regularly laid all over the island and rat populations are closely monitored.
In 1979 the bounty payment for rat tails was reintroduced at lOp.

Birds
In contrast to the rest of the vertebrate fauna, the bird
species are relatively numerous. There are six resident species of native
seabird

and five regular occasional visitors. Though all of the present land

birds, with one exception, are recent introductions, there is fossil
evidence to show the former presence of at least 12 other native birds.
The present land birds are as follows:

Charadrius pecuarius sanctae — helenae

Local name the »wire—bird*^

either by reason of its long legs, like pieces of wire^or because of its
association with »wire grass», Cynodon dactylon. Unlike its relative
C. pecuarius pecuarius on the African mainland, the wire-bird lives in
upland situations, typically the open barren plains and drier pasture
areas like Prosperous Bay Plain Deadwood Plain, Botley»s Ley and Man
and Horse, This is the sole surviving native land bird and its adaption
to upland grassy or sparsely vegetated plains is a strong indication that
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'I'

this sort of hahitat existed prior to the discovery of the island and
thus that the island was not entirely covered in forest as some authors
have suggested (Benson, 1950; Haydock, 1954).
Geopelia striata, the harred ground dove, common all over the island,

Estrilda astrild, locally called *averdevat* common all over the
island usually in flocks of 10-20.

Padda oryzivora, Java sparrow, relatively uncommon.

Foudia madagascariensis, locally called ^cardinal', 'rohin* or »red
"bird*, fairly numerous.

Serinus fiayiventris, Swainson's canary, fairly ntmierous.

Phasianus colchicus torquatus, ring-necked pheasant, moderately
common and often a pest in potato crops.

Alectoris chukar, Chiikar partridge, relatively uncommon, frequents
the dry harren areas.

Grocethia alha, locally called *sand-pecker*, an occasional visitor
to the island, small flocks seen from time to time on sea shores.

Golumba livia, locally called 'pigeon', common in James Valley.

Acridotheres^ tristis, 'myna—bird', introduced in 1889 to combat insect
pests. Now very common and occasionally a serious pest of fruit though
they probably also help to reduce slug and larval populations.

Gallinula chloropus meridionalis, 'water—bird', rather rare.

Bubulcus ibis, cattle egret^a periodical visitor to the island, as many
as seven

have been seen at a time (Haydock, I954).

Porphyrula alleni, Allen's reed-hen^has been recorded.
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Nycticorax nycticorax, night heron; a specimen was collected on the
island in I98O (Benson, 1950).
Ardea cinerea, grey heron; has been recorded»

Five extinct species of landbird are listed in the checklist and described
in the notes on palaeomithology in Project Record 59 (Brown, 198lb).

The following species of seabird

breed

on St Helena:

Oceanodroma castro castro. Mother Carey's chicken, locally 'pickering*

Phaethon aethereus, 'trophy-bird*

Sterna fuscata, *wideawake* •or egg-bird*

Cygis alba. *white-bird*

Anous minutus atlanticus, *black-bird* or *noddy-bird'

Anous stolidus, *black-bird*

Occasional visitors recorded are:

Procellaria aeguinoctialis, the Gape hen

Macronectes ^ganteus, giant petrel
Sula leucogaster, *booby*, *gannet* or *duck* also reputed to breed
at the island
Stercorarius pomarinus, Pomatorhine skua

Ijiomedea exalans. Cape wandering albatross, recorded on one or two
occasions
Three extinct species of seabird and eight which were formerly resident are
listed and described in Project Record 59»
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Reptiles
Hemidactylus frenatus, a gecko, originally from Java but now also found in
Africa, the Seychelles, Mauritius and Madagascar, it was probably introduced
in the ships of the East India Company,

It inhabits the lower altitude

warmer areas and is particularly abundant in Ruperts Valley,

Amphibians
Rana grayi, a common South African frog, introduced in 1885 as food for
ducks. Now common all over the island from the Peaks to the coast. It
appears to be the principal cause of the disappearance and likely extinction
of St Helena's native dragonfly.

Fish (freshwater)
A specimen of Eleotris pisonis, a native of Brazil and the West Indies was
found in the Sandy Bay Dam in 1972. Tilapia mossambica has been introduced "to
the storage dam at Broad Bottom.

Otherwise freshwater fish are unknown on thi

island.
Invert ebrat es
The invertebrate fauna of St Helena is, as one might expect, relatively
more numerous and varied than the vertebrate fauna. An outline of the
range of species is given here, particular mention being given to species
of economic importance. More detailed lists are given in the checklist in
Project Record 59 (Brown, 198lb),

Mollusca
Before the deforestation of the island_,St Helena evidently supported a
varied s e l e c t i o n of indigenous and unique land s n a i l s , mostly of primitive
stock and many of the species geographically r e s t r i c t e d t o the i s l a n d ,
number of these show considerable subspecific -variation.

A

The d e s t r u c t i o n

of t h e i r n a t u r a l h a b i t a t r a p i d l y eliminated t h e unadaptable forms, u n t i l
by t h e time of Mellis» and Wollaston's surveys in the 1870*s p r a c t i c a l l y
nothing but dead s h e l l s could be found, while Biropean i n t r o d u c t i o n s .
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probably for the most part accidental, were flourishing.

The only exception

was the local species of Succinea, which proved sufficiently adaptable to
ad in

hold its own in ecological niches unfavourable to any of the immigrants,

reduced

and this survives

de

unlaiown (Crowley and Pain, 1977).

in a number of varieties. True freshwater snails are
In I967 living specimens of another

endemic species, Helenoconcha relicta,were found on the trunks of indigenous
trees growing on the Peaks (Solem, 1977)«
Among the introduced species the Biropean slug Milax gagates inflicts
considerable damage on vegetable crops.
or
It
Worms

iinction

A single specimen of a freshwater nemertine worm identified as Frostoma
eilhardi has recently been collected on the island (Ball, 1977)»

;s was

The two expeditions from the Musee Royal de L*Afrique Centrale, Tervuren,

?oduced to
3wn on the

Belgium collected a number of specimens of free living nematodes including
about 20 species but unfortunately the material was subsequently lost.

The Belgian expedition collected some specimens of the island frog, Rana
grayi,

On dissection most of them were found to be parasitised by a

species of nematode new to science, Amphibiophilus sanctae—helenae.

ely
he
ecies

Samples of turbellarians collected by the Belgian expedition consisted of

ist in

a single new species of macrostomid turbellarian and five species of
aquatic and terrestrial triclad turbellarians of which two were new to
science. All the aquatic species were collected from freshwater habitats
(Ball, 1977).
Twenty two species of earthwoims have been recorded from St Helena (Gates,

.a

1977)*

mitive

Two of these have not been secured in recent years, Nearly all of

these species are widely distributed and were almost certainly brought to

.d. A

St Helena by man.
Lction
intil
lally
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I

Crustacea
Nineteen species of terrestrial Isopods (woodlice etc.) have been recorded
from St Helena,

Fourteen of these are cosmopolitan and the remaining five

endemic and said to have African affinities, A single species of aquatic
Isopod is present, also apparently endemic,

A collection of Ostracoda made by the Belgian expeditions contained
2 species. These expeditions also collected 4 species of Gopepoda,
2 species of Tanaidacea and 1 Amphipod species,

Myriapoda

The majority of Myriapods found on St Helena belong to the Ghilopoda
(centipedes) or Diplopoda (millipedes), locally known as 'button worms'.
Thirteen species of centipede were collected by the Belgian expeditions;
the largest group amongst them is the European introductions but 3 species
new to science and thought to be endemic were also found. Eleven species of
millipedes are known, all introduced again; the majority

are well known

European types but there is also a secondary element of Indo-Oriental forms.

In addition to the centipedes and millipedes there are 3 species each of
Penicillata and Symphylida,

Arachnida

One composition species of scorpion lives on the island in the warmer
arid areas. The toxicity of its venom is very feeble, a sting usually
only producing localised swelling for 3-4 days.

Eight species of Pseudoscorpiones, five of which were new to science,
were collected by the Belgian expeditions (Beier, 1977).

Benoit (1977) reports the presence of 98 species of spider belonging
to 25 families ajid including 48 endemics. Of the introduced species
9 are cosmopolitan, 11 cosmotropical, 9 African, 10 palearctic, 8
Mediterranean and 3 Atlantic island in origin,
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The Acarina (mites) fauna of the island contains several species of
economic importance, the suborders represented are:
Me sostigmata - 16 free living species were collected by the Belgian
expedition of which eight were new to science. Two species of parasitic
Mesostigmata were

collected:

Laelaps echidnius on Rattus rattus

frugivorus and Omithonyssus bursa.the tropical fowl mite.

Ixodides — two species of tick are present on the island Boophilus
decoloratus^ the blue tick, and Rhipicephalus evertsi evertsi, the
red tick.

Trombidiformes - this suborder contains the red spider mites which are
serious pests of plants on St Helena. Recorded identifications of red
spider mites on the island are But et ranychus s exmaculat us, E. banksii and
Oligonychus sp. but other species are probably also present. The false
spider mite Brevipalpus phoenicis has also been recorded. Fourteen other
Trombidiform species were collected by the Belgian expedition of which
9 were new to science.

Sarcoptiformes — the majority of mite species so far recorded on St Helena
belong to this suborder. The Sarcoptiformes can be divided into two groups,
the Oribatidae, or *beetle mites*, and the Acaridiae, The Belgian
expedition collected 48 species of oribatid mites representing 27 genera
and 22 families, 27 species were new to science. The collections were
considered to be generally representative of the Oribatid fauna of the
island (Wallwork, 1977)» and they reveal that the endemic and non-endemic
components of the fauna are approximately equally represented.

The non-

endemic component is largely European in origin, to which is added a small
African element. An analysis of distribution patterns on the island
reveals that the very large majority of the species are more or less
restricted to the moist habitats around the central ridge. There is no
evidence, from these collections, that a xerophilous component has become
established in the drier coastal lowlands.

In the Acaridiae group, two

tyroglyphid mites are recorded, Tyrophagus putrescentiae and Glycyphagus
domestici3s^ the furniture mite, and 6 species of feather mites (living in
birds' feathers) collected by the Belgian expedition of which 2 are new to
science.
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Inseeta
Insects, both introduced and endemic, are well represented on St Helena,
At the present time a published account of the insect collections of the
Belgian expedition is only available as far as the Goleoptera so the
following notes are less complete for the remaining orders,

Collembola. springtails; 21 species are recorded, mostly collected by the
Belgain expedition. Apparently none are endemic and most species have a
European or cosmopolitan distribution though one is typically found in
the southern hemisphere,

Diplura

Four introduced species of a European genus were collected by the

Belgian expedition,

Thysanura, silverfish. Four introduced species and one species new to science/
with southern African affinities, were collected by the Belgian expedition,

Odonata, dragonflies^ One species only, Smypetrum dilatatum« is known from
St Helena,

It is endemic but now thought to be extinct. The last specimen

was seen in 1 9 0 (Loveridge, 1963) at Sandy Bay, The apparent cause of its
extinction was the introduction of a frog, Rana gray! in 1885,

Blattariae, cockroaches. Nine species were collected by the Belgian expedition.
The commonest are probably Leucophaea maderae^ Periplaneta australasiae and
Blattella germanica.

Isoptera, termites. Two species of termites are found on St Helena
Crytotermes brevis and Heterotermes perfidus. The first is a dry-*Jood
termite associated with constructional timber and furniture, while the
second is a subterranean—nesting

moist—wood termite also feeding on

timber but attacking trees and growing crops as well,

Cryptotermes breyls

is found in many tropical countries and is almost certainly introduced.
The first record from St Helena appears to have been in 1928, Since then
it has become recognised as a frequent inhabitant of constructional timbers
and furniture in most parts of the island,

Heterotermes perfidus was first

described in I869 when it was thought to be a form of the West Indian
Termes tenuis, However, it has now been established as a distinct species
(Harris, 1970) and has so far only been recorded from St Helena,
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"

Heterotermes perfidixs is present in most parts of the island, nesting
underground and causing considerable damage.

In 1863 it was reported from

St Helena that termites were causing *fearful ravages» to buildings in
Jamestown and it was believed that they had been introduced from West Africa
some

2G

years

earlier in

timber(itoining, I864).

There is also a

tradition on the island that they were introduced when a ship's timbers
were employed as roof beams for government buildings in Jamestown, the
ship being variously described as a slaver and a warship taken in the
West Indies during the Napoleonic Wars,

Orthoptera, crickets and grasshoppers. Three species of bush crickets were
collected by the Belgian expedition,

2 are endemic and 1 a tropical

African species. The expedition also collected 5 species of cricket
including 2 endemics and 2 species of grasshopper^both belonging to
different endemic genera. The locust Schistocero.a gregaria flaviventris
has been recorded once on the island but has never become established,

Dermaptera. earwigs. Four species have been recorded from the island, 3 of
which are introduced.

The endemic species Labidura herculeana is confined

to a small area in the drier parts of the north east of the island but is
not uncomm.on.

It is apparently the largest known existing earwig in the

world. The largest specimen collected by the Belgian expedition measures
78 mm in total length, the forceps being 24 mm long. The insects are
xerophilous and nocturnal, the adults appearing during the summer rains
and seeking underground shelter at the onset of dry weather (Brindle, I970),

Goleoptera

This order is the largest group of insects on St Helena and has

long been of considerable interest to naturalists. The Goleoptera of the
island were first studied in detail by Wollaston (I887) and later discussed
by Wallace (I880) in his study of island floras and faunas. The main points
of interest are the relative abundance of Goleoptera compared with other
insect orders, the large proportion of endemic species, the exceptional
degree of generic isolation and the unusually large number of endemic
species belonging to the family Gurculionidae (weevils),

At the present time 256 species are found on the island (Decelle and Voss,
1972), Of these 137» or 53,5^» are considered to be ancient endemics,
20 or "J.Qffo recent endemics and 99 or 38,75^ are introduced.
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Of these species

classed as recent endemics it is possible that some may yet he discovered
in other parts of the world and thus turn out to be introductions to
St Helena. The 137 ancient endemics belong to no less than 31 endemic
genera plus 3 genera also represented elsewhere. The ancient endemics
are grouped in 9 families of which the Gurculionidae is by far the largest
containing 78 species. The recent endemics also represent 9 families and
three quarters of the species in this group show definite or probable
African affinities. The 99 introduced species show the following global
distribution:

44 a r e cosmopolitan or pantropical
20 a r e p a l e a r c t i c
21 a r e African

7 a r e lieotropical
4 a r e Asiatic
1 is

Australian
Indian Ocean/Pac; i f i c

1 is

of the A t l a n t i c i s l a n d s .

1 is

The recent collections of the Belgian expedition (Decelle and Voss, 1972)
did not recover all the species cited by Wollaston,
series of endemic species that existed on the

It appears that a

island

100 years ago

have either become extinct or are now on the verge of extinction and
therefore extremely rare. The extensive changes in land use over the last
century and the consequent destruction of the vast majority of the indigenous
flora combined with competition from introduced species has most certainly
been the cause of the disappearance of these species.

One endemic beetle of particular interest is Aplothorax burchelli, a
member of the Garabidae, which is confined to the arid north east corner
of the island.

It is nocturnal, hiding during the day in crevices in the

soil or under stones or vegetation.

It feeds at night on cockroaches,

snails and various other insects and their larvae.

Its adaption to an

arid, barren habitat is another indication that such habitats were not
uncommon before the discovery of the island.
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The endemic weevils (Curculionidae) of St Helena all feed on dead and
decaying wood and include many species with very specific plant host
requirements, typically associated with the endemic flora. Their plant
host relationships can be summarised as follows (Decelle and Voss, 197^):

Plant host
species

Number of endemic
weevil species
observed on this host

Number of endemic
weevil species
confined to this host

42

Cabbage trees

18

Treefern (Dicksonia
arborescens)

5

Dogwood (Hedyot i s arborea)

6

1

18

6

Gumwood (Commidendrum
robusture)
Scrubwood (Commidendrum
rugosum)

9

Bastard gumwood
(Commidendrum spurium)

9

Lobelia (Trimeris
scaevolifolia)
Jellico (Sium. spp,)

2

Babies toes
(Hydrodea cryptanthum)

1

Diplazuim nigropaleaceum
(endemic fern)
Kon endemic species

35

A number of beetles present on the island are of considerable economic
importance, the majority which are introduced. However, the
endemic hogworms (Mellisius spp.) frequently cause serious damage to
pastures usually during dry weather or under heavy grazing. The most
serious agricultural pests are Acanthoscelides obtectus, the bean weevil^
which infests pods in the field and can also cause much damage to the
stored beans, and various pests of stored products (Sitophilus oryzae,
the rice weevil; Araecerus fasciculatus^ the coffee bean weevil;
Tribolium castaneum, the rust red flour beetle; Oryzaephilus surinamensis,
the saw toothed grain beetle; Carpophilus dimidiatus, the c o m sap beetle;
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Gibbium psylloides, the spider beetle; Stejgpbium paniceum. the drug store
beetle and Attagenus fasciatus).

Anobjum punctatm, the fumiture beetle,

is also present on the island and so is Gonipterus scutellatus. the Eucalyptus
snout beetle, which formerly caused severe damage amongst
growing Eucalyptus trees.

However, since the introduction of the parasite

Patasson nitens in 1958 there has been a major improvement in the health of
the trees and a marked fall in the weevil population,
Lepidoptera

Prior to the publication of the results of the Belgian

expeditions 27 species of butterflies and moths have been recorded in
recent years (post 1958), the great majority of these being introduced
species of economic importance. The most serious lepidopteran pests are
the potato tuber moth (Phthorimaea opercullela)^ Sprodoptera litura the
larva of which seriously damages a wide range of vegetable and fruit crops,
and the cutworms (Agrotis seget-um and A, ipsilon).

The false codling moth

(Crytophlebia leucotreta) also causes significant damage in many fruit
crops though its effects are somewhat overshadowed by the ravages of the
Mediterranean fruit fly (see Diptera).

Pour species of butterfly are

found on the island, all introduced, Gosmolycc boeticus, the long tailed
blue; Vanessa cardui, the painted lady; Danais chrysippus and Diadema bolina.

Diptera

The most important member of this order present on St Helena is

the Mediterranean fruit fly, Geratitis capitata, which was apparently
introduced during the latter part of the nineteenth century.

Since its

establishment on the island the cultivation of many fruit crops, but
particularly the peach, has suffered enormously.

Other important

dipterans are the mosquito,Gtilex fatigans; the biting hoiise fly,
Stomoxys calcitrans'.and the onion fly,Hylemya cilicrura.

Other species

commonly associated with man or his domestic animals are also present
(the house fly,MuBca domestica vicinaj blue bottle, Calliphora yomitoria;
sheep maggot fly, Lucilia sericata; sheep nasal fly, 0 est rus ovi s; the
flesh flyi Sarcophaga haemorrhoidalis; and the sheep ked, Melophagus ovinus).

Siphonaptera Pleas are very common on St Helena and frequently difficult
to eradicate. The following have been identified: Pulex irritans, the
human flea; Ctenocephalides felis, the cat flea, and Echidnopha^a ^allinacea,
the stickfast flea of poultry, locally called the turkey flea.
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Hymenoptera

This group contains a number of beneficial insects. Several

ichneumon flies are present on the island, one of which, Diaeretiella repae
parasitises the cabbage aphid.

Other hymenopteran species which parasitise

or prey on other insects include Bvania laevigata (parasitic on cockroach
eggs), Gopridosoma sp, (parasite of the potato tuber moth), Patassen nitens
(parasite of the eucalyptus snout beetle) and Ampulex compressa which preys
on cockroaches. Two species of ants have been recorded, Pheidole megacephala,
the brown ant and P, pusilla. The honey bee, Apis mellifera, is also foimd
thoi:igh its presence has been discontinuous and rather precarious apparently
as a result of attacks by the deaths head hawk moth, Acherontia atropos.
The Agricultural and Forestry Department has some hives but otherwise few
people keep bees,

Thysanoptera

Five species of thrips have been recorded the most important

being Thrips tabaci^ the onion thrips, which, if not controlled, can cause
very severe damage to onion crops,

Ueuroptera

Two species of green lacewings, Chrysopa exul and Ghrysopa sp,^

have been recorded on St Helena, These insects are beneficial as they prey
on aphids,

Hemiptera

This order contains many species of economic importance. The

psyllid bug, Trioza erytreae^ is a common pest of citrus, Aphids are very
common and cause damage to many crops, Wallace (I96O) records I5 species
the most important being Brevicoryne brassicae, the cabbage aphid. Mealy
bugs are also quite common, the most serious damage being caused by
Pseudococcus malacearum.

Several species of scale insect are found including

Icerya purchasi, cottony cushion scale, Saissetia mi^a, black scale and
Pseudaulacaspis pentagona« white peach scale. Another undesirable member
of the Hemiptera present on the island is Gimex lectularius, the bed bug.
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PART 5

SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUND

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Discovery and settlement

On the evidence of historians, the then uninhabited island was discovered
by the Portuguese navigator Jono da Nova Castella on a homeward voyage
from India in 1502.

The situation of the island

in the direct track

of shipping sailing from South Africa to Lisbon before the trade wind,
its abundant supplies of fresh water, its potential for producing edible
green-stuffs, and equable climate provided the perfect haven after the
difficult rounding of the Cape of Good Hope on the last stage of the
voyage from the east.

The first Englishman to call at the island was

Thomas Cavendish in 1588.

For the next 45 years sailors of all nations

used the island as they liked.

In 1633 the Dutch formally annexed

St Helena but made no attempt to occupy it permanently.

In 1659 the

British East India Company annexed the island and set up the first permanent settlement.

A charter to occupy and govern St Helena was issued by Charles II to the
East India Company in December 1673 and it remained under the Company
until April 1834 when it was brought under the direct government of the
Crown by an Act of Parliament of 1833. Further information on this period
in the island's history is given in the Appendix -to Volume 1.

Transfer to Crown administration
On taking up the islandfe administration, the Crown introduced far-reaching
economies which resulted in considerable reductions in the wealth of its
inhabitants.

Towards the end of the nineteenth centry the opening of the

Suez canal and the gradual replacement of sail by steam effectively removed
the island's only asset, its strategic position on the world's shipping routes.
Serious economic decline was the inevitable result (see Appendix).
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Various attempts to develop new sources of income were made.

The culti-

vation of cinchona (for quinine) and tobacco were attempted in the 1860s but
subsequently abandoned.

In 1874/5 a barque was fitted as a whaler but the

venture failed almost immediately, whilst in 1909 a fish canning factory
was set up but closed after 10 months for lack of fish.

An enterprise

which was eventually more successful, though only till the mid-twentieth
century, was the development of the Phormium tenax (New Zealand flax) industry.
Details of the rise and fall of this industry are presented in the Appendix.

Agricultural development

Although the east India Company was primarily concerned to develop St Helena
as a port of refreshment for its trade with the east, several of the more
enterprising governors made attempts to exploit local resources; most of
these schemes were of an agricultural nature. During the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries the main food crops cultivated on the islands
were 'yam' (actually taro, Colocasia esculenta), sweet potato, maize, beans,
various European vegetables (peas, cabbage etc) and a variety of temperate
and subtropical fruits.

The first attempts to produce cash crops appear

to have been initiated towards the end of the seventeenth century with the
cultivation of grapevines, sugar cane, cotton, indigo and tobacco. Though
both cotton and tobacco grew well enough to establish themselves in the
wild state on the island the establishment of profitable plantations was
not achieved.

None of the temperate grain crops (wheat, barley, oats) were found to suit
the island climate though they are successful as fodder crops.

Similarly,

rice (both upland and swamp) cultivation failed despite several attempts.

In 1727 Irish potatoes were grown for the first time

(Brooke, 1808).

They

succeeded very well, soon overshadowing sweet potatoes (mostly cultivated
for distillery into 'arak') and eventually replacing 'yams' as the main
starchy staple grown on the island.

Although some deteinnined efforts were made to improve agricultural production
on St Helena by some of the more enlightened governors, the incentive to produce
even food crops was considerably weakened by the fact that the Company undertook to supply the island with food from external sources, the staple items
being rice and salt meat.
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The agricultural enterprise to which St Helena is most suited is livestock production.

From the time of the destruction of the native woodland in the

early seventeenth century until the rise of the phormium industry in the
twentieth century, most of the productive land area of the island was under
permanent pasture.

In the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

dramatic fluctuations in the numher of livestock indicated the effects of the
periodic droughts to which the island is subjected.

Since about 1850 there

has been a continuous reduction in stock numbers associated with the reduction in area of permanent pasture and recognition of the damage caused by
overstocking

(see Text Map 5) .

In spite of relatively high numbers of stock in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries,fresh meat always seems to have been a scarce commodity.

During the

Company's rule the demand from shipping was high and appears to have had
priority over domestic requirements,largely because of the high prices which
could be achieved from sales to ships.

More recently,inadequate supply

has been the result of falling stock numbers relative to a high, and since
1910 steadily rising, h\iman population.

In 1934, the ^ricultural and Forestry Department^was established. Its policy in the
early years was to foster and improve the phoinnium industry, assist and stimulate new export industries and the local production of foodstuffs (Ball, 1939).
Since 1966 and the demise of the phormium industry, however, the policy has
been simply to concentrate on food production for local consumption.

The

situation was siommed up by Lynn (1956) . In spite of many introductions and
trials over the years no one has succeeded in finding a crop which will grow
so much better in St Helena than elsewhere; this is true even of 'flax' ,
which has proved profitable only in years of abnormal demand.
unlikely that such a crop will be found.

It seems

Tliough several potentially

marketable crops grow with some success (cotton, coffee, lily bulbs etc. —
see Part 6, Crop production) the major stumhling hlocks in the way of
developing cash crop industries are a) the extremely limited areas suitable
for arable cultivation and thus the very limited total production potential,
and b) the extreme isolation from and poor communications with potential
markets.
Agricultural development is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.
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POPULATION
The people of St Helena are of very mixed origin.

Intermixing has been

remarkably thorough and there are no separable ethnic groups (excluding
expatriates), though a few individuals have prominant Caucasian or
African features at the extremes of the spectrtmi (Moyes, 1976).
The language of the island is English.

The firat permanent settlers despatched by the East India Company were
British.

Slaves from Madagascar and the East Indies were soon introduced

and further British settlers encouraged.

In 1667,30 or more victims of

the fire of London arrived and in 1689 a group of French protestants are
said to have settled at Horse Pasture (Brooke, 1808).

In 1810, Governor Beatson introduced about 300 Chinese from Canton as
labourers (Beatson, 1816) and during the suppression of the slave trade
in the mid-nineteenth century about a thousand liberated African slaves
were allowed to settle on the island.

The official records give a fairly complete picture of the fluctuations
in population numbers since permanent settlement

(Figure 5) .

In the

earlier East India Company records the statistics are usually divided into
whites, free blacks, slaves (often subdivided into those belonging to the
Company and those belonging to individuals) and the garrison.

The figures

for slaves and for the garrison are often omitted, so there is sometimes
uncertainty about the total figure.

At two periods during the islands

history the island's population has suddently and briefly been substantially
increased - in 1815-21 during Napoleon's captivity and 1900-3 with the
setting up of the Boer prisoner-of-war camps.

Population growth immediately after settlement was high (5.3% between
1666 and 1711) largely due to the arrival of new settlers and the importation of slaves.

Thereafter the rate of growth gradually slowed down until

by the end of the eighteenth century (1780-1802) it was 0.65%.

At the

beginning of the nineteenth century population growth increased dramatically
(1802-34,3.3%), even ignoring the artificial increase during the period of
Napoleon's captivity, but gradually slowed down again towards the middle
of the century (1802-40, 1.9%; 1814-40, 1.5%; 1834-50, 1.2%).
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During the second half of the nineteenth century a substantial decrease
in population was brought about by emigration, largely to the Cape, as
a result of the island's economic decline (1865-1910, - 1.4%).
At the beginning of the twentieth century the population gradually increased
again (1910-44, + 1.1%) but during the period 1943-63 stabilised at about
5 000. In fact, the birth rate still substantially exceeded the death rate
but emigration to Britain offset the increase. Between 1962 and 1976 the
growth rate rose to 1.7% though the population is now divided between the
two islands, St Helena and Ascension.

TABLE 53 Birth rate and death rate per 1 000, 1906-77

Year

Birth rate

Death rate

Year

Birth rate

Death rate

1906
1916
1926
1936
1946
1956

33.3
30.0
29.6
30.9
28.4
27.3

13.0
14.2
17.9
15.2
10.8
9.2

1966
1970
1973
1976
1977

28.7
33.7
22.5
20.0
20.2

11.9
9.9
11.6
10.7
9.4

The birth rate is seen to have fallen substantially since 1970 whilst the
death rate has remained stable since the mid 1940s. Assuming a continued
growth rate of approximately 1% the population in 2000 would be 6535.
1976 census

The last official census was carried out in 1976. At this time the total
population of St Helena was 5147 (48.8% male and 51.2% female) while the
St Helenian population at Ascension was 719 (7 5% male and 25% female).

The

total for both islands was therefore 5866, of which 37% were aged under 16.
2
Population density on St Helena was 42.3/km .
The distribution of population by electoral districts is shown in Text Map 5:
25.9% of the population lives in Jamestown, 14.5% in Half Tree Hollow, and
14.1% in Longwood East;, 92 people aged 16 and over were recorded as unable to
read or write. These comprised 2.8% of this section of the population
(1.8% of total popultion); 86.9% of the population gave their religion as
Church of England, 2.7% as Baptists, 1.9% Salvationists, 4.6% Jehovah's
Witnesses and 1.6% Seventh Day Adventists.
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Employment statistics in 1976 are summarised below.

TABLE 54.

Employment statistics, 1976

Category
Gainfully employed
Non gainfully employed*
Unemployed

Men

Women

Total

1 242

397

1 639

342

' 1 317

1 659

96

205

301

*Excluding children at school and those of
preschool age

Of the 301 unemployed, 58 were aged 60 and over.

1
1

Unemployment to age 60

therefore totalled 243 (13.9% of the potential work force).

60% of

the unemployed were aged 15-18 years.

Government was the largest employer with 69% of the working population.
Messrs Solomon and Company (a quasi-government organisation) was second largest
with 8%.

Self-employed persons,including employer^ comprised 5% of the

working population.

The census showed 1 157 households; there were 1 147 residential buildings,
of which 1 141 were dwelling houses.

Statistics for gardens and food

animals are as follows:
Residential buildings with:
Kitchen garden

387

Food garden

113

Both kitchen and
food garden

14

No garden

633

Food animals mainly for
home consumption

381

Food animals for sale

57

Food animals for both
home consumption and
sale

35

N.o food animals

674
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ECONOMICS

Revenue and expenditure
Revenue and expenditure for the period

TABLE 55

1969-79

is shown in Table 55.

Revenue and expenditure 1969-79, £ sterling

Development
aid

Total
expenditure

% Colony
revenue to
total expenditure

Year

Colony
revenue

Grant-inaid

1969

208 275

257 000

58 915

524 190

39.7

1970

172 048

279 000

62 736

513 784

33.5

1971/2
(15
months)

314 138

479 993

162 208

956 339

33.0

1972/3

272 386

460 100

93 299

825 785

33.0

j

1973/4

317 979

538 201

146 674

1 002 854

31.7

i

1974/5

418 160

560 232

378 206

1 356 598

30.8

1975/6

421 197

791 500

291 002

1 503 699

I
1

1 o65 000

2 039 656

1

553 241

421 415

28.0

1976/7

1 187 366

2 210 684

I

587 318

436 000

27.1

1977/8

2 382 560*

4 494 553

1

911 993

1 200 000/

26.6

1978/9

20.3

j

* Includes £1 031 320 shipping subsidy
/ Includes contribution of £400 000 to the cost of refitting the
RMS St Helena and £400 000 for Project Bonaparte

Since the demise of the phormium industry ia 1966 there has been no industry
on the island.

The main sources of revenue are customs duties and wharfage,

the sale of postage stamps (mainly to philatelists) and taxes and duties
(income tax, personal tax, öntertainments tax, stamp duties and death duties).

There were no exports in 1977 (the most recent year for which records are
available).

The main imports, in terms of value, in 1976/7 were fuel oils and

motor spirits, liquor (including beer and stout), timber, machinery and parts,
meat, flour, margarine and lard, canned milk, motor vehicles, sugar and
cheese.An indication of the changing trends in the importation of foodstuffs
is shown in Table56. The most obvious are the rapidly increasing importations
of meat and animal feed.
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TABIJE 56

Import of food s t u f f s , by w e i g h t , 1935-74

Total
tonnes

Kg/head
population

Total
tonnes

Kg/head
population

Total
tonnes

Kg/uead
population

Total
tonnes

Flour

314.96

72.94

469.19

96.18

449.58

95.51

483.62

Rice

174.75

40.47

58.72

12.04

147.32

31.30

5-54

1.14

51.26

10.89

7.98

1.64

•?

1 Meat (canned)

)
)
)

Meat ( s a l t e d and c u r e d )

)
-

Milk and m i l k powder

191.01

Sugar
Butter

)

Margarine

)
)
)

Lard and s u b s t i t u t e s
Jams and marmalade

-

Tea
Canned v e g e t a b l e s
F r e s h and d r i e d v e g e t a b l e s
fruit
fruit

G r a i n s and meals ( a n i m a l feed)

1970

Kg/head
population

1973/4

1

Total
tonnes

Kg/head
population

Total
tonnes

Kg/head
population

103.43

318.00

64.22

314.96

61.05

148.34

31.72

91.44

18.47

116.84

22.65

35.10

7.51

27.33

5.52

123,60

23.96

•?

21.74

4.65

15.75

3.18

?

•?
3.19

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

37.19

7.51

16.46

77.11

15.81

33,83

7.19

35.26

7.54

60.45

12.21

/3.4I

14.23

44.24

128.68

26.38

239.27

50.83

217.63

46.54

162.97

32.91

115.82

7.47

1.53

9.50

2.02

8.64

1.85

11.07

2.24

5.23

22.45
1.01

47.19

9.67

53.64

11.40

48.36

10.34

29.01

5.86

40.18

7.79

36.68

7.52

46.23

9.82

43.33

9.27

42.77

8.64

38.71

7.50

9.91

2.03

22.61

4.80

22.25

4.76

10.82

2,18

16.26

12.04

2.47

16.05

3.41

10.11

2.16

11.84

8.39

9.45

2.02

9.40

2.39
1.90

3.15
1.62

10.77

2.09

-

_
-

17-42

3.52

27.53

5.34

13.06

56.39

-

Canned and d r i e d

1
(

Cheese

Fresh

3.53

15.24

Meat ( f r o z e n )

0\

1964

i960

1954

1935
Commodity

1

-

5.44

1.26

8.08

1.66

—
_
-

-

-

-

100.08

12.85

—
159.82

2.73

__
-

156.87

171.04

34.54

397.97

77.14

61.32

12.38

86.66

16.80

18.14

3.66

14.22

2.76

-

356.57

-

300.23
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The difficulty of supply and importation of rice and sugar during and
after the war is apparent.

Local production of potatoes was encouraged

as a substitute for rice, and rice imports have dropped.

Total imports

for 1976/7 were valued at £1 430 168.

Weekly wages for labourers and skilled labourers in government employment
for 1970/8 are given in Table 57.

The rates for commercial employment are

approximately the same.

TABLE 57

Weekly wages for government employees

Employee

1970

Agricultural
labourers

£5.00-5.75

£6.69-7.73

£11.28-18.60

General
labourers

£5.00-5.60

£6.69-7.73
+ C 0 L A £1.50

£11.28-18.60

Skilled
labourers

£5.60-7,80

£7.73-8.77
+ C 0 L A £1.50

£12.22-£24.00

Apprentices

£2.60-4.50

£3.92-7.50
+ C 0 L A £1.50

£9.00-17.00

1973

1978

* C 0 L A = Cost of living allowance

An index of change in retail prices of certain basic commoditites has been
maintained since 1939.

Between 1939 and 1964 this rose from 100 to 246.

A new index was started in 1965 (in view of the changed pattern of consumption) based on the pattern of expenditure derived from a sample survey
made during that year; by 1971 this had risen to 171.

Another new base

was started in 1971; the group weights in the present retail price index
are distributed as follows:
food 77%, clothing 10%,household commodities 8%, light and fuel 5%.
The food group weighting is made up of: bread 16%, fats and oils 16%,
sugar, jams and fruit 14%, beverages 11%, rice and potatoes 10%, preserved
meat and fish 8%, fresh fish 5%, vegetables 4%, cereals 2%, cheese 2%.

From the base of 100 in February 1971 the index rose to 130.71 in April 1973,
to 159.63 in April 1974 and to 192.04 in 1975.

A further new base was calcu-

lated in 1975 which by 1978 had risen to 166.86 and by 1979 to 218.41.
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Development Aid
In February 1973 a Development Adviser (C B Kendall) was appointed to
draw up a 5 year development plan for the island.

His terms of

reference were,"taking into consideration the economic potential of the
island's natural and human resources, employment and revenues; to assess
the need for improvements in the social services and in the infrastructure
including external communications; to estimate the size, source and use
of the capital inflows needed for such a plan; to examine in the light of
the above the implications for government revenue and expenditure and the
possibility of bringing them into balance; and the longer term prospects
of self-sustaining economic growth" •

The Adviser spent from March to July 1973 on the island and was assisted
by short consultancy visits from a specialist team composed of an economist, agriculturalist, and fisheries and civil aviation specialists. The
advice of the forestry expert P W T Henry was also sought.

A development

plan extending over the period 1974/5 to 1978/9, estimated to cost some
£1^ million, was drawn up and approved.

The major development objective as outlined in the plan is to develop an
economy which is much less dependent on imports than at present, one which
aims at supplying as much of its needs out of its own resources as possible,
though continuing to receive UK aid both for capital investment and for the
recurrent budget.

Since the visit of Mr Henry the Land Resources Development Centre of ODA
has maintained a close link with agricultural development on the island.
An agronomist (the author) was seconded to the Agricultural and Forestry
Department for the period 1974-7, an irrigation engineer (B G Little)
visited briefly in October 1974, and a soil scientist(J A Varley) in AprilMay 1976.

COMMUNICATIONS

Until 1977 the Union Castle Steamship Company and Clan Lines called at
St Helena on the United Kingdom/South African run.

In 1978 they were

replaced by the St Helena Shipping Company operating a scheduled service
with one passenger/cargo ship, the RMV St Helena .
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The service runs

from Avonmouth calling at Las Palmas, Ascension, St Helena and Cape
Town (see Text Map 1)^ a round trip taking 6 weeks.
The only port in St Helena is Jamestown, which is an open roadstead with
a good anchorage for ships of any size.

There is no airfield on the island and no railway.
road surface is 84 km.

The total allweather

Of thi% 64 km are bitumen sealed.

In addition, there

are about 28 km of earth roads used by animal transport or motor vehicles in
dry weather only.

The main post office is in Jamestown.

Cable and wireless operate a

communications service between St Helena and the outside world including
a radio-telephone service between St Helena and Europe, North .and Central
Africa and the Republic of South Africa.

The Diplomatic Wireless Relay

Service established on the island in 1968 provides a link for official
telegraphic traffic to and from London and Cape Town.

The internal telephone system has a limited capacity - 120 lines.

The Information Officer publishes a weekly News Review with a circulation
of about 1 000 copies. The Government Gazette is published monthly.

The Government Broadcasting Station is operated by the Information
Services Department under the direction of a Broadcasting Officer with
voluntary helpers.

It transmits on the medium waveband and provides

about 20 hours of programmes weekly.

LAND TENURE
The history of land tenure on the island is described by Teale (1974).

By

Royal Charter of 16 December 1673, the East India Company took possession of
St Helena as 'Lords of the Manor to be held in free and common soccage, in
capite not by knights' service'.

The original land grants of the Company

in 1682 offered settlers a choice of 20 acres (8 ha) on the leeward side of
the island or 40 acres (16 ha) on the windward side.

The multiplicity of records and diversity of titles led to some degree of confusion and in 1711 it was ruled that plans should accompany all deed and lease
transactions. This was adhered to for a few years but gradually lapsed and
confusion returned.
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Among the terms in the early days of the Company under which land was
granted to 'the planters and their heirs, and assignees for ever' was
the condition 'an Englishman to be kept on every 10 acres, and to take
his term to appear in arms on guard'.
The Company also granted leases but in 1828 the Court of Directors conveyed
to the Governor their approval of the conversion of these leases into permanent tenure and these lands became known locally as 'permanent tenure' lands.
The Company's occupation of the island came to an end on 24 February 1836, by
which date the land of the island had been distributed in seven 'categories
of tenure' classified as follows:

1.

Land sold as freehold subject to faith and allegiance, and obedience to
laws and constitutions

2.

Land sold as freehold subject to an annual ground rental of 3d per sqare
foot; chiefly in Jamestown

3.

Land granted for building purposes on 21 years' renewable building
leases

4.

Land leased as 'permanent tenure' on a quit rent assessed by a Grand
Jury in 1828; with a right of resumption by the Government whenever
the public service might require on payment of the value which was to
be assessed by a jury

5.

Land held as free on the same conditions as (1)

and,in addition,

subject to the annual payment of 1 shilling per acre in conformity
with the Company's by-laws, which related to the liability for military
service (the obligation to undertake military service could be commuted
on payment of 1 shilling per acre)

6.

Land leased on lives; renewable on the death of the nominee: a sum
to be paid to Government on nomination of the new life

7.

Land leased at varying rates, terms and periods.
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In addition to these, there were a) land in occupation by the Company
e.g. Longwood and Plantation Farms, and b) undeveloped or uncultivable
land known as 'Company's waste land".
When the Crown assumed the direct administration of the island in 1835,
the tenures inherited from the East India Company were not disturbed.
But in 1843, changes were made which revolutionised the system of land
tenure throughout the island.

By proclamation an offer was made to

tenants of land to commute their holdings to freehold on the following
terms: categories 2, 4 and 5 on payment of 10 years rental and categories
3 and 6 on payment of 12*2 years rental.

Large numbers of properties were

so commuted, and this process has resulted in the following classification
which is recognised throughout the island;-

1.

Freehold

2.

Permanent tenure (subject to quit rent)

3.

Freehold (subject to quit and ground rents)

4.

Crown lease

5.

Government property

6.

Crown Wastes

The deed position, however, is still confusing.

Although in the past

deeds were registered, no steps were taken at the time to see that the
person executing the sale etc. recorded in the deed was in fact the owner,
and since the deeds were neither comprehensive (for example they seldom
included a plan or detailed description) nor properly cross-referenced
either to the land or to the persons involved, it was impossible to be
sure that any transaction recorded in a deed had any real validity.

The

position is probably most acute in respect of the boundaries of some
Government properties.

A cadastral survey" bg^.© G Baker from the

Directorate of Overseas Surveys is underway (1981) and should clarify
the situation.

Mellis (1875) records that at that time 2 468 ha were in private hands
whilst the remaining area was in Government ownership, although 789 ha
were leased.

There were then 266 properties in 'country districts.

Some

of the Government area appears to have been treated as commonage, but the
area also included the Crown Wastes.
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In 1935 Kitching recorded that Government was responsible for 603
properties covering 1 938 ha.

In recent years Government has acquired

a number of further properties, the most significant purchases being
those made in 1959 from Messrs Solomon & Co (St Helena) Ltd. Further
significant areas were leased in the same year from Moss Estates.

In addition to the Crown Wastes, the Government either owns or controls
a large part of all the forest land, four fifths of the pasture, and about
half the arable land.

The total area of agricultural land under Government

control is of the order of 1 100 ha.

In effect Goveimment is the

main primary producer of agricultural produce on the island.

A large

proportion of the pasture land owned by Government is managed as commonage
for smallholders stock under the Pasturage (Government Lands) Ordinance
of 1938.

The areas still under Phormium tenax are owned principally by a private
company and the quasi-Govemment company Jfessrs Solomon & Co.

Details of land holdings (ha), excluding land held by the Crown and
Messrs Solomon & Co., in the 1975 census are as follows:

a)

Tenure

Cultivated
land,
ha

Phormium
tenax,
ha

Grazing
land,
ha

Other
land,
ha

Total
ha

No. of
land
holders

Freehold

49.8

178.9

198.3

238.8

665.7

329

Leasehold

34.4

27.9

19.4

63.1

132.7

330

Freehold &
leasehold

TOTAL

75
84.2

206.8

217.7
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301.9

798.4

734

b),

size of holdxngs
No. of landholders

Area, ha

c)

Under 0.2 ha
Over 0.2 below 0.4
Over 0.4 below 0.8
Over 0.8 below 2.0
Over 2.0 below 4.0
Over 4.0 below 20
Over 20 below 40
40 and over

321
150
125
78
33
25
1
1

Total

734

Holders of cultivated land
Area, ha

No. of holders

Below 0.1
Over 0.1 below 0.4
Over 0.4 below 0.8
Over 0.8 below 2.0
2.0 and over

141
165
31
18
2

Total

357

ADMINISTRATION
The Dependant Territory of St Helena is administered under an Order in
Council and Royal Instructions of November 1966 which came into force on
1 January 1957.

This provides for (a) a Legislative Council consisting

of the Governor, two ex-officio members (the Government Secretary and
the Treasurer) and 12 elected members, and (b) an Executive Council consisting of the Government Secretary and the Treasurer as ex-officio
members and the chaiimen of the Council Committees (all of whom must be
members of the Legislative Coioncil).
of the Executive Council.

The Governor presides at meetings

Under this new constitution, council committees

(amajority of whose members are members of the Legislative Council) have
been appointed by the Governor and charged with executive powers and general
oversight of departments of Government (Natural Resources, Public Works and
Services,Health and Social Welfare, and Education).

General elections

were held in February 1968, May 1972 and September 1976.
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The civil establishment is headed by the Governor and Commander-in-Chief.
General administration is directed by the Government Secretary and Assistant
Government Secretary and financial affairs by the Treasurei^ who is also
Collector of Customs.

The Agricultural and Forestry Officer supervises the

Agricultural and Forestry Department and also, with the assistance of a
manager, the Agricultural Development Authority.
is

directed

The Public Works Department

by a Civil Engineer who is also responsible for the Electri-

city and Telephones Department.

The Medical

Services are headed by a

Senior Medical Officer with three Medical Officers, Dentist, Matron and
three Nursing Sisters.
tion Officer.
and Audit.

The Education Department is directed by the Educa-

Other Government departments are Social Welfare, Post Office

The Judiciary is headed by a Chief Justice who visits the

island as required. There are four courts, the Supreme Court, the Magistrate's
Court, the Small Debts Court and the Juvenile Court.

Provision exists for a

St Helena Court of Appeal which can sit in Jamestown or London.

Government departments are funded partially from local revenue and partially
from grant-in-aid and development aid.

PUBLIC SERVICES
Four medical officers and a dentist are employed by Government; there are no
private medical practitioners on the island.

A modern hospital of 54 beds

provides for the routine and emergency needs of the population.

Regular

visits by the medical officers, midwife and district nurse to five country
clinics supply the out-patient needs of the rural population including the
supervision

of child welfare and ante-natal care.

An optician from the

UK visits the island approximately every 2 years. .

Education is compulsory and free for all children between the ages
of 5 and 15 but power to exempt after the age of 14 rests with the
Education Officer.

The standard of work at the Secondary Selective School

is increasingly being geared to 'O' level requirements of the London
University General Certificate of Education. The literacy rate is over 97%.

There is a free put)lic library in Jamestown

financed by the Government and

mlanaged by a committee, and a branch library in each country district.
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The Social Welfare Department has a wide range of duties, covering the
administration of the Old Peoples' Home, the Children's Home, housing
priorities, playgrounds, parks, social centres, markets, and the recruitment of labour.

The Social Welfare Officer is also the Children's

Officer, School Attendance Officer and Probation Officer and is responsible
for recruitment of domestic servants for employment in the UK. The Labour
Officer in the Department recruits St Helenians for employment in Ascension.
Labour inspection duties are also carried out by the Social Welfare Officersthere is,no legislation regulating hours of work or other labour
conditions.

Domestic water supplies on the island are the responsibility of the Public
Works Department.

There are no central waterworks but piped supplies are

provided to different areas on the island from springs and streams.

The

principal system supplies Jamestown while other major scheiaes cover longwood
and the St Pauls and Half Tree Hollow areas.

Improvements to all three

main systems have been undertaken during the 1973/4-78/9

development period

in the form of improvement to intakes, further storage, replacement of
piping, treatment and metering.

Other smaller supplies cater for the more

limited demands in the remoter country areas.

According to the 1976 census, 665 residential buildings (58%) received a piped
water supply, 283 (25%) had a standpipe nearby, 121 (10^ had a tank and 78 (7%)
were near water supplied by springs.

538 residential buildings (47%) had

water closets, 556 (48%) had earth closets, 36 (3%) had pit latrines and 17
(2%) had chemical latrines.

Estimates of the per capita water consumption in Jamestown (where 94% of
residential buildings have a piped water suppy) vary.
541 litres/day.
tests

carried

Halcrow (1969) gives

A figure of 364 litres/d^ was estimated in 1971 and
out by the Public Works Department

in

1974

capita consximption of 168 litres/day (Little and Lang, 1975).

gave a per
A Water

Authority is provided for in the Water Ordinance (as amended in 1971) and in
practice the powers of this authority are vested in the Public Works and
Services Committee.

Electricity supplies are provided by the Electricity and Telephone Undertaking,
general responsibility for which is held by the Public Works and Services
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Committee which is also the Electricity Authority for the island.

The gene-

rating station is in Jamestown and comprises four diesel sets with a total
installed capacity of 650 kw and generating at 415 V.

Supply to consumers

is given at 230 V single phase 50 Hz or 400/230 V 3 phase 50 Hz for power.
During the 1973/4-78/9 development period the high voltage lines were upgraded
from 3.3 Kv to 11 Kv and this capacity is considered sufficient to cater for
any likely development of the island for many years.

Normal supply tolerances

are said to be 10% on frequency and.6% on voltage. Demand in 1977 varied between
80 and 303 Kw.

The overall conversion efficiency for the sets is said to be

3.39 kWh/litre with a fuel cost (September, 1978) or £0.159/litre.
lated value of the fuel cost element of generation in September

The calcu-

1978 was

therefore 4. 76/kWh.

According

to the 1976 census 718 residential buildings (63%) had electricity

for lighting purposes, 157 (14%) used paraffin and 186 (16%) candles. 86 (7%)
had a combination of all three sorts of lighting.

In a few cases small

generating plants were used to provide electricity.

In January 1978 it was

reported that there were 950 electricity consumers.

Electricity consumption has increased extremely rapidly in recent years (see
Table 58 )in spite of the relatively high cost to the consumer (5p/kWh for
lighting, 7p/iWh for power^in September

1978); an indication of the extent

of the demand for improved amenities. Even at this price the cost of
TABLE 58
Year

Electricity consumption, 1958-79
Consumption, kWh in '000s

1958

82.3

1960

132.4

1962

217.0

1964

390.4

1966

408)
494)approximately

1968
1971

714

1973

1 000-6

1977/8

1 338.9

1978/9

1 526.3

electricity to the public is still heavily subsidised.

Some of the recent

increase in consumption can be accounted for by increases in the use of
industrial plant; for instance the sawmill and timber treatment plant which
came into operation in 1977.
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I

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES AND INSTITUTIONS

al
lers

Until 1975 most of the agricultural services available on the island were

:r.

provided by the Agricultural and Forestry Department, which

igraded

responsible for the management of most of the forests, two-thirds of the

• for

grazing land and half the arable land, and was the biggest single producer

erances

of firewood, meat and vegetables.

was

between
:o be

In 1975 the Agricultural Development Authority was set up to carry out the

calcu-

purely commercial farming activities, leaving the Agricultural and Forestry

.8

Department to concentrate on forestry, research, and advisory and regulatory
functions. The Authority is supervised by a Manager responsible through
the Agricultural and Forestry Officer to a Committee.

A brief outline of the functions of the Agricultural and Forestry Department
and Agricultural Development Authorities are described below.

I
Agricultural and Forestry Departmeni;

Forestry

The Forestry Section is concerned with the day-to-day maintenance

of the National and Dedicated forests (approximately 1909 ha) and the
supervision of woodland in Controlled Areas (approximately 52 ha).

The

forests of the island are managed to serve two purposes, a) to produce
firewood and timber, and b) to conserve erodible areas and/or to reclaim
barren areas.

In 1976 a Forestry Officer was seconded to the Department

for 2 years under UK Technical Goopera-tion. During this time a working plan
and planting programme was initiated in order to even out firewood supply
and make maximum use of large trees for timber.

I
Government commonages

The Department is responsible for maintaining

approximately 490 ha of commonages situated in the north-east (Deadwood
Plain and Lone Valley) and the south-west (Man and Horse, Botleys, and
Thompsons Wood).

In October 1977 there were 148 cattle and 305 sheep on

these commonages involving 79 owners of cattle and 30 owners of sheep.
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Pest control service

This includes rat control by poison bait, various

spraying programmes against insect pests and the introduction and monitoring
of appropriate methods of biological control.

Spraying equipment is avail-

able for hire and some chemicals are sold to the public.

Animal health

A livestock officer treats sick animals and

carries out routine inoculations for both privately-owned and governmentowned cattle.

The RSPCA is present on the island and provides a

limited animal health service in cooperation with the Department.

Quarantine facilities

are provided by the Department for imported livestock,

Phytosanitary inspections of plant imports are also made.

Research

A programme of experiments and observations on potato, fodder

crop and pasture production

was

begun in 1974 by an Agronomist seconded

to the Department under UK Technical Cooperation.

Observations on the per-

formance of various vegetable varieties have also been carried out by the
Department.

Vegetable and seedling production The Department has a number of small
gardens (Scotland, Plantation, Harpers, Longwood) where vegetable are
raised and seedlings (onions, cabbage, tomato, cauliflower etc.) are produced
for sale to the public.

Poultry production

Yo\ang birds are reared for sale; chickens are in most

demand,followed by turkeys and ducks.

Youth training scheme

A number of school leavers are taken on by the

department each year under this scheme and employed in various sections of
the Department.

Other activities

The Department is responsible for the mainenence of

public gardens and cemetaries and advising government of conditions of leases
and subdivisions for agricultural holdings (food gardens).
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Agricultural Development Authority
The Authority is primarily concerned with commercial farming activities
which comprise a beef herd (between 250-300 head in 1974-7), a small
dairy herd, a flock of roughly 300 sheep, approximately 70 ha arable land
and a pig enterprise concentrating formerly on production of weaners but
more recently on the supply of quality breeding stock to enable private
individuals to produce weaners.

Private enterprise
Agricultural holdings, or food gardens, have been leased by government to
numbers of the public for many years but recently attempts have been made
to encourage more private enterprise in the agricultural sector by making
available further plots of land for the cultivation of arable crops and
vegetables at Harpers, Wranghams and Longwood.

Cooperatives
There is one agricultural cooperative society on the island, the St Helena
Growers Cooperative Society,with 40-50 members. It provides consxmier goods
such as seeds, implements and animal feedstuffs to its members, and markets
their produce, mainly vegetables, locally.

The annual trading figtires for

the Society are given in Table 59•

TABLE 59

Year
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Annual trading figures, St Helena Growers Cooperative Society

Local sales
£
2
2
3
2
4
4
3
4
4
2

148
687
840
735
174
161
062
266
195
992

Sales to ships
£

— .
Total
Sales to Ascension
£
£

605
524
530
362
400
265
108
79
44
10

66
264
43
nil
15
78
31
54
82
nil
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2
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
3

819
475
413
097
589
504
201
399
321
002

PART 6 CROP PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

All the crops currently grown on the island are food or fodder crops, the
most important "being the potato (Solatium tuherosum) . In the early days of
settlement the 'yam' (Taro, Colocasia esculenta) was the main starchy
staple hut, after

its

first introduction in IT^T»

"tJ^e potato

gradually became more populai^ probahly because it found a readier sale to
shipping.

During the second world war the difficult conditions for shipping

led to a campaign to replace rice, the main starchy staple and entirely
imported, with home grown Irish potatoes and sweet potatoes. Potato
production was much increased and remained at a higher level even after the
war when rice again "became more readily available.
vegetables are also important food crops.

Prui'fe and

Only two cash crops

have ever been grown on a large scale_,namely New Zealand flax (Phormium
tenax) and lily bulbs (Lilium longiflorum).

A number of other potential

cash crops have been grown on an experimental scale.

POTATOES
This crop can be grown all the year round in wetter than average years, but
there are two main growing seasons over most of the island.

The first crop

is grown at the beginning of the year in the summer rainy season from
January/February to April, and the second in the winter rainy period from
May/June to October.

A third planting may be carried out in September or

October in the higher altitude areas in the central parts of the island.
The period from planting to harvest takes on average 15—16 weeks in
both summer

and winter seasons.

The rate of emergence depends on the

extent to which the seed is sprouted but is noticeably more rapid in the
warmer summer season than in the cool winter season.

Growth of the foliage

appears to be more prolonged in summer.

Constraints to production

The chief causes of loss in the field are lack of rain, especially when
combined with constant high wind, late blight(Phytophthora infestans),
bacterial wilt (Pseudomonas solanacearum) virus diseases - mostly
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leaf roll but also' to a lesser extent mosaic, and occasional plagues
of leaf eating caterpillars (mainly Spodoptera litura and Phthorimaea
operculella),

Losses in the store are caused by the potato tuber

mo'th (Phthorimaea

operculella) and a dry or wet rot

(Fusarium so.)

Disease and pest control is made especially difficult by year-round planting,
lack of crop sanitation and climatic conditions particularly conducive to
pest and disease survival.
Potato seed
Seed potatoes are imported twice a year:

from the UK in December

or January for the summer planting and from Southl Africa in May/
June for the winter crop. Popular opinion on the island maintains that the
best crop is obtained from once grown seed and that not more than three or
four crops can be obtained from imported seed before deterioration becomes
apparent.

Maintaining an adequate supply of locally grown Beed potatoes,

especially for

winter planting,

humidity is difficult.

under normal ambient temperature and

The winter season follows too quickly on the simmer

crop to use summer grown seed, while seed from the previous year's winter
crop keeps only until March or early April before becoming oversprouted.

Most potato cultivars can be satisfactorily stored for seed on St Helena
under the normal ambient conditions of temperature and humidity for only
3-4 months,

though some varieties (Kerrs Pink, Van der Plank) have been

satisfactorily stored for 5 — 6

months.

Agronomic trials

A record of the experimental work on potatoes carried out by the Agricultural
and Forestry Department from I945 to 1973, together with the available yield
data from the Departments* farms,was reviewed by Brown (1977).

The more

detailed agronomic studies carried out in the Department during the period
1974-77 have also been summarised (Brown, 197&a)-

It is estimated that

average yields over the island are about 10-11 tonnes/ha and the total area
40-60 ha per annum.

The available data (Brown, 197ac) indicates that, from

the British and South African cultivars grown to date, under normal rainfed
conditions yields of 20-23

tonnes/ha would be the maximum that could be
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achieved on a commercial scale and these only when the seasonal rainfall was
250 mm or more.
to

yield

It is suggested that rain is the major limiting factor

when less than . 25O—300 mm

week growing season.

Above

is received during the

250—300 mm,

yields are

15—I6

limited

by

reduced incident light energy and disease. At Longwood lack of rainfall is
the major limiting factor.

Serious crop failures (associated with 3 month

rainfall totals of less than I50 mm) can be expected in 1 in 3 summer seasons
and 1 in 8 or 9 winter seasons.

In the central upland areas of the island

the major limiting factors are more likely to be the reduced light energy
and disease.

These factors can be expected to be limiting in nearly half

the summer seasons and 4 out of 5 of the winter seasons.

Fertiliser trials carried out during the 1974-77 period (Brown, 1978c) showed
that the application of nitrogenous fertiliser gives significant increases
in yield.

The primary effect of this nutrient is to increase the number of

tubers per plant. However if the growing season is cut short by disease or
drought bulking up will be limited and the average tuber weight, and thus
the percentage of prime, may be reduced.

For this reason,nitrogen applications

higher than 50 kg/ha W are not recommended (the average yield increases
from the application of 50 kg/ha N was 16^).

Applications of potash also proved beneficial in certain circumstances.

Its

effect on tuber weight and numbers seems to be similar to that of urea. No
positive responses to the application of phosphate fertilisers were achieved.
Diseases
-ïhe prevalence of late blight (Phytophthora infestans) epidemics
is encouraged by generally poor crop sanitation standards.

In some

circumstances fungicide applications were effective but where climatic
conditions were particularly suitable for the spread of the disease and
fungicide treatment was delayed, it proved impossible to check the disease.
Blight--resistant cultivars have been used with some success but recently the
resistance of one of the most popular broke down.

Bacterial wilt (Pseudomonas solanacearum) appears to be widespread and causes
serious yield reductions in hot wet summer seasons.

The only measure of

control currently available is to avoid known infected lands in the summer
growing season.
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Pests

Potato tuber moth (Phythorimaea operculella) can be a serious pest especially
in prolonged dry warm periods.

The biological control methods initiated by

the Commonwealth Institute of Biological Control (Simmonds, 1973) do not
appear to be very effective as yet.

However, effective control is possible

by timely applications of insecticide (DDT, azinphos-ethyl, chlorfenvinphos,
monocrotophos etc.).
Weed contyol
In trials, effective weed control was achieved using the herbicides Patoran
and Linuron without significantly reducing.yield.
FODDER AND FEED CROPS
Cereals
The main fodder crops grown on St Helena are maize, barley and oats.

Maize

is grown in both winter and summer, though larger areas are planted in
summer, whilst barley and oats are confined to the winter.

The only serious

problems associated with maize, barley and oat production for fodder on a
farm scale are lack of rain and weeds.

Sorghum has been grown on the

Agricultural Department farms on a few occasions but the grain is almost
completely taken by birds and the forage output does not appear to be superior
to that from maize.

Root crops

Most temperate root crops do reasonably well in the winter season, particularly
fodder beet and turnips.

The main problems are seedling survival (a dry spell

after germination can drastically reduce stands) and weeds.

'Yams' grow wild in most of the stream beds on the island and provide an
important source of food for pigs.

Sweet potatoes are also cultivated for

pig feed.
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Leguminous crops
Leguminous fodder crops are not generally grown though many have been tried
in the

past (Brown, 1977),

Amongst those which have met with some

success are Doliehos lablab and some cultivars of lupins.

Plots of lucerne

(Medicago sativa) have been established and yielded several cuts of forage
but the final verdict appears to have been that establishment was difficult
and the yields obtained did not Justify the efforts required.
species have not been successful:

The following

groundnuts, sunnhemp, soya beans, velvet

beans and cow peas.

Other fodder crops
Elephant grass (Pennisetum purpureum), Paspalum dilatatum, Paspalum urvillei
and Panicum maximum all grow on the island and are cut for fodder.
plots of these species are planted for fodder production.

Some

Lush stands of

kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum) and the *hay grasses' Anthoxanthum
odoratum and Agrostis tenuis are also often cut for animal feed.

The

foliage of the African thorn (Erythrina spp.), Port Jackson Willow (Acacia
longifolia) and Spoor (Pittosporum spp.) are frequently cut.

In times of

acute fodder shortage,*green bark*, the remains of the leaf of Fhormi-um tenax
after the fibre has been removed, is fed to stock.

A few attempts have been made in the past to introduce fodder species
suited to semi-arid conditions to the 'crown wastes* (spineless cactus and
various species of Atriplex).

However, this work has not yet been followed

up even though some of the introductions appear to have established themselves.

Agronomic trials on fodder/feed crops

One of the main reasons for the predominance of the cereals (maize, barley
and oats) as fodder crops would seem to be their relative tolerance (when
compared with temperate root crops) of dry conditions in the early stages of
growth. Even so, stands are liable to be significantly reduced by the activity
of birds and mice.

The major limiting factors to maize grain yields in the

summer season are either lack of rain, particularly at tasseling, or wet
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conditions when the grain is maturing,giving rise to mouldy grain or
premature sprouting.

In the winter season the growth of the crop is limited

by cool temperatures. Maize is most successful as a summer fodder or silage
crop, when dry matter yields of 5-10 tonnes/ha may "be expected.

Grain yields

in experiments have varied "between total failure and 6 500 kg/ha. Experience
from the 1974-77 period indicates that seasons when good grain yields might
be achieved, particularly from Longwood, are not of frequent occurrence.
Early planting, to make the best use of the available rainfall, was found to
be extremely desirable.

Quick maturing maize cultivars would seem to be

best suited to the conditions.

There are no local St Helenian cereal

cultivars as such. Maize is imported as poultry food and some of this is
planted.

Barley and oat seed is usually imported from South Africa.

In

experiments the application of fertiliser had no effect on maize grain yields
possibly because of the over-riding limiting effect of lack of moisture.

Reasons advanced for lack of success in the past with leguminous fodder crops
are acid to very acid soil conditions, lack of appropriate Rhizobium species
and unpredictable rainfall.

Marrow stem kale grew well in an experiment carried out in a winter season
at Longwood in spite of heavy mortality amongst the seedlings caused by dry
conditions after germination.

There was a significant positive response to

the application of nitrogen.

VEGETABLES

A range of green vegetables are grown on the island;
predominates,with carrots the next most important.

cabbage

Cauliflowers are

popular in the winter season in the Moist Central Zone, whilst French
beans are one of the commonest summer vegetable crops. Beans are picked
green or harvested mature as

'shell beans*.

Onions

are

an

important crop and tomatoes are much grown and yield well (though not in the
winter season in the cooler upland areas). Beetroot &^® popular, as are
pumklns which

have the advantage of storing easily.

vegetables are cucumber,

Other common garden

sweet potato, chow-chow (Sechium edule), squash,

yam, spinach beet and lettuc^ whilst less common ones include sweet
peppers, radishes, brinjal, marrow, leeks, peas, rhubarb, melon, turnips,
broad beans, parsnips, sweet corn, and kohl rabi.
parsley and chillies.
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The main herbs are thyme,

Carrots,
depending

lettuce and radish are grawn more or less all
only

the

on the availability of water supplies, but

year round,
most

vegetables are seasonal. The main sxunmer vegetables of the Central Moist
Zone are french beans, tomatoes, cucurbits, peppers, brinjal and sweet corn;
the typical winter vegetables are cabbage, cauliflowers, beetroot, peas, broad
beans, and leeks. In the valley bottom gardens of the Arid to Semi-arid Zone,
the range of winter vegetables is usually restricted to cabbage and beetroot,
and to the summer crops of the uplands which are grown all the year round.
Constraints to production
The major limiting factors to vegetable production are availability of water,
insect pests, snails and slugs, and to a lesser extent diseases and poor
soil fertility, mainly lack of nitrogen.
The most important pests are:
Red spider mites, particularly during dry weather

Leaf eating caterpillars, especially Spodoptera litura

Onion thrips (Thrips tabaci) a serious pest of onions and a minor
pest of other plants

Cutworms (Agrotis segetum and A. ipsilon). serious in many crops,
destroying young seedlings

Aphids, especially Brevicoryne brassicae, the grey cabbage aphid

Bean 'weevil', Acanthoseelides obtectus, which infests pods in the field
and causes much damage to stored bean seed

Snails, Helix aspersa, an introduced European species, and slugs,
especially in the wetter areas.

The most important diseases are:

Bacterial blight and mosaic of beans

White rot (Sclerotium cepivorum) of onions
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TABLE 60

Pests and diseases of vegetables in St Helena

Vegetable

Diseases

Pests

Three diseases common but
not serious:Black ring spot (virus)
Ring spot (Mycosphaerella
brassicicola)
Black rot(Xanthomonas
campestris)

Cabbage and
cauliflower

Cutworms
Leaf-eating caterpillars
(especially Spodoptera litura)
Aphids, particularly
Brevicoryne brassicae
Snails
Occasionally thrips

Onion

Onion thrips (Thrips tabaci)— White rot (Sclerotium
common and serious
cepivorum) can be serious
Cutworms
Minor pests include aphids
and leaf-eating caterpillars

Beans ( french) Red spider mite, common and
seriousJ Bean 'weevil*
(Acanthoscelides obtectus)
infests pods and stored seed
Cutworms
Leaf-eating caterpillars
Aphids common but not usually
serious
Snails

Three diseases common and
often serious:
Bacterial blight
Mosaic
Anthracno se
Pusarium wilt also recorded

Broad beans

Red spider
Damp wood t e r m i t e s

Wo serious diseases reported

Carrot

Cutworms
Occasional damage by red
spider mite and leaf—eating
caterpillars

Disease—free

Beetroot

Cutworms
Beet web-moth (Hymenia
fascialis)

Disease free

Spinach beet

Leaf-eating c a t e r p i l l a r s
especially Spodoptera l i t u r a

Leaf spot (unidentified)

Tomato

Cutworms
Leaf-eating c a t e r p i l l a r s
Fruit-boring c a t e r p i l l a r s
Aphids (Toxoptera a u r a n t i i )
Mealybugs

Mosaic virus common
Late blight (Phytophthora
infestens) sometimes severe
Bacterial wilt
Blossom end rot
Spotted wilt virus rare

Red spider mite
Rats
Birds (particularly the myaah)
Cucurbits

Aphids (Aphis gossypii)
Red spider mite
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Powdery mildew (Erysiphe
c ichoracearum) fre quently
severe

I
TABLE

60 contd
Disease

Pest

Vegetable
Egg plant
(brinjal)

Red spider mite common
Aphids

B a c t e r i a l wilt

Maize

Leaf-eating c a t e r p i l l a r s
Cutworms
'Bollworm' Helicoverpa
(Heliothis) santae-helenae

Grain mould (Diplodia zeal)
Rust

Sweet potato

Leaf-eating c a t e r p i l l a r s
Rats

I'D disease

Lettuce

Leaf-eating c a t e r p i l l a r s
Red spider mite
Thrips

'No disease

Rhubarb

L i t t l e affected by i n s e c t s

No disease

Peas

Thrips
Red spider mite
Rats
'Canaries'

None reported

Bacterial wilt in tomatoes and egg plant
Late blight (Phvtophthora infestans) in tomatoes

Powdery mildew (Erysiphe cicheracearum) in cucurbits

Puther details of pests and diseases of vegetables in St Helena are given
in Table 60 opposite.

One of the most difficult problems associated with vegetable production on
St Helena is continuity of supply.

In a small island with pronounced seasonal

variation where most growers (situated in the Central Moist Zone) experience
similar climatic conditions,crops tend to be planted and mature together.
The consuming population is limited and there is no opportunity for export.
The result is alternating periods of glut and shortage.

Only those few growers with irrigation facilities have the opportunity to
grow out of season crops. Por these reasons commercial producers tend to
concentrate on crops which can be stored particularly Irish potatoes, onions
and pumpkins.
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Seed and seedling supplies
Vegetable seed supplies are imported from the UK and South Africa by the
Agricultural and Forestry Department, the Growers Cooperative and some
private retailers.

Seedlings, particularly cabbage, onion, tomato and

cauliflower,are raised in the gardens of the Agricultural and Forestry
Department for sale to the public.

FRUIT

A fairly wide range of fruit crops is grown on the island
only one

of any economic importance at

present

but

the

is the banana.

Popular and common fruits are plums, guavas, pears, citrus, loqua+s, figs
and 'china dates' (Harpephyllum caffrum) _^ and

small numbers of the tropical

species, papaya, mango, avocado and date are found at low altitudes in the
larger valley bottoms (Jamestown and Sandy Bay).

Less common fruits

include passion fruit, pineapple, grape vine, apple, apricot, olive,
pomegranate, rose apple, custard apple, cherimoya, mulberry and strawberry.
Gape gooseberry

(local name 'bilberry'), a 'raspberry' (Rubus rosaefolius)

and a bramble (Rubus pinnatus) grow wild.

Bananas
Bananas grow surprisingly well (bearing in mind the relatively low rainfall)
in many parts of the island, from sea level to 600 m, but especially in
sheltered valleys where a constant supply of seepage water is available.
There is a variety of local cultivars, all sweet

eating types,

including the small, thin-skinned Madeira or finger banana.
has also been introduced with some success.
pests and diseases.

Dwarf Cavendish

The crop is rarely troubled by

The banana borer, Cosmopolides sordidus, occurs in some

low-altitude plantings but does not cause serious loss of yield.

At high

altitudes caterpillar damage (Opogona subcervinella) is occasionally reported
particularly in Dwarf Cavendish and usually associated with 'cigar-end'
disease (Stachylidium theobromae).

Some fruits are affected by a scab caused

by mites.
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Citrus

Gitrus furits, principally lemons, are reported to have been common on
the island before and, for a short time, after settlement, but by I717
they were in poor condition

(Janisch, I885), apparently covered by

sooty mould,

A few citrus are currently grown (sweet orange, sour orange and lemon)
but conditions do not appear favourable for optimum growth. Rainfall
is too low, irrigation is not generally available^and where seepage
water is available the associated very heavy soil and poor drainage
conditions are unsuitable.

Temperate fruits
Temperate fruit crops generally require a cold season to break their annual
dormancy period.

If temperatuj?es are not sufficiently low or the cold

season not long enough they suffer from delayed foliation and consequently
do not flower and fruit satisfactorily.

Grape has the least cold requirement

followed by almond, apricot - peach - plum, pear and finally apple with the
highest cold requirement.

In the South African Cape a rough criterion used

to predict delayed foliation is a June-July mean temperature of 12*C or above.
Temperature data (derived from Halcrow, I969) in °C for Hutts Gate are as
follows:-

Month

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Mean daily max.

20

21

21

20

19

18

Mean daily min.

16

16

16

Average

18

18

17
18

15
17

14
16

18

17
13

16
12

16

16

12

12

17
13

14

14

14

14

15

18
14
16

It can be seen therefore that problems from delayed foliation,especially in
apples and pears,may be expected in most years. Long maturing cultivars are msot
susceptible. Some early maturing apple cultivars,e.g. Lady Carrington arid Tropical
Beauty,are grown and fruit in the higher altitude parts of the island,but yields
are rarely good and frequently disappointing.One pear cultivar is well establishded
(pJTcbably introduced in the 18th century) and fruits well,but the fruit is of poor
quality and does not èoften.Cultivars introduced since then have not been successful.
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Plums are, with bananas, the commonest fruit crop on the island.

Most

trees belong to one cultivar, possibly a Methley, which seems to have
been introduced towards the end of the 19th century.
matures late, in January.

The variety

Yields in most years are very good but much

is lost as a result of the Mediterranean fruit fly (discussed later).

Peach trees grow vigorously and set heavy crops of fruit. Many selfsown seedlings grow wild on the island. The ripening peaches are attacked
by fruit fly, false codling moth, rats and birds on such a scale that
cultural attention is generally considered to be a waste of time.

Other fruits

Guava, loquats, 'china dates' and figs, while being economically insignificant, collectively provide a considerable proportion of the locally
grown fruit that is actually consumed.

All are susceptible to damage by

fruit fly but a substantial part of the annual production begins to ripen
during the cooler months when fruit fly activity is depressed.

There are

numbers of wild guava trees, particularly in the Sandy Bay area, at mediiom
altitudes.

'China date' also grows wild.

Figs are particularly susceptible

to damage from birds and rats.

A number of fruit species, apparently growing well in various parts of the
island are generally uncommon: mulberry (fruit susceptible to birds),
olive (cultivated trees rare but a wild variety is common in northern and
eastern districts at medixmi altitudes), pomegranate, date ( a few trees in
lower Sandy Bay), avocado (only grows well near sea level in James Valley)
passion fruit, strawberry (susceptible to birds), pineapple ( a relatively
recent but popular introduction; supply of planting material probably
limits expansion) mango (grows well in Jamestown and the Briars but susceptible
to fruit flyi papaya (only grows well at low altitudes, custard apple and
cherimoya.

Apricots, almonds and coconuts have been tried on the island

without success.

Grape vines were introduced in the 17th century.

In 1689 Captain Poirier

(late Governor) and a number of French protestants were granted lands near
Horse Pasture for vineyards with a view to making wine and brandy (Brooke,
1808).

Some wine was produced in the late 17th/early 18th centuries but

the crop was subsequently cultivated for fruit and became fairly common,plantio?
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at medium altitudes seem to have been most successful, the crop was said
to 'suffer from the foggs higher up' (Janisch, I885).

Grape vines are

rare on the island today, they appear to have disappeared from general
cultivation about the mid nineteenth century.

Grant (I883) reports that

they were 'destroyed by the oidium which killed nearly all the vines on
the island'.

Morris (1884), however, reports that 'Owing to the introduction

of an insect from the Cape during the last 10 years the grape vines in
St Helena have been almost entirely destroyed'.

This insect may have been

the Mediterranean fruit fly which was introduced about this time and does
attack grapes. Alternatively it may have been Plylloxena.

The presence

or otherwise of Phylloxena on the island has never been determined.

Some

attempts have been made to cultivate grapes in recent years but with only
limited success probably because the planting sites were in the higher
altitude zones most prone to misty conditions and conducive to fungus disease.
Sunny north-facing slopes at medium altitudes are likely to provide the best
environment for grape vine cultivation on St Helena.

Pests and diseases of fruit crops
A summary of the pests and diseases attacking fruit crops in St Helena is
given in Table 61 .

TABLE 61

Pests and diseases of fruit in St Helena
Pest

Disease

Bananas

Banana borer (Cosmopolides
sordidus) at low a l t i t u d e s
C a t e r p i l l a r s of Opogona
subcervinella
Aphids (Pentalonia nigronervosa)

Cigar-end (Stachvlidium
theobromae)

Peach

Mediterranean f r u i t fly ( C e r a t i t i s Peach leaf c u r l
c a p i t a t a ) , serious
Peach r u s t
False codling moth (Olethreutes
l e u c o t r e t a ) , serious
White scale (Pseudaulacaspis
pentagona), t h r i p s and red
spider mite

Fruit
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TABLE

61

contd
Disease

Pest

Fruit
Plum

Mediterranean fruit fly, serious
Caterpillars of Spodoptera
litura on the foliage
Red spider mite
Heavy growths of lichen seen to
adversely affect some trees

No diseases reported

Apples

Mediterranean fruit fly
Foliage in.iury by Spodoptera
litura
Red spider mite

No diseases reported

Pears

Mediterranean fruit fly
Damp wood termites on old trees

No diseases reported

Citrus

Psyllid (Trioza erytreae),
serious
Aphids, various, and several
species of coccids including Red
Scale, serious
Red spider mite
Mites (Brevipalpus phoenicis)
False codling moth
Various species of fruit
piercing moth may also cause
damage

Sooty mould

Guava

Mediterranean fruit fly, serious
False codling moth
Aphids

Sooty mould

Loquat and
'China date'

Mediterranean fruit fly, serious
False codling moth

None reported

Fig

Mediterranean fruit fly, serious
Birds (ifynah)
Rats

None reported

Olive

None observed

None reported

Pomegranate

False codling moth
Possibly the fruit piercing
moth Anua tirhaca

None reported

Pawpaw

Caterpillars (Opogona
subcervinella)
Damp wood termites
Red spider mites

None observed

Avocado

Foliage injury by Spodoptera
litura
Thrips and red spider mite

None observed
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TABLE 61

contd
Pest

Fruit

Disease

Cape gooseberry

Red spider mite
Birds (Mynah, pheasants)
Rats

None observed

Grenadillas

Rats
Mealy bugs (Pseudococcus
malacearum)

None observed

Mango

Mediterranean fruit fly, serious

Powdei^ mildew (Oidium
mangiferae)

Strawberry

Snails, serious
Birds (Myrah), serious

Leafspot (Mycosphaerella
fragariae)

Pineapples

lone observed

None observed

Grapes

Mites (Eotetranychus
sexmaculatus)
Thrips (Heliothrips
haemorrhoidalis)
Weevils
Vine beetle (Adoretus versutus)

Powdery mildew

Mediterranean fj^ull; ,fly (Ceratitis capitata)
The most serious of these pests i:s the Mediterranean fruit fly, introduced
in the late nineteenth century. . Mprris

(1884) mentions serious insect

damage in peachesand in I896 the pest was identified (Jackson, I903).
The peach was the first fruit to be attacked, but damage was soon obsearved
on other species,especially plums, mangos, locjuats and guavas, and to a
lesser extent on apples, pears, 'china date*, figs, apricot, rose apple,
coffee and orange.

In I904 "the (Jovemor enacted legislation entitled The

Peach Ply (Ertermination) Ordinance, and inspectors were empowered to deal with
certain scheduled fruits. A large number of untended or wild trees were
destroyed in an attempt to eradicate the fly.

The exercise was not success-

ful and the fly has continued to be the most serious pest of fruit crops on
the island and the major limiting factor to fruit production.

The extreme

difficulty in controlling this pest is due to the following circumstances:-

1.

The fruit trees occur as isolated single trees or in scattered
groups.

2.

Most of the peach and plum trees ripen late in the season when
fly populations have built up
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3.

Large quantities of fallen fruit are left lying on the ground; fly
maggots within this fruit are able to enter the soil and complete
their life cycle

4.

The fly breeds

not only on cultivated fruit species but also, in

the fruits of wild species such as prickly pear and Kei apple
(Aberia caffra); furthermore some susceptible fruit species grow
wild on the island particularly guava and 'china date'.

In 1958/9 a heavy programme of observational spraying
was

undertaken

(Wallace, I960),

It was found

of peach trees

that

DDT

cover

spraying was ineffective, the use of protein hydrolysate poison
bait was unreliable and though cover spraying with dieldrin was effective
against fruit fly it was not effective against the false codling moth
(Olethreutes leucotreta), - another serious pest of peaches on St Helena,
Simmonds (l973) recommended the use of baits using the synthetic attractants
Medlure and Trimedlure

with

a powerful contact insecticide. This method

was widely tested on the island in the mid 1970s but did not prove effective.
The failure of the bait technique in St Helena either in traps or sprays
accords with South African and Australian experience:
'On large farms, or on groups of smaller farms where control measures can
be coordinated properly, a bait-spraying programme gives an economical way
of controlling fruit flys.

This method is less effective on small holdings

and almost entirely ineffective in home gardens where neighbouring properties
are not sprayed'

(Myburgh et_al, 197l)•

'Plastic traps containing new synthetic male lures such as Trimedlure are
being used as indicators of the presence of flies
give adequate control

Trapping does not

' (Jenkins, I967) •

In South Africa and other areas where fruit fly occurs the principal method
of control at present is by cover sprays of the

chemical fenthion

(Lebaycid); dimethoate (Roger) may be used on plums but not on peaches, figs
or apricots because it causes leaf drop. Baited traps are often used to indicate
the build up of fruit fly populations and assist in the effective timing of
spraying operations. Fenthion has been used on a small scale in recent years
in St Helena.

Repeated spraying every

success has been reported.
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2—3

weeks are necessary and some

LILY BULBS
The cultivation of bulbs for sale in the UK began in the early 1930s. The
first shipment was in 1936 and production continued,with many ups and downs,
until 1959 (see Table 62).

The only bulbs to be marketed during that time

were a variety of Lilixim longiflorum known on St Helena as the Christmas
Lily (the Easter Lily of Bermuda and Japan).

Other species have been consi-

dered for production, the most promising being Lilium speciosum rubr\3m.
St Helena bulbs for the Christmas cut flower market were received in the UK
at a more favourable time than those from Bermuda and Japan, but it was not
possible to compete for the more lucrative Easter market.
Development of the industry
In the early years 1936-40, production grew steadily.

The bulk of the crop

was produced by small growers,most of them in the Levelwood Sandy Bay and Blue
Hill areas. In order to ensure a reasonable standard of quality,legislation
was established under the Lily Bulb Exportation Ordinance,1939. A Lily Bulb
Board was formed to represent the growers and protect their interests by
ensuring the highest standard of quality in all bulbs exported and to handle
the marketing. Strict controls of virus diseases were enforced and size grades
were laid down.
Failure of the industry
The first major problems were associated with the war. In 1940 and 1942 a
large proportion of

the bulbs (about

half of each consignment) were damaged

or rotted in transit due to shipping difficulties. No bulb shipments were made
in 1943-5. After the war an attempt was made to revive the industry but many
small growers had lost interest and/or confidence,and production remained at
a low level. Before the war there were over 200 registered growers but by
1947 only 52.

Serious cultural problems were also experienced when production resumed.

In

1946 the first complaints of premature sprouting appear in the records of the
Agricultural and Forestry Department.

On St Helena flowering takes place before

Christmas and lifting is carried out as late as possible in the New Year.

It

is reported that formerly the plants died down completely and lifting could
be done as late as April, which was ideal for marketing purposes. After the
war however the bulbs were said to sprout much more quickly and lifting was
being done as early as January.
condition.

The bulbs arrived in the UK in a much poorer

Deterioration in the general condition of the crop continued until

in 1950 it was impossible to export any bulbs.
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TABLE 62

Numbers of lily bulbs exported from St Helena,1936-59

Year

No.

Year

Wo.

1936

2 196

1948

4 361

1937

5 646

1949

4 864

1938

9 249

1950

no shipment

1939

24 858

1951

no shipment

1940

64 585

1952

932

1941

15 308

1953

1 281

1942

41 818

1954

1 882

1943

no shipment

1955

1 610

1944

no shipment

1956

2 200

1945

no shipment

1957

974

1946

3 360

1958

1 129

1947

3 838

1959

1 751

1

Possible causes of the lily bulb decline

The cause of the decline was never really understood.

Before the war it was

recognised that two virus diseases of lilies were present on the island,
mosaic and bunchy-top or rosette (not apparently the same as rosette or
yellow flat virus disease of Bermudan lilies).

Growers were instructed to

rogue out and destroy all infected plants and the diseases were thought to
be under control. After the war infestations of thrips (Liothrips vaneecki),
aphids, black scale fungus (Colletotrichum lilii) and eelworm (Aphelenchoides
fragariae) were recorded.

Thrips, aphids and black scale were not thought

to be of much consequence but initially it was considered likely that eelworm
could be primarily responsible for the decline of the crop. A treatment
involving the emersion of all planting material in hot water at 43°C for
1 hour was introduced in 1952. By I954 eelworm was thought to have been
effectively controlled but, although the general condition of the crop was
much improved, the problem of premature sprouting was still present.

A nutrient deficiency or imbalance had also been suggested as a possible
cause of premature sprouting.

Chemical analyses of lily stems and leaves

were carried out at Long Ashton in I952 (see Table 63
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).

When compared with leaves and stems from plants grown in sand culture
receiving an adequate supply of all nutrients, lilies grown at Scotland
had generally low levels of P, Ca and Mg and medium to high levels of K.
Lilies grown at Plantation had low levels of Mg, low to medium levels of
P and Ca and very high levels of K.

Plots of lilies at Scotland were given

application of epsom salts in I95I and 1952 to determine whether %

deficiency

might cause premature sprouting hut the treatment seemed to increase
the problem.

TABLE

63

Futrient analyses of St Helena lily stems and leaves carried
out at Long Ashton, 1952
N u t r i e n t c o n t e n t , ^ d r y wt
Sample
P

K

Ca

Mg

Leaves

0.004
0.040

2.616
3.301

2.840
2.875

0.496
0.410

Stems

0.170
0.173

2.387
2.599

0.158
0.151

0.206
0.210

Leaves

0.063
0.047

2.527
1.833

2.923
3.103

0.415
O.4O8

Stems

0.175
0.158

1.196
1.204

0.302
0.326

0.207
0.204

Leaves

0.020
0.020

1.512
1.113

1.340
1.393

0.518
0.431

Stems

0.034
0.033

0.233
0.398

0.127
0.120

0.209
0.210

Leaves

O.O64
0.009

2.242
1.863

1.267
1.348

0.440
0.402

Stems

0.051
0.054

0.892
0.960

0.100
0.119

0.194
0.202

leaves

0.083

0.494

3.161

1.164

Stems

0.158

0.862

0.592

0.661

Plantation
Manured

Unmanured

Scotland
Manured

Unmanured

Control
Sand c u l t u r e
p l u s complete
nutrients
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It was reported that lily bulbs were generally of better quality and prematux
sprouting reduced when grown on the coarser-textiired soils. Pine—textured,
heavy soils (as at Scotland for example) gave poorer quality bulbs.
Better results were achieved after a grass break.

Death of the lily bulb industry
By 1959 the price obtained for St Helena lily bulbs in the UK had dropped
markedly, partly as a result of poor quality but also because of increased
competition.

After their absence from the UK market during and

immediately after the war years, the Japanese growers were back „.
with cheap bulbs of superior quality and also stems in bud supplied
direct to the cut flower trade.

In 196O the English agent withdrew his

support and the lily bulb industry finally collapsed.

PHORMIUM'TENAX (NEW ZEALAND FLPOC)

The plant known on the island as New Zealand Plax or flax was
introduced in the early nineteenth century (between I815 and 1350),
In 1850 the 'Advocate» records that phormium was growing on the
island and that an industry shouild be established.

By 1875 i"t

was common on the high land though •hitherto the only use made of
the plant has been by the market gardener for tying up his bunches
of vegetables etc» (Mèllis, I875).

The rise and fall of the phormium

industry is outlined in Appendix to Volume 1.

Cultivation

The native habitats of phormium in New Zealand are swampy valley bottoms and
though the plant grows best when freely supplied with water it dislikes
stagnant conditions and waterlogging.

In suitable conditions the leaves

grow to 3 m, splitting at the top when mature.
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On drier hillsides the leaves

are paler and shorter.

The plant tolerates a wide range of soil conditions

but prefers an acid reaction pH 5-6.

According to New Zealand experience

(Moss, 1955) availability of P and K nutrients are important but applications
of nitrogenous fertilisers rarely give yield responses.

The faster growing

valley bottom plants can be cut every 4 years and the slower growing plants
on well drained slopes every 6-7 years.
fibre content than the hillside ones.

The valley bottom plants have a lower

Because of the equable climate it is

possible to cut and mill all the year round (in the New Zealand
growing areas it is not possible to cut in winter because of frost damage
to the cut plants).

Gaitivars
The phormium grown on St Helena all appears to belong to one cultivar,
apprently well adapted to the conditions^ having a reasonably high fibre
content and easily stripped.
and FQ

Two New Zealand cultivars (Sutton's Special

ll) were introduced for trial in 1939'

Sutton's Special was found

to be slightly superior to the local St Helenian cultivar in both fibre quality
and content but was never planted on a large scale.

Constraints to production
There have been no pest or disease problems on St Helena. A leaf spot,
caused by Coniothyrium concentricum, is seen occasionally but does not
produce serious damage.

The main problems experienced by the phormium industry on St Helena were
associated with transporting leaf to the mills over the frequently difficult
terrain, siting the mills and maintaining and running the mill machinery.

Harvesting methods

Leaf was cut by hand with a sickle and tied into bundles of approximately 25 kg,
bundles of this weight being convenient to handle and two such bundles making
a balanced load for a donkey.

Leaf often had to be transported over long

distances, in the first place by donkeys or ox-drays to the nearest point
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on a road and then by lorry to the mill.

In some cases where leaf grew on

very steep hillsides a wire rope was used to run bundles down to the road.

Mills

The siting of the mills was governed by the selection of suitable drying
grounds, availability of water and the existence of a suitable site on
which to construct the buildings. On arrival at the mill leaf was weighed
and graded into various lengths^then fed two or three at a time into the
stripper or decorticator which removed the soft material (locally known as
"green bark") from the fibres. After stripping,the green fibre was shaken
free of green bark, washed in a wooden trough and taken to the fields for
bleaching and drying which took about 10 days.

When dry the fibre was

'scutched' in a scutching machine (to remove dust and tangles and generally
clean it).

After scutching the fibre was pressed and baled ready for shipment

The method outlined above

was

industry

on

of

fibre prices, gave employment to

high

St Helena,

used during

the population.

It was

labour

most

of the phormium

intensive and,
a

in periods

large proportion of

In New Zealand, however, the level of mechanisation was

gradually increased (to include shaking out the green bark, washing the fibre
etc.) to give a more efficient industry with lower production costs.

Decline of the industry

The uncertain profitability of the phormium industry on St Helena and the
lack of a home market tended to reduce the willingness and/or ability
to invest in new machinery.

Social pressures to maintain a high level

of employment also discouraged mechanisation,

Gonseqiiently,

as it

became relatively less efficient, the St Helenian phormium industry
became less able

to

compete on the world market and increasingly

dependant on Government subsidies.

The introduction of synthetic

fibres in the mid—1960s dramatically depressed the natural fibre market and
the demand for phormium (always regardedas inferior to sisal) disappeared. In
those countries which still produce fibre today it is used domestically to
reduce dependance on imported fibres.

In spite of the partial recovery
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of the sisal market since 1973, due to increasing petroleum prices, there
has been no revival of the international market for phormium.
Since the collapse of the phormium industry the area planted to the crop
has gradually been reduced, the land being either converted to pasture or
forest depending on slope. Meanwhile, though unproductive in a commercial sense,
the existing phormium cover does at least provide very effective protection
against erosion on the steep and very steep slopes aroundthe central ridge.
The production and value of the crop between 190? and I966 is shown in Figure
8, and the history of the industry is discussed in more detail in the Appendix
to Volume 1.
EXPERIMENTAL CASH CROPS
A wide variety of potential export crops have been tried on the island at
some time or other during the 300 years since the first settlement was
established.

The attempts in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by

the East India Company to produce grape vines, sugar cane, cotton, indigo,
tobacco, castor oil, aloe fibre etc., are mentioned in thfi Appendix.
When the Grown took over the administration in the mid-nineteenth century
further attempts to grow cash crops were made, and again with the setting
up of the Agricultural and Forestry Department in 1934 when trials of several
potential cash crops were undertaken.

Cinchona
The cultivation of cinchona was first

recommended

I8I4, and again in I864 by Sir Joseph Hooker

by Roxburgh

(Morris, 1884)»

in
To

undertake experiments,a skilled gardener, J H Chalmers,was sent from
Kew in I869.

He raised about 10 000 cinchona seedlings in nurseries, first

at Plantation and then at Newfoundland on the south face of the peaks. It
appears that about half these seedlings were planted out either on the slope
above Newfoundland or under Actaeon and Diana's Peak.

Plants on the lower

slopes died off, and the only'really successful establishment was sichieved on
the narrow ridge between Actaeon and Diana.

Soil depth appeared to be a

critical factor; soil on the steep slopes around the Peaks was generally
•too shallow.

Two species were used. Cinchona succirubra and C. officinalis,

the establishment of C. succirubra being the more successful. The experiments
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were abandoned in I87I upon the reduction of the establishment effected by
a new Governor^but Morris (1884) was of the opinion that, 'while the first
impressions were favourable to the possibility of growing cinchona on the
highest peaks in St Helena, the character of the subsoil, together with the
exposed position of the locality, would entirely preclude the undertaking
being commercially a success; and on other grounds it would be very
undesirable to cut down any more of the indigenous forest, which already
is reduced to such a small extent'.

Tobacco
During his stay on the island (1869-71) Shalmers also carried out experiments
on tobacco cultivation.

His report contains the following information.

'The ground was manured and the plants otherwise attended to till they had
arrived at that state of maturity at which it is customary to 'cure' or
prepare the leaf for use.

They were then carefully treated after the manner

usually practised in tobacco growing countries. A sample was prepared and
submitted through Sir Joseph Hooker to the test of a proficient London
tobacconist who reported on it to the effect that it was deficient in flavour
and burning properties bore evidence of having been grown on very poor soil.
Some of the leaves were, however, of fair quality, and he believed that by
increased attention to the manuring of the soil, and the preparation of the
leaf, St Helena tobacco should become equal in quality to that of Natal and
other tobacco growing countries'.

When Chalmers left_, the experiments ceased and in spite of further recommendations
by Morris (1884) no further development of tebacco cultivation was carried
out.

Cotton
Periodically some interest is taken in the possibility of cultivating cotton,
since this crop grows wild in some of the drier parts of the island (e.g.
Half Tree Hollow).

In 1839 an English cotton grower reported, 'The growth

of this is decidedly superior and I am of the opinion that with attention
in the process of cleaning to preserve the staple it will take a rank above
the best Brazilian growth, and nearly, if not quite, equal to the best
Egyptian

(Jackson, I903).

Morris (1884) was also presented with a sample
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hut he was not confident of St Helena's ability to grow cotton to compete
with other countries. More recently in 1977 a sample of the island cotton
was sent to the Shirley Institute, Manchester.

Their report noted that

this cotton has an unusual combination of fibre properties.

Its length

and strength are similar to an average quality American upland type whereas
it is as coarse

and mature as a native Asiatic cotton.

It spun into

a very clean nap-free yarn, but due to its fibre coarseness its commercial
limit is about 24's cotton - a relatively coarse y a m .
are

Its fibres

about as coarse as many wool.s so it would be suitable for cotton/wool

blends.

Other possible uses which would benefit from the unique fibre

properties of this cotton includes blends with various manmade fibres
around 3 denier such as in the manufacture of cotton cellular blankets and
terry towelling.

The nearest commercial equivalent was considered to be

Peruvian Tanguis which currently enjoys a considerable price premium.
The Tropical Products Institute, London, thought that St Helena cotton might
fetch $1.98/kg*

or more

and considered that its use would be most

appropriate in cotton sheeting, blended with polyester.

Coffee
Coffee was introduced by the East India Company in the eighteenth century.
In 1727 the Governor wrote to the Court of Directors 'We believe coffee
would grow well here

we remember there was once a coffee tree which

grew very well in the worst part of the country'.
berries arrived for trial (Janisch, I885)•

In 1732 Mocha coffee

This appears to be the type

still cultivated today.

In 1839 a saatple of coffee from St Helena was submitted to the Trade who
pronounced it to be of very superior quality and flavour (Jackson, I903),
while a sample sent to London from Sandy Bay in I85I secured a first prize
at the Great Exhibition (Humphrey, 1957).

Morris
plots

(I884) records that coffee was
at

grown in 0,1 — 0.2 ha

Plantation, Terrace Knoll, Bamboo Grove, Elliots,

Prospect and Oaklands.

He was of the opinion that the island was

capable of growing 'in sheltered hollows, a fair quantity of very good
coffee.

The extent of land actually suitable for coffee, would however, be

so small that I do not anticipate it will, under any circumstances, be
*At 1977 prices
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produced in sufficient quantity for exportation.
demands it would do a great deal'.

If it would supply local

Subsequent to Morris'svisit very little

attention seems to have been paid to coffee.

Ball (l939) records

that the trees were seldom picked and no attention was paid to pruning or
cultivation generally.

Experimental work

An experimental plot (O.O7 ha) was planted by the

Agricultural and Forestry Department at Scotland in 1943» but no records
are available until 1950 when it was said to have been pruned on the
multiple stem system.

Yield records are available for 1958 (l237 kg/ha

parchment), 1959 (1968 kg/ha) and 196I (IO64 kg/ha).

An experimental plot was also set up in Sandy Bay where the yields were
substantially lowers 1958/78? kg/ha; 1959^662 kg/ha; 1960,38? kg/ha; I96I,
295 kg/ha. Other information available from this period is that only fairly
sheltered sites aresuitable for coffee cultivation and even then adequate
protection from wind is essential. At Scotland,on the lee-side of the island
and sheltered by surrounding woodland,wind damage was not uncommon.

There

is a relatively limited altitude range (450-600 m) on the island within which
coffee can be successfully cultivated. Mulching appeared to be beneficial especiallj
in dry summers. A problem repeatedly mentioned in the annual reports of this
period is hot and cold die—back,which seems to have affected most planting.

Visit of a coffee expert

In I96O it was suggested that the possibility of

producing coffee as an export crop with the help of the Commonwealth
Development Corporation be examined in some detail.

Initially a mission of

four members was proposed, composed of an expert on coffee

cultivation as

chairman, a representative of the Commonwealth Development Corporation, the
Agricultural and Forestry Officer and a representative of the St Helena
commercial community.

The need for an investigation was accepted, but the

means of conducting the enquiry were subsequently modified.

Eventually an

expert (P A Jones) from the Coffee Research Station, Kenya, visited the
island in March 1962,
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According to Jones the original variety introduced by

the East India

Company still survives as the predominant type grown.

It is exceptionally

uniform, having leaves of a medium breadth which are green when newly open;
it closely resembles the Bourbon variety (c.f. Coffea arabic a) which is a fine
quality coffee thriving only under the most favourable conditions (there
are many varieties more rigorous than Bourbon and more resistant to drought,
cold and exposure, though of poorer quality).

Considering the strong winds,

low rainfall and relative lack of sunshine, Jones noted that it was surprising
to find mature coffee that was well-grown and flourishing.

In most plots

of mature trees the best of them apparently had a normal growth rate, with
internode lengths of 50-75 n™-

The stems were well developed and primaries

thick and strong with no excessive secondary growth, except in cold and
exposed situations.

The number of flower buds per node was normally 16-20,

sufficient to give a good yield but not enough to cause overbearing.

Under

:.i

favourable conditions the girth of trees near ground level was impressive.
Stems tend to be stiff, a property which Jones considered may be associated
with nutrition. Unfortunately healthy, well—grown trees were not in a
majority.

In most plots visited there were many small, poorly developed

trees with unhealthy leaves and debilitated appearance.

Jones suggested

that the causes for the very variable performance could be ascribed chiefly
to shallow soil and low fertility impeding proper root development.
Pits dug in growing coffee plots at Scotland and Sandy Bay showed that

i
•Hi

m

coffee roots could penetrate to a limited depth, seldom more than 60 cm
being explored by a significant volume of roots. Examining the root systems
of two adjacent trees, of contrasting growth and appearance^ on a terrace

m

at Scotland the relation of aerial growth to root development was obvious.

i's

••• k

Exposure and inadequate moisture supply were also thought to be major factors.

Hutritional problems

Jones maintained that almost every coffee tree

on the island showed symptoms of mineral deficiency and/or unbalanced
mineral nutrition,as follows;

1, Phosphorus deficiency:

indicated by 'autumn tints* from yellow

to red and maroon colouration of mature leaves

2, Zinc deficiency:

indicated by characteristic interveinal chlorosis,

narrow terminal leaves and very short internodes. Usually mild -
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3. Magnesium deficiency:
4.

Nitrogen deficiency:

neither frequent nor severe
indicated by pale chlorotic new foliage,

leaves light olive green or yellow.
These

deficiency

problems, however, were considered to be relatively

unimportant compared with a complex condition which resembles 'hot and cold
die-back' found in Kenya.

The symptoms include thick leathery leaves, a leaf

curl with upward cupping more common than downward-jcupping, and pronounced
upward interveinal bulging, blotchiness and most obviously, marginal chlorosis
(in severe cases, scorch of the distal leaf margins)»
Comparable leaf samples from trees affected with 'hot and cold' were
analysed. Mature leaves from the 4th, ^th and 6th nodes were selected with
and without symptoms from the same tree.
TABLE 54

Sample

A

B

C

D

Data are given in Table 64.

Analysis of coffee leaf samples (Jones, 1962)

Tree
symptoms
Slight blotchiness,
chlorosis and
marginal scorch
Upward cupping and
downward curl, some
marginal scorch
Marginal chlorosis
and scorch. Downward
leaf curl and interveinal chlorosis
Extreme curling,
marginal chlorosis
and scorch
Interveinal chlorosis

Leave s

fo C a

fo %

fo P

% K

Zn
ppm

lormal

1.06

0.11

0.172

2.02

17.7

68

Showing
symptons

1.55

0.10

0.219

2.24

13.5

90

Normal

1.25

0.12

0.125

2.50

9.0

179

Showing
symptoms

1.04

0.05

0.125

2.75

9.7

148

Normal

1.60

0.12

0.145

2.26

14.9

170

Showing
symptoms

1.26

0.10

0.224 3.81

9.0

197

1.19

0.07

0.186

10.6

165

Showing
extreme
symptoms

5.33

Mn
ppm

The values for phosphorous and zinc in some samples are low, but not below
the normal deficiency threshold.

Magnesium levels are exceptionally low,

producing very wide ratios of potassium to magnesium, especially in the
leaves showing symptoms.

In no case, however, did the visual samples resemble

those which would coincide with wide K / % ratios in Kenya and elsewhere.
Calcium levels throughout are very low.

Jones notes that high boron levels

were found in samples C and D but does not give the values.
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Coffee expert's conclusions and proposals

Jones estimated that the total

area of land at that time planted to phormium which could be planted to
coffee was less than 20 ha, whilst of the farm lands in the Central Moist
Zone no more than 20 ha could be planted to coffee.

From the economic aspect

Jones calculated (on the basis of I962 prices and costs) that coffee production
on the island could achieve an adequate profit margin only if yields and
prices were high, for example 1 000 kg/ha realising an average of £354/
tonne (the average price realised for the islands consignment in 196I-62
was Shs 360/50'kg or £360/tonne) . .

Jones recommended that an experimental programme be carried out to:

1.

K.nd a variety more suited to the climatic conditions

2.

Ascertain the cost of proper management

3.

Determine the optimum mineral nutrition

4»

Assess the best methods of providing shelter and shade.

His final conclusions were

that though coffee cultivation on the island

had valuable advantages, namely the negligible incidence of pests and
diseases, excellent tree growth under favourable conditions and a high
quality product, the disadvantages would be surmountable only with difficulty
(low rainfall, strong winds, low winter temperatures, poor soil depth, no
proven variety suitable to the climate, limited potential area suitable for
planting to the crop and lack of expertise in managing it).

Jones felt that

some solutions to these problems should be obtained before a costly development programme could be put underway.

Subs e q-uent deve 1 opment s After Jones*

visit some attempt was made to

carry out the recommended variety trial using seed of six of Kenya's
best selections. The seedlings grew very poorly, however, and were
never planted out. This seems to have totally discouraged any further
efforts by the Agricultural and Forestry Department to carry out further
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experiments and in I964 "the Annual Report concludes:— 'It has no«: been
realised that a viable coffee export industry cannot be developed and
this Department has ceased working towards this end*.

Pyrethrum
lyrethrum was introduced by the Agricultural and Forestry Officer for trial
as a potential export crop in 1934- Test plots were grown at various sites
(Scotland, Plantation Field, Camp Ground, Taglate, Kaunjie Field). Establish
ment was often difficult and considerable damage by thrips and red spider
mite was reported. Pyrethrum extract was produced at Scotland and sold to
the public to control houseflies. Samples of dried flowers sent to the
Imperial Institute for analysis gave the following results:-

Moisture $

1937
8.6

1939
10.0

Pyrethrin \ %

O.46

Pyrethrin II %

O.56

Total FG^rethrins %

1.02

0.45
0.59
1.04

1241
8.5
0.68
0.54
1.22

The last samples sent in 1945 had a total pyrethrins content only slightly
inferior to Kenya grown flowers. However, cultivation problems seem not to
have been overcome and experiments were abandoned in the late 1940's.

Essential oils
Trials of various essential oil producing plants were also started in 1934
and included geranium, chenopodium, peppermint and lemon grass.
Samples of oil were sent to the Imperial Institute. The chenopodium oil was
unsatisfactory and its production seems to have been abandoned early on
but trials on geranium and peppermint oils continued for several years.
An experimental still was constructed in 1945The species of geranium grown included Pelargonium radula« P. capitatium
and P. graveolens, but cultivation seems to have been plagued by termite
damage. P. ^aveolens gave the best quality oil.
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Serious problems were experienced with maintaining the quality of
the

oil, particularly peppermint.

This may have been

the

result

of cultivation conditions on the island where the crop was cut 3 or 4 times
a year (compared with one cutting per year in England or the USA).
it may also have resulted from the distillation technique used.

However

Humphrey

(1957) notes that peppermint was more promising than geranium but that it
proved unable to stand up to dry conditions.

Grenadillas
Grenadillas grow well on St Helena and are relatively free of pests and
diseases.
commodity.

It was thought that grenadilla juice might be a suitable export
In 1949 403 kg of fruit was obtained from a O.O4 ha plot

(equivalent to 10 t/ha)

in its second year.

extracted ranged from 16 to 20%.

The proportion of raw juice

Samples of juice preserved with SO2

were sent to the Imperial Institute who submitted them to the trade. The
flavour was pronounced to be reasonable but not quite as good as East African
and Australian juices and the trade noted that they would prefer the product
to have been strained free of pips and with most of the starch removed.

Such preparation along with the necessity of preserving the juice indicated
that the margin between production costs and probable market value would be
too slight to justify further development. Yield levels were also rather
variable, in 1950 the yield of fruit was said to be disappointing and not
recorded, in 1951 i"t was 5*4 t/ha.

Linen flax

Linen flax (var. Liral Crown) was grown successfully on Longwood Farm in 1943,
the object being the production of fibre.

It was noted, however, that

production would only be really successful on the best land and at that time
food production was considered to be of the first importance and trials were
discontinued.

There are no records of the yield of either fibre or seed.

In 1947 the Agricultural and Forestry Department considered growing it for
seed in order to increase the supply of linseed oil to the UK.

In I948 "three

varieties, English Branching, Royal and Canadian, were planted at Middle
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Point, Longwood.

The crop was troubled with cutworm.

showed the most uniform ripening.

English Branching

Wo yields are recorded and there do not

appear to have been any further developments.

Other fibre crops
Fibre crops other than phormium were

also

the Agricultural and Forestry Department.

considered

by

Seeds of Agave lechuguilla,

Mexican ixtli fibre used for brush making, were sent from Kew in 1937*
The seeds were planted but subsequently forgotten until 1946 when, in
response to an enquiry from Kew, nine mature plants were discovered, A handprepared sample of fibre was sent to an English brush company who gave a
favourable report.
began.

The plants were transplanted to Scotland and propagation

In 1950 a further sample was sent to the brush company who reported

that the fibre appeared very different from the earlier sample being softer
and whiter, more like sisal and useless for brushes.

The experiment then

seems to have been abandoned.

Furcraea gigantea (Mauritius hemp

local name is 'aloe*^grows wild on parts

of the semi-arid north coast,

Morris (I884) suggested that aloe fibre

could become an export crop.

At present a very small local handicraft

industry uses hand prepared aloe fibre to make baskets and mats.

A sample

of hand—prepared aloe fibre was sent to the Imperial Institute in 1945?
it was said to be very acceptable and readily saleable.

In 1946 the

Agricultural and Forestry Department assisted a private individual to
recondition an old mechanical aloe stripper in an attempt to determine
whether or not the large—scale production of aloe fibre could be profitable.
The attempt failed, in part because the machinery appears to have been
inadequately renovated but also because the freight charge on the fibre was
much higher than that for phormium.

CONCLUSIONS

Constraints to food crop production
The most serious problem associated with food crop production on
the island is continuity of supply.

This is limited by climatic factors,
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principally rainfall and the inadequacy of the marketing infrastructure.
The problem of periodic gluts and shortages, particularly of green vegetables,
can only be alleviated by the development of more irrigation facilities and
cooperation between producers.

The lack of efficient organisation of

produce marketing is an important factor in limiting supply since most of
the food production centres on the relatively sparsely populated moist uplands
whilst the largest concentration of population is in Jamestown in the arid
peripheral zone.
Pew crops on the island are entirely free of pest and disease problems but
for most of these more of less effective control measures are available.
The only one which causes total crop losses and for which as yet no proven
control methods have been put into practice is the Mediterranean fruit fly.
For the most part yields appear to be primarily limited by climatic factors,
namely inadequate or poorly distributed rainfall or lack of sunshine. Of
the major plant nutrients, nitrogen is the only one to which consistent
positive yield responses have been obtained in controlled experiments.

Soil

analyses confirm these results since only rarely have either available P or K
been found to be low.

Soil factors which seem to be much more important are

pH, which is often very acid, and texture, which is very fine, giving an
extremely heavy and compact soil which is resistant to root penetration. Observations
of crop growth (by the author; Jones, 1962;and Varley, 1976) revealed that
root development is often poor and restricted, both horizontally and vertically.
Poor root development (amongst other things) increases the plants susceptibility
to moisture stress and reduces its ability to stand up to high winds. High
sodium content, besides being detrimental to crop growth from a chemical
aspect, also causes the heavy clay soils to deflocculate, becoming structureless
or at best weakly structured.
^y

When wet they are extremely sticky and when

form very hard clods (Varley, 1976),

The constraining factors are summarised at the end of Part 2.
Constraints to export crop production

It can be seen that many attempts have been made, throughout the history of
the island, to find cash crops which could be placed economically on the
world's markets.
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As a result of its varied range of environments, it is possihle on St Helena
to grow a wide range of temperate, subtropical and tropical crops, but,
also because of this variation over a very small total area, relatively
few crops can be optimally cultivated over a significant area of the island.
In terms of potentially suitable areas, annual crops are more limited than
perennial ones since the prevalence of very steep slopes precludes mechanical
cultivation over large parts of the island and^because of the erosion hazard^
restricts manual cultivation unless expensive terracing operations are
feasible.

The only successful cash crop, phormium, was in fact a perennial which could
be planted over large areas of very steep slopes,be ing well suited to the
soil and climatic conditions

and furthermore required no subsequent

attention other than harvesting.

Other perennial crops which have been

tried, cinchona and coffee, failed mainly because they were much more
specific in their soil and climatic requirements and so were suited to only
very small areas of the island.

Another serious problem associated with the initiation of the large-scale
production of any crop is the expertise required.

The Agricultural and

Forestry Department is a small unit staffed by only one or two qualified
agriculturalists who must of necessity be generalists. Yet the setting up
of any agricultirral industry from scratch requires very specialised knowledge.
Again the phormium industry can be used to illustrate this point.

In spite

of a significant acreage of the crop -under successful cultivation the enterprise only really got under way commercially with the assistance of two
experienced New Zealanders.

Specialised knowledge is almost always required

before promising trial results can be turned into commercial success.

Until the mid"-1960s it was part of the policy of the Agricultural and
Forestry Department to carry out trials designed to evaluate potential export
crops.

In 1966 the situation was reviewed by C W Lynn who concluded: *The

fact must be faced that there is no known crop which can be grown in the
very varied and limited circumstances of St Helena which could compete with
modern production techniques in other parts of the world*.

Following his

recommendations, the Department ceased to experiment with possible export crops
and focused its attention in the crop production sphere on increasing food
production for local consumption and thereby reducing food imports. This
policy was reiterated by Goldsack (1974).
The constraining factors are summarised at the end of Part 2
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(Volume 1).

PART 7 LI"VESTOCK AND PASTURE

LIVESTOCK POPULATIONS

Historical "background

Domesticated goats and pigs were first introduced to the island soon after
its discovery by the Portuguese and successfully established themselves
in the wild.

The first permanent inhabitants brought more stock with them,

including cattle, sheep and horses.

The herds of wild pig disappeared

relatively soon after settlement but the wild goats survived until 1964According to the historical record the breeds of cattle and sheep on the
island were mostly English.

During the i8th and 19th centuries live sheep

and cattle were also imported for slaughter, mostly from the Cape.

The changes in livestock population, as far as they are known from 1714 to
1975» are shown in Figure 6.
recent statistics.

Records before I94O are less reliable than

Since I94O records are considered to be more or less

accurate except from those for goats. During the l8th and early 19th
centuries the numbers of cattle and sheep fluctuated dramatically.
The island records throughout this period frequently refer to severe
droughts in which many cattle died.

The production of hay appears to have begun in the early l8th century.
Figure 6

shows that cattle numbers during the 19th century were

generally lower and more stable than the preceeding period but the problem
of fluctuating food supplies was not solved.

Morris (I884) reports; 'at

present owing to the poor quality of the pasture lands,cattle require to
be fed, especially in the winter months, with green forage, such as barley,
oats and Indian corn, supplemented by well cured hay made in the high lands.
During periods of drought, such as those experienced during the last three
or four years, several hundred cattle have died from want of nourishment'.

During the 20th century stock numbers generally have continued to fall.
There was a departure from this trend for a brief period from 1940 when, as
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a result of the war and the difficult supply situation, government policywas to encourage local food production as much as possihle.
mainly reflected in the sheep and goat populations.

This trend was

The main reason for

the decline in stock numbers during the 20th century has "been the
changing land use pattern. Prom

19O6 to 1939 "the area of land planted to

New Zealand flax was steadily expanding^mostly at the expense of the
island»s pastures.

In the latter part of the 19th century there were

probably some 3 000 ha of pasture land which by 1939 had been reduced
to less than 2 000 ha.
The most marked decline in stock numbers, however, took place during the
1950s as a result of the Governments campaign to fence and recondition the
pastures along with the gradual closure of the goat ranges and the eradicati
of the wild goat. Further areas of pasture and rough grazing were lost to
the afforestation programme^also largely carried out during the 1950s. The
increase in motor transport since the war and the eventual failure of the
New Zealand flax industry in the mid-1960s substaintially reduced the need
for working donkeys and the number of these animals also fell rapidly.

The total livestock population expressed in livestock units (one cow,
equivalent to one horse, two donkeys, five goats and five sheep) from I852
to 1975 is shown in Figure 7.

Ownership

In 1977 small-holders owned virtually all the goats and most of the
donkeys and poultry but only about 50^ of "the sheep and pigs and
25^ of the cattle.

The Agricultural Development Authority owns roughly

50^ of the island•© cattle and is also the largest sheep owner.

Besides

the Agricultural Development Authority, there are two other large owners,
Solomon & Co and W A Thorpe & Sons.

The situation in 1974 is given in

Table 65 .
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TABLE 65

Animal ownership on St Helena, 1974

Owner

Cattle

Sheep

Pigs

Goats

Donkeys
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1 301

426

87

1

22

6

20

Poultry

9 598 1

Small-holders

174

Solomon & Co

78

579
219

W A Thorpe & Sons

89

88

7

Agricultural and
Forestry Department*

320

278

101

12

44

363

Total

661

1 164 . 346

1 313

477

10 003

* Now (except for goats, donkeys and poultry) owned by the Agricultural
Development Authority

LIVESTOCK: BREEDING AND PRODUCTION

Cattle

Breeds and breeding

Whilst the main stock of cattle on the island is of

British origin, opinions have varied during the course of history (and still
do) as to which breeds were best suited to the island conditions. By the
mid- 20th century, the cattle population was composed of a variety of
breeds.

Humphrey (1957) reports that the following breeds have been

introduced: Priesians, Guernsey, Jerseys, Baxters and Shorthorns.

Stockdale

(1939) reported Priesian and Shorthorn were the commonest breeds on the
island.

Stockdale remarks on the difficulty of controlling bulls over the largely
unfenced pastures and commonages, heifers were bulled at all ages and the
result was a very poor type of stock.

The 'scrub bull» problem was tackled

by the Bull Board Regulations, 1949» made under the Agricultural and Livestock
Improvement Ordinance. Under these rules only bulls passed by the Board
may be kept for service; all others must be slaughtered or castrated.
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The Agricultural and Forestry Departments' attempts at improving the quality
of stock started in "\^/\.^/6 when two Dairy Shorthorn bulls were purchased
from South Africa and were followed by a more ambitious scheme in 1948/9
when a small herd of Ayrshires (one bull and 12 heifers in calf by other
bulls) was introduced and established at Longwood.

The policy at this

time was to breed up a dual purpose animal suitable for both milk and meat
production.

The Dairy Shorthorn was selected for its quality as a dual

purpose animal whilst the Ayrshire was chosen for its hardiness and
adaptability to poor upland pastures.

Other Dairy Shorthorn animals were introduced by Solomons during the 1950s
but by the end of this decade a change in breeding policy was favoured.
The Dairy Shorthorn at that time available in Britain was thought to have
become too biased towards the dairy type, and was thus no longer the dual
purpose animal required, whilst the Ayrshire types on the island were said
to be getting too light as a result of inbreeding.

Finally it was decided to strengthen the beef aspect of the Departments'
stock and in I960/I a young Hereford bull was imported from the UK along with
a Red Poll bull from Ascension.

In I963 a second Hereford from the UK and a

second Red Poll from Ascension, half brother to the first, were acquired.
Also about this time (1962) W A Thorpe & Sons imported a Friesian bull from
the UK and subsequently in the late I96OS and early 1970s some Red Poll x
Friesian bull calves were imported from Ascension.

The use of Hereford , Red Poll and crosses was thought by McCrea
(1971) to be, producing very suitable beef types for the island
conditions.

The dairy herd of the Agricultural and Forestry Department at

this time was largely composed of Red Poll -Ayrshire crosses, said to show
promise (McCrea, 1971)•

To further this policy McCrea recommended the

importation of another dual purpose Red Poll bull and this arrived in 1973.

McCrea revisted the island in 1975; he considered that the breeding policy
for beef cattle was still satisfactory but the dairy animals in the
government herd were either of the wrong type or too old. He recommended
artificial insemination using Friesland semen from South Africa with a
view to ensuring a supply of dairy heifers for the future.
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The other milking herd on the island during the early 1970s (but since 1977
no longer in production), belonging to W A Thorpe & Sons, was based on
Friesan and Priesian x Red Poll types.

In 1977 the manager of the Agricultural Development Authority proposed a
change in breeding policy, maintaining that the dependance upon Hereford
and Red Poll.hadled to poor conformation and low milk yield.

In order to

improve these, a return to the Dairy Shorthorn was advocated and a bull of
this breed was imported from Britain. Also in 1977» a-s a result of the
closure of the Cable & Wireless farm on Green Mountain, Ascension, 52 red
and white Priesian animals were given to the Authority.

In 1979 "two Beef

Shorthorn bulls were imported by the Agricultural Development Authority.

Since 1971 Solomon & Co have employed artificial insemination using semen
from South Africa in their beef cattle production unit. The introduction
of crossbreeding by A I has resulted in the achievement of reasonable
slaughter weights at an earlier age. Simmental and Charollais on Hereford
stock have given the best results. Some young bulls with European blood
have been selected for conventional breeding purposes including a Simmental x
Hereford acquired by the Agricultural Development Authority.

In 1979

Solomon & Co extended their AI service to the general public at £15 per
service and the Agricultural and Porestry Department undertook to subsidise
this fee by 50^.

Cattle production

Little published information is available on the

productivity of cattle on the island.

The only regular statistics published

are those from the livestock census, carried out annually between 1946 and
1975• Examination of the census data shows that the percentage of breeding
females in the cattle population has remained remarkably constant since 1946
at around 41.5^ of the total herd.

The proportion of heifers has fluctiiated

slightly more but since 1950 has averaged 22.2^.

Between 1946 and 1974 the

number of animals slaughtered per annum has varied between 13 and 34^ of
the total herd with a mean of 22.4^, equivalent to 172.5 animals. It
should be noted that this rate of offtake has been maintained during a
period in which the cattle population has declined.
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Data on average liveweight at slaughter or carcass weight are not readily
available. However in I962 the Annual Report of the Agricultural and
Forestry Department reported that I7 animals were sold from the departmental
herd at an average dressed carcass weight of 127 kg.

In I963 "the new

breeding programme with the imported Hereford hull was reported to he
successful. Half-hreed Hereford steers were up to 30^ heavier at weaning
than local animals.

In I963 the average dead carcass weight from the island

stock as a whole was estimated at 159 kg, and the Department claimed to
have sold steers weighing 318 kg (live weight) at 10 months off natural
grazing.

In 1977 Solomon & Co reported that they estimated that 44 animals

would be slaughtered by them in that year at over I80 kg carcass weight at
approximately 12 months old (Agricultural and Forestry Seminar, Jamestown,
1977).
Data on annual milk yields available from the Agricultural and Forestry
Depsrtmsnk files and reports is shown in Table 66 .
TABLE SS
Herd

Average annual milk yield per cow 1950-68^litres (l)

1958

1959]

7

1 359

891
7

1 464!

1952

1953

1 800

2 664

2 028

2 437
1 691

1 359

1 741

•p

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1 105

1 682

2 096

2 155

1 941

2 655

2 168

7

JHerd
Sunnyside

1957

1951

Longwood
Sunnyside

1956

1950

1954

1955

7

1 300

1968

1

2 087

In 1949 "the highest yield officially recorded for any local cow was 1 855 litres
in 357 days.

By I96O the highest lactation yield was 2 582 1 though the

average lactation yield during the period 1958-60 at Sunnyside was 1 396 1.
Recently the Agricultural Development Authority has claimed to have increased
the milk production of the local herd by 4*5 l/cow/day as a result
of better feeding and managements (Supplement to News Review No. 1943»
4 March 1977).

In 1979 reports in the News Review (3-8-79 and I9-IO-79) put

annual milkproduction at between 3 395 ^^^ 3 723 litres per cow.
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In 1948 it was recorded that the average island cow produced a calf every
15-18 months.

In I962 the calving interval was said to be I6.3 months and

the average age at first calving 2.75 yrs.

In 1971» after examining the

records of the Agricultural and Forestry Department herd, McCrea reported
the calving interval to be 520 days (17«2 months), implying annual calving
percentages of between 70-74^ .

He attributed this deficiency in performance

to an extremely low level of nutrition for most of the year. He remarks
on the chief complaint of experienced stockmen on the island being the
poor growth rate of young stock.

McCrea suggested that their growth was

limited by the nature of the available grazing and in particular low
protein levels.

Sheep
The majority of the island sheep are maintained on the more inaccessible
pastures, the end product being 'lamb' at 6 month -1 year. Small
quantities of wool have been exported regularly in the past though shipping
costs and transport problems have made this difficult in recent years.

Breeds and breeding

The Stockdale report (1939) describes the island

sheep as 'generally of mixed Romney and various Down breeds'. At that time
the animals were allowed to wander over the island, lambs were not weaned
from their mothers, grazing was not controlled and scrub rams were used.
No attention was paid to dipping, dosing or worming.

However the report

concludes 'the fact that the sheep still flourish in spite of this
mismanagement indicates that the island is excellent sheep—country, even
foot rot not being in evidence' ,

In 1945 "the Agricultural and Forestry Officer described the local strain
of sheep as a hardy short-wooled type of rather mixed breed.

Various

breeds were said to have been tried on the past including Oxford Down,
Southdown, Hampshire, Gotswold and Romney but with no definite breeding
policy and no control of indiscriminate breeding.

The Agricultural and

Forestry Officer recorded the local opinion that Oxford Downs produced the
best results with Southdown second, though the latter breed was said to be
prone to lung infections.
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Stockdale (1939) recommended the importation of Ryeland rams; two were
acquired "but the resulting cross hreds were no hetter than the local type.
In 1946 a Southdown ram was imported ty W A Thorpe & Sons.

In 1947 it was reported that, following the regulation enacted in 1945 for
Botley's Ley and Man and Horse, all undesirable ram-lambs were castrated or
removed from the Ley.

From this period it appears that breeding came

under some control in that all inferior male animals were castrated.

During the 1950s the policy was to select the best of the local animals
for breeding (Humphrey, 1957) but in I96I the first consignment of Cheviot
rams (four, but two died soon after arrival) from the UK arrived. In I962
three more Cheviot (South Country) rams were acquired followed by further
consignments of three rams each year in I963 and 1964»

%

I963 a keen demand

for half-breed Cheviot sheep was reported since the crossbreds were showing
both improved meat and wool production.

McCrea reviewing the sheep breeding policy in 1971 was of the opinion that
the introduction of Cheviots had been successful, but that the subsequent
acquisition of a group of Swaledale rams (three in 1968) be considered a
retrogressive step, environmental conditions on the island not being severe
enough to warrant the use of this breed.

In 1969 Solomon & Co imported a Merino ram and five ewes from South Africa and
embarked on a more intensive system of sheep management on their holdings
in the east of the island.

The choice of this breed has been criticised

in some quarters, because the German Merino, though developed for improved
meat production, is still primarily a wool-producing animal. However, the
South African version has better mutton characteristics and Solomon & Co
have been satisfied with their results and continue to import fresh stock.

Following McCrea's advice (1971i the Agricultural and Forestry Department
introduced two more Cheviot (North Country) rams, six Cheviot gimmers (young
ewes) and two Dorset Down rams in 1973. The object of introducing the
Dorset Down animals was to give a better meat conformation to the Cheviot
type stock.

In 1975 McCrea considered

that this policy was working well

and that cross-breeding Cheviots and Dorset Downs should continue. He
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suggested that some pure Cheviot types should be maintained to stock the
more severe environments such as Botleys Ley and Man and Horse while Dorset
Down X Cheviots could be the basis for flocks in the central peaks areas.

In 1977 the manager of the Agricultural Development Authority proposed an
expansion of the breeding flock. However, he considered that the prolificacy
of the Cheviot type was inadequate to achieve this, all females born being
required as replacements.

In an attempt to increase the prolificacy of the

island stock,20 ewes and four unrelated rams of the dual purpose Clun Forest
breed were imported by the Agricultural Development Authority in 1977»

In

1979 25 Dormer ewes and four Dormer rams were imported from South Africa,

Sheep production
available.

Data on the performance of the island sheep are not readily

The Agricultural and Forestry Officer estimated the lambing

percentage at 80-85^ in 1945» a- below average year, and probably not much
over 85-90% in average years.

In 19^5 the lambing percentage of the

Agricultural and Forestry Department flock was 84% and by the mid-1970s it
seems unlikely that this figure had risen to much over 100%. Lambing takes
place in May/June,

In 1962 lambs for slaughter from the Departmental flock were averaging
24-29 kg live weight; in 1966 the average slaughter weight was 24.3 kg.

In

1963 the average dead carcass weight from the island stock as a whole was
estimated at 14 kg; in 1976 Solomon & Co report that 60 animals were
slaughtered at over 18 kg carcass weight.

Small quantities of wool were exported from the Agricultural and Forestry
Departments' flock until the mid-1970s, when increasing freight charges made
it -oneconomic. From I963 to 1972 statistics are available concerning the
wool produced by the Department (Table 67 ) ,
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TABLE 67

Wool production from the Agricultural and Porcütry Department
flock, 1963-72, kg

Year

1966

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

1972

1963

1964

1965

No. sheep
shorn

198

255

225

232

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total wt.
wool

254

355

379

343

374

370

318

226

259

277

-

-

-

-

-

-

Average
per beast

1.28

1.39

1.68

1.48

In 1963 the wool was described as varying enormously in length from under
25 cm to over 75 cm, the fleeces being very light, dry and open with an
almost complete absence of grease.

Shearing is carried out in October.

Pigs

Mellis

(1875) recorded that few cottages or huts existed without a pig

and noted that they were fed chiefly on acorns and boilsd 'yams'. He
described the breed as mixed, white as well as black, long as well as short
nosed, Stockdale (1939) noted that 'an island type of mixed blood has
been evolved which appears to do well under the conditions of inadequate
feeding which generally prevail

Meals are rarely, if ever, fed to

the pigs, which subsist largely on roots such as potatoes, tares, etc.,
shortage of fuel making it necessary to feed these rav;. Generally the
small h,'olders possess one pig, which they buy as a store weaner from one
of the large farmers.

They seldom keep sows^partly on account of the

difficulty of taking them to a boar over the hilly countryside, and also
on accoimt of the shortage of feed.

The majority of the pigs are slaughtered

at weights of about 36 kg ...'

Food supplies always seems to have been a major problem associated with pig
rearing on the island.

Locally available materials include 'yams', sweet

potato, pig melon, chat potatoes, garden by-products and kitchen waste,
the most important of these being 'yams'.

Humphrey (1957) mentions that

after the war pig numbers on the island declined seriously owing to feeding
difficulties.

The importation of foodstuff seems to have begun in the
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later 1940s or early 1950s. In 1954 100 tonnes of animal feeds (largely
pig meal) were imported; by 1973/4 this had increased to over 350 tonnes.
At the present time all the breeding herds are almost entirely fed an
imported meal whilst smallholders* pigs probably rely on imports for
50-75^ of their intake.

Breeds and breeding

The early pig introductions were all of Large Blacks,

Humphrey (l957) records that * although one occasionally sees some old
coloured beasts, there has been sufficient continuity in the use of Large
Blacks for this breed to be the rule'.

In I96I, however, two Red Tanworth

X Large Blacks (boar and gilt) were imported from Ascension and also the
first of the Large Whites (two gilts and a boar).

Subsequently further

Large White animals were introduced and in 1971 McCrea records: *The type
of pig present is now approaching that typical of the Large White breed,
following the policy of importing this breed to improve the local strain*.
In 1973 Solomon & Co imported four Landrace pigs (two boars and two sows)
and further animals of this breed have since been introduced with successful
results.

Pig production

The situation with regard to the keeping of breeding-sows

is substantially the same as it was in 1939» with the difference that the
main supplier of weaners is the Agricultural Development Authority, The
standards of management and performance, however, have improved enormously.
From the early 1960s until the mid 1970s it was Government policy to produce
weaners for sale to the public at substantially subsidized prices. Recently,
however, the subsidy has been considerably reduced and some smallholders
are now breeding and selling young stock themselves, Weaners are sold at
6-8 weeks and fattened for 6-8 months to give an average dead carcass weight
of 7O-8O kg. From the available economic data it appears that, owing to the
high cost of imported meal, production systems based on 100^ imported feed
can do no better than break even.
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In February I965 i^t was reported that over the previous 2 years the average
number of piglets born per litter at the Agricultural and Forestry
Department herd at Longwood was 10.00 and the average number weaned 6.76.
The figures for Farm Buildings wer^ 10.66 born and 8.33 reared and for
the Stock Centre 12.25 born and 10.25 reared.

In I965 246 piglets

were reared from 16 breeding sows (15.4/sow/year).

In 1977

the Agricultural Development Authority reported that the farrowing index
was 2,2 farrowings a year with an average of 22 piglets reared
per sow per year (Agricultural and Forestry Seminar, Jamestown, 1977)»

Goats
The historical records of the island are full of references to the damage
done to the environment by wild goats which were allowed to roam freely
over the island from shortly after its discovery until I962. As early
as 1731 an attempt was made to solve the problem, when all goats were
ordered to be destroyed and the ranging of goats was banned for 10
years. At that time gumwoods were still plentiful and it is recorded that
the removal of the goats resulted in a rapid development of young trees to
the great benefit of the forests.

After 10 years, goats

were allowed back and in the process goat owners were given a 'right' to
keep goats on specified ranges where before there had been only a privilege
(Humphrey, 1957)»

Another short-lived attempt at control was made in I8O8.

The Governor, Major-General Beatson, sought the destruction of goats under
a compensation scheme, but this was not successful- (Henry, 1974)*

In 1939 "the Stockdale report recommended the eventual replacement of goats
with woolled sheep and advocated the introduction of some control measures
over the movements of the goat population.

In 1940, when war conditions

made it likely that supplies of goat meat would have a ready sale, a
decisive stop was taken and the Goat Range Rules were promulgated under
Section 2a of the Agricultural and Livestock Improvement Ordinance (Gap 2).
Under these rules a 'goat line' was demarcated around the island just below
the still fertile interior (running close to the 450 m contour).

Goats

coming above the line could be destroyed at sight. Below the line, the
land was divided into ranges and rules were made for the proper conduct
of these areas (Humphrey, 1957)*
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In 1955 "the decision was taken to eliminate the Goat Ranges entirely over a
period of years by the progressive exclusion of sections; in 1962
the Goat Range was abolished and the free running of goats at any point on
the island became an offence (Henry, 1974)»

Breeds and breeding

In the early 1940s some Toggenburg animals (two billies

and three ewes) were imported from South Africa by the Agricultural and Forestry
Department in an attempt to encourage the keeping of milk goats by smallholders in addition to the traditional meat animal. A further six (one billy and
five

ewes) ex South Africa were imported in 194^ though kids born to two of

the ewes after arrival turned out to be Toggenburg x Saanen.

Several of

these animals are reported to have died of pneumonia.

Goat breeding by the Department was discontinued in the early 1950s, policy
at the time being that the value of introductions of milk goats was unlikely
to be great until the range goat was eradicated (Humphrey, 1957)*

In 1971 McCrea noted the rather poor type of goat kept by smallholders
(rearing kids for meat) and recommended that a small milking herd of
one of the dairy breeds, such as Saanen or Toggenburg should be established
by the Department for demonstration purposes.

Consequently in 1973 eight

Toggenburgs (two billies and six ewes) were imported from the UK.

In 1975

McCrea comments 'the imported British Toggenburg goats are beginning to
make an impression on the goat population with a marked improvement in
type and milk yield.

Goats' milk is still little utilised as such, the

kids being reared for slaughter'.

Production systems

Since the free ranging of goats became illegal, animals

have either been tethered or penned and fed with cut fodder, mainly loppings
of Acacia longifolia, Pittosporum sgp., various grass species, some broad
leaved species like Commelina diffusa and Sonchus oberaceus and garden
byproducts.
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Poultry
Most country households keep backyard fouls.

The birds are usually allowed

to scavenge, and are fed kitchen waste, garden byproducts and some grain
or meal, but the shortage of local grains and the high cost of imported
feeds have precluded the establishment of intensive production units.

Stockdale (1939) describes the island fowls as 'generally of mongrel type
descended from Leghorns, Rhode Island Red and Light Sussex stock. Australorps
were introduced in 1947 and have since
environment.

proved well adapted to the local

Fresh stock of the popular breeds (Rhode Island Red, White

Leghorn and Australorp) has been introduced by the Agricultural and Forestry
Department from time to time.

The eggs produced on the island are rather

small and seasonal shortages occur.

Some ducks are also kept and small

numbers of geese and turkeys.

In the early 1970s the Department set up a poultry breeding unit at Sunnyside
Stock Centre to produce young birds for rearing which has proved very successfuL
Just under 1 500 young birds were sold or retained for breeding for the year
to the end of August 1976. Chickens are in greatest demand followed by
turkeys.

Donke^ys
Donkeys were formerly widely used for transport and pack purposes particularly
in the New Zealand flax industry.

Since the second world war the increased

use of motor transport and the decline of the flax industry has led to a
marked reduction in numbers.

This is likely to continu^ since only

34% of the donkey population in 1974 was working.

Like the goats, donkeys have also been an important factor in environmental
deterioration on the island.

Stockdale (1939) records that donkeys

constituted a very serious problem in the overstocking of the grasslands,
particularly of Government land and Crown Waste. Humphrey (1957) pointed
out the excessive numbers present on the island and the general reluctance
to cull old and useless beasts.
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Some measure of improvement in the breed has been achieved by the implementation of the Stallion Donkey Rules (1940) by which all unsuitable Jacks are
castrated, and by the introduction of a Catalan stallion from South Africa
(1945) and a small number of animals from Ascension (1945/6 and 1958).
McCrea (1971) records that following the closure of the flax mills a number
of redundant donkeys, apparently ownerless, were roaming over parts of the
island, consuming valuable fodder, or existing destructively in areas
where attempts were being made to control erosion.

The Donkey Registration

Rules (1971) allowed all ownerless animals to be destroyed and had a
beneficial effect in controlling donkey population.

ANMAL HEALTH

In general, livestock on the island are remarkably free from serious
disease.

Wo doubt the livestock quarantine regulations have contributed

to this situation.

The Government, for a number of years, has followed

a policy of protecting their cattle by vaccination against Anthrax,
young cattle against Blackquarter and sheep against Bluetongue.

Similar

services are available to other stock owners on a voliintary basis.

Parasites

External parasites are common, in the form of both the blue and red tick of
Africa (Boophilus decoloratus and Rhipecephalus evertsi) in cattle and the
red tick and keds (Melophagus ovinus) in sheep, but fortunately no
tick-borne diseases are present.

Galliphorine fly-strike occurs in sheep, and

donkeys are troubled during summer by the stable biting fly (Stomoxys calcitrans)
attacking the upper outer surface of limbs. Pleas are prevalent in small
animals,

Humphrey (1957) noted 'that worms are prevalent in all kinds of stock and
have been responsible in the past for stunted growth and in some cases
death*, Advice and help with their control was given by the Department and
the situation substantially improved.

In I96I samples taken from animals

were identified as follows:
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Moniezia expansa, tapeworm, found in a heifer and some lambs

Bunostomum phlebotomum, hookworm, found in a heifer

Oesophagostomum columbianum, nodular worm, found in a ram and a ewe

Dictyocaulus filaria, lungworm or huskworm, from a lamb

Cysticercus bovis?, measles, from beef but not definitely identified

Oestrus ovis. Sheep nasal fly, was also found.

Diseases

Both the dairy herds on the island were tuberculin tested by McCrea in 1971
and no evidence of either avian or mammalian tuberculosis was found.

,He diagnosed fowl pox in several flocks of poultry, and it would
appear that the disease is enzootic on the island as a good clinical
description of cases occurring in 1735 is preserved in the Consultations:
'their head first begins to swell, soon after they become blind and they are
presently taken with a giddiness of which they die'

(Gosse, 1938)

In 1961 a donkey was reported to have died of tetanus.

Deaths from undetermined

causes

There are many reports in the records of sudden death in cattle and sheep.
The earliest of these dates back to 1760-2: 'dreadful sickness
among the cattle

first taken with a trembling, lost the use of their

limbs, and the bowels contracted in a surprising manner, some of them
having a swelling in their breasts, others, upon opening the intestines
are found quite decayed; all of them after they are seized with this
disorder have a contraction in the bowels, and appear to be quite mad'
(Brooke, 1808); and '... the breeding cattle among which it has prevailed.
The milk upon opening is quite decayed, the Body and Bladder full of blood
and they stale blood immediately upon being disordered.
off in a few hours' (janisch, I885).
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Some are carried

It was suspected in 1945 that the cause may have been Anthrax. Outbreaks were
recorded in 1945,^46,*4T and'49 from various parts of the island.

In each

case a small number of animals (2-5) were affected and all occurred in the
September-March period (the warmer months of the year^ particularly during
dry weather.

Bacteriological specimens were sent to the UK for examination

but because of contamination no confirmation of the presence of Anthrax
could be obtained (Humphrey, 1957)*

More cases were reported in 1952;

blood smears were sent to the South African Veterinary Services.

Once again

no Anthrax was found but the possible presence of Clostridium chauvoei^
the causal organism of Blackquarter, was reported.

Further investigation

also implicated Clostridium septicum (Malignant oedema).

Though Anthrax

remained unconfirmed (and still is) Humphrey (1957) records that there
was a case on the island, some years previously, in a human being. As a
result the policy of encouraging voluntary inoculation of cattle for both
Anthrax and Blackquarter was introduced.

No cases with Blackquarter/

Anthrax like symtoms have been reported since.

In 1964 the Agricultural and Forestry Officer diagnosed Bluetongue disease
in sheep.

This had not been recognised on the island before but oral reports

from islanders and notes in the files indicated that outbreaks had occurred
in previous years particularly amongst imported animals.

The disease

occurred in spring and early summer, the mortality in infected animals being
about 205^. Regular inoculation was introduced and no further outbreaks
have been recorded.

One or two cases of sudden death in pigs are on record; in October 1950 a
number of animals died after suffering paralysis of the hind quarters; in
most cases they were said to be sows with recently weaned litters.

In 1966

three breeding sows were reported to have died of Spirochaetosis.

In

recent years there have been suspected cases of Erisipelas.

Poisoning
Various poisonous plants occur on St. Helena to which several cases of
animal disease and sudden death have been ascribed.

Cases of photosensitisation

in cattle have been reported since 1959 especially amongst white faced
animals.

This appears to be a symptom of poisoning caused by Lantana

camara which is extremely common in the arid areas of the island and also
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present in most of the drier pastures.

Cases of Lantana poisoning were

reported in I964 and 65: in ^^66 five cattle at Botleys Ley died from this
cause.

In Decemlier 1970 seven cattle at Bamhoo Hedge died suddenly, apparently
from acute poisoning: there were no Anthrax/Blackquarter
symptoms.

Samples taken from the post-mortem examination were sent to the

South African Veterinary Services who were of the opinion that the symptoms
and liver damage were typical of Cestrum laevigatum (local name Inkbush)
poisoning.

The young shoot and freshly formed green berries are most

toxic to stock hut non-ruminant animals are unaffected.

Symptoms of the

acute form include salivation, running eyes, arched back, extended head,
weakness, staggering gait and incoordination; eyes sunken and glassy;
visible mucous membranes yellow, moist and congested;

constipation and

inflammation of mucosa in the anal region; frequent urination;
abdominal pain shown by kicking at the belly.

acute

Animals may become vicious,

and recumbent with struggling; death occurs in 4-12 hours.

In the chronic

form the animal may be ill for 3-4 days and the symptoms are less severe;
a proportion recover.

Goats and sheep show similar symptoms

(Watt and

Breyer-Brandwick, I962).
Similar cases have also been recorded periodically from Fairyland.

Inkbush

is most common in the Upper Sandy Bay area, where these deaths have occurred,
but it is also found in other parts of the moist central uplands.

Deaths

are usually reported in December-January when grazing is poorest and also
generally amongst young animals under 2 years old.

Other poisonous plants which are common on the island include Ricinus
communis (castor oil plant).

Datura stramonium (locally called 'Friz nut'

and often confused with castor oil plant), Moraea angusta (locally called
'poison lily'), Argemone
(sour bell).

mexicana, Asclepias spp. and Oxalis pes-caprae

Various plant species may be occasionally poisonous, often

due to the presence of cyanogenetic glycosides^a common example being
Cynodon dactylon (wire grass).

Other common species on St Helena which

may be occasionally poisonous include Cyperus roftmdus, Solan-um nigrum
(the unripe fruit), Vicia sativa (the seeds), Portulaca oleracea and
Malva parviflora.

Several other species have been suspected of being

poisonous (Eleusine indica, Oxalis corniculata, R-umex crispus. Verbena
bonariensis. Euphorbia peplus).
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Phalaris tuberosa (Canary grass), which used to be common on the island
but now appears to have virtually disappeared, is occasionally poisonous
and the cause of a chronic staggers syndrome as well as rapid death.
Sheep are most commonly affected but cattle may also suffer.

It is

interesting to note that Brooke (l808) records that the outbreak of cattle
sickness in the I76OS was imagined by some to have 'preceded from eating
an herb called the canary—grass'.

Deficiency diseases

McCrea (1971) was of the opinion that, bearing in mind the low nutrition
of grazing animals on the island, it was likely that metabolic mineral
deficiency diseases would occur and if untreated be a cause of death. He
reports one clinical case of hypomagnesaemia and possibly two others in cows
during his visit.

In an attempt to obtain an indication of the mineral

status of the cattle, blood samples were taken from the Departments'
dairy animals for biochemical analysis in the UK.

The results indicated that

the nutritional status of the cows was poor as regards intake of both
energy and protein and they also showed evidence of deficiency in calcium,
phosphorus and sodium.

This was in agreement with the clinical assessment

of the cattle made on the island (McCrea, 1971).

GRAZIITG LAiroS

Over the last century the area of grazing land has steadily decreased
from around 3 000 ha in I88O to aroimd 1 300 ha at present (this
represents approximately one third of the present productive area of the
island).

Most of the pasture lands are steeply sloping, the average slope

in the west and central areas being between 17° and 20° though some
exceptional slopes approach 30°. In the north-west there is an atypical area
of relatively flat pasture land with an average slope of less than 10°.
Erosion is a serious problem on the steeper slopes, particularly in the
lower rainfall areas where there is less vegetation cover to stabilise the
surface of the slope.
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Most pasture improvements were unfenced and stock roamed at will over the
land, resulting in severe over-grazing in the drier areas with bare patches
common and sheet erosion occurring wherever the cover had gone.

In the

wetter areas, the quality and composition of the herbage deteriorated due
to the fact that the grass was never rested (Stockdale, 1939» Humphrey, 1957).
Such fencing as had been undertaken was unsatisfactory; iron posts had
quickly corroded, wooden posts were rapidly consumed by termites, and the
wire was of inferior quality and rusted quickly (Humphrey, 1957).
Serious pasture improvement work began in 1950 at
Farm.

Pounceys, followed by Peak

Fencing was undertaken using locally made concrete posts and best-

quality steel wire.
and put under trees.

Slopes considered too steep for grazing were separated
Controlled, rotational grazing was adopted with

temporary closure of the worst fields. Eroded patches were planted with
kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum) and winter dressings of local guano
were applied (Humphrey, 1957).

Deadwood Plain came back into Government hands in 1950 (it was formerly
leased to a tenant).

It was said to be in a very poor condition with

mesembryanthemum (Carpobrotus edule) invading even onto the main plain itself
and the guts around its perimeter (iTetley and Sheep Pound) in an advanced
state of erosion.

The plain was made into a commonage under the Pasturages

(Government Lands) Ordinance and the number of animals restricted.
Rehabilitation work started in 1953 in Sheep Pound Gut and extensive planting
of Kikuyu grass was carried out. The paddock known as *Mile and a half*
was rehabilitated in 1954, Netley Gut in 1955, Pillow Field in 1956 and
the main plain in 1957.

Botleys Ley and Man and Horse Pasture together form by far the oldest
commonage on the island.

The commonage appears to have been firmly

established by the time the Crown took over the administration of the island
and in l843 a special Ordinance, the Man and Horse and Botleys Ley Regulations
Ordinance Ho. 4 of that year, was enacted to control the use of the
pasturage and the kinds and numbers of stock to be allowed on it. Fencing
work started in 1955? "the essential fencing lines were completed by I960
and further lines added subsequently as water supplies were developed.
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other pasture improvement schemes were undertaken by the Department m the
1950s at Thompsons Wood and Sane Valley.
Following the lead given by the Agricultural and Forestry Department,
Solomon & Co started reconditioning their own pasture lands in the
same manner, except for the use of guano; subsequently W A Thorpe
& Sons followed suit. Within 10 years, the larger part
of the islands pastures were fenced and grazing controlled.

Most of these

lands were owned or leased by the Government or the large landowners and
consequently smallholders, whose animals formerly wandered at will, were
forced to reduce the numbers of stock they owned for lack of available
grazing (the effect on the total livestock population is clearly seen in
Figure 6 ). The improvements in pasture condition and animal
performance were marked.

Ownership of grazing lands
With the purchase of certain farming assets from Solomon & Co in 1959 ^y "tii^
Government, the Agricultural and Forestry Department acquired
further large areas of grazing land and stock.

It is these lands (from

Casons to West Lodge in the west of the island) which now forai the larger
part of the pastures under the control of the Agricultural Development
Authority.

The present distribution of the islands pasture lands is approximately as
follows

Commonages administered by the Agricultural and
Forestry Department
Man and Horse/Botleys Ley/Thompsons Wood

310 ha

Deadwood/Sane Valley

180 ha

Farmed by the Agricultural Development Authority

360 ha

Owned by Solomon & Co

175 ha

Owned by W A Thorpe & Sons

160 ha

Other

85 ha

Total

1 270 ha
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Pasture species
A description of the vegetation of the pasture lands is given in Part 5»
Vegetation.

They are largely composed of some half a dozen grass species,

possibly all of which are introduced.

Three of the most important

(Pennisetum clandestinum, Cynodon dactylon and Stenotaphrum secimdatum)
are stoloniferous mat-forming species, typically presenting a patchwork
appearance.

Leguminous species are rare though repeated attempts have been

made in the past to introduce them.

Grasses

Grass species appear to have been introduced from very early on in the
history of settlement.

A letter from the Court of Directors to St Helena

in 1683 includes the following note, 'The most material thing we could
gather from his information was that hay seed and other grass seeds might
thrive exceedingly well.

We shall send you some grass seeds. ' In 1727

a letter from St Helena to the Court of Directors has the following
note about some recently fenced parts of the Longwood/Deadwood area,
•.... and are all sowed with the seed of a sort of grass of which with
great pain the Governor has provided a good quantity, that stands all the
year round and springs after every shower, the grass that was there before
only growing after the summer season.

It continued but three months. • Thi:^

new species could have been Cynodon dactylon (Brown, 1978c).

At the present time there are about 55 — 60 species of grass (not
including the .cultivated cereals) fo-'ond on the island.

One of

the commonest pasture species is a relatively recent introduction Pennisetum
clandestinum (Kikuyu grass), which was first planted on the island sometime
between 1934 and 1940. The other common species are Agrostis tenuis,
Anthoxanthum odoratijm Cynodon dactylon, Stenotaphrum secujidatum, Paspalum
scrobiculatum and Sporobolus spp. (largely S. africanus).

Pennisetum clandestinum (kikuyu grass) is one of the commonest and most
widespread pasture species from the drier areas of Man and Horse in the
south-west and Deadwood in the north-east to the wettest areas around the
Peaks.
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Cynodon dactylon ( wire grass) is found in a wide range of habitats but is
most common in the drier pastures of the south-west and north-east.

Agrostis tenuis and AnthoxanthiJjn odoratum appear to have been very early
introductions and were probably amongst those 'hay seeds' promised by the
Court of Directors in 1683»

Both are known on the island today as 'hay

grass'. A. odoratum was collected from St Helena by the botanist G Porster
in 1787 on the homeward journey of Captain Cook's first voyage.

Brooke (I8O8)

records 'The sort of grass that prevails in the higher parts is the English
vernal grass', Burchell (I805-IO) notes that A. tenuis was abundant on
pastures in the interior of the island.

Both species today are most

common in the higher altitude pastures over about 6OO m but the range of
A. odoratum also extends to some of the drier pastures.

The Sporobolus spp. (locally known as Cape grass) are probably also early
introductions.

Roxburgh (I8I4) describes Agrostis purpurescens Willd

and Hems ley (I885) states that this 'is clearly Sporobolus indicus R. Br.
Mellis (1875) lists Cape grass as Panicum sp.

Today Sporobolus africanus (Poir)

Robyns & Tournay (previously included in S. indicus R. Br.) seems to be the
most common species, but S. natalensis and S. pyramidalis also occur,

Paspalum scrobiculatum (cow grass) probably arrived on the island during the
latter half of the l8th century.

Brooke (18O8) describes it as a

coarse herb, originally from the Cape of Good Hope, which had supplanted
existing species to the injury of many pastures.

The variety established on

St Helena is coarse and, except when very yoimg, unpalatable to stock in
spite of its local name.
areas over 65O m,

It is more or less confined to the high altitude

.

Stenotaphrum secundatum (mat grass) was not included in the lists of Roxburgh
(1814) but mat grass is mentioned in the Proceedings of the Agricultural and
Horticultural Society of St Helena for 1823 and Mellis (I875) records
_S. americanum Shrank as wild and abundant on the upper lands. Today it
is most common in the medium moist pastures between altitudes of 500—65O m,
particularly on steep hillsides, and in woodland.
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other grasses which are locally common in certain areas of the island include
Vulpia bromoides, Setaria geniculata, Pennisetum maorourum, Ehrhata erecta,
Panicum maximum, Echinochloa pyramidalis, Djgitaria ciliaris. Sieglinpia
decumbens, Bothriochloa radicans and Bromus wildenowii.

Legumes

There are no herbaceous legume species indigenous to St Helena though the
shrub Psoralea pinnata (local name Gobblegheer, possibly a corruption of
•goblin's hair') is thought to be native (Hemsley, I885).

A relatively

large number of leguminous shrubs and trees have been introduced and thrive
including some species cut for fodder. However, in spite of
repeated efforts for about 100 years^few herbaceous legumes
have been successfully introduced into the island pastures (Brown, 1978c).
The only widespread species is the annual vetcl:^ Vicia sativa (local name
'wild pea') which is locally common in certain pastures particularly in the
Longwood/Deadwood areas.

Two other vetches have been collected,

v. benghalensis and V. tetrasperma^but these are relatively rare (Brown,
1978c).

The medick, Medicago polymorpha, is locally common on the neutral to
alkaline soils of Half Tree Hollow - New Ground - Cleughs Plain area and
at the Briars, Melilotus indica is also found in these situations (Brown,
1978).

Three species of Trifolium were collected during the 1974-77 period,

which are all recent introductions that appear to have become established^
T. campestre from Bamboo Hedge growing amongst fruit trees, T. glomeratum
from Woodlands growing on the headland around the arable area, and
T. semipilosum at Pounceys, planted there by the Agricultural Department
in 1953-55 (Brown, 1978c).

Experiments to introduce pasture legumes
The various attempts to introduce pasture legume species to the islands
pastures are described by Brown (1977, I978).
repeated failures have been

Reasons advanced for the

lack of the appropriate species of Rhizobium,

low pH, the inability of temperate legumes to withstand the warm dry
period from October-November to January and the failure of tropical
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species in the cool wet winters.

The warm summer rainfall period is

relatively short and unreliable.

Thus tropical species which require more

than 2g- - 3 months of warm, wet weather are not suited to the upland areas
of the island and can only be grown in the lowland valleys under irrigation.
The most successful species introduced prior to 1974 seems to have been
Trifolium semipilosum (Kenya white clover) which was planted out at
Pounceys in 1953 and 1955»

In 1975 a few plants of this species were

discovered growing wild at Pounceys indicating that, with careful management
T, semipilosum could be established in at least some of the upland pastures.
Plots of lucerne (Medicago sativa) have been established for short periods
and yielded several cuts of forage, but the final verdict appears to have
been that establishment was difficult and the yields obtained did not
justify the efforts required.

The most successful fodder legumes have

been Doliches lablab and some lupin varieties.

Conclusions from the legume introduction work carried out during the 1974~77
period (Brown, 1978c) were that the most promising species in observation
plots at Scotland were Desmodium intortiun, D, uncinatum and Macroptilium
atropurpureum (Siratro).

These species rapidly developed a dense cover,

were very competitive and survived the dry period very well.

The following

also perfonned well: Trifolium semipilosum. Glycine wightii cv. Tinaroo,
Trifolium subterraneum (various cultivars of which cv. Seaton Park seemed the
best) and Medicago' truncatula. Lotononis bainesii grew well in pure stand but
was not very competitive.

Stylosanthes humilis did fairly well but was not

outstanding, while Centrosensa pubescens, Stylosanthes guyanensis and Glycine
javanica cvs. Clarence and Cooper did not perform well at all. Repeated
failures were experienced with various varieties of Trifoliiim repens
though this may have been partly due to poor seed viability.
In other observation plots situated in exposed areas legume growth did not
compare at all well with that achieved at Scotland,
I*, subterraneum cv. Dwalganup and

At Longwood

Medicago tiomcatula survived best. At

Oaklands T. Subterraneum cv Seaton Park and Desmodium intortum were probably
the best of a poor showing in 197^, whilst in 1977 Lotononis bainesii seemed
better suited to the area than any of the previously planted species. At
Iteadwood Plain T. subterraneum cv. Seaton Park again showed up comparatively we
Stylosanthes humilis germinated well in the summer of 1977 but subsequent
growth was disappointing^ this may have been due to poor nodulation.
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Estahlishment of pasture legumes

Attempts to establish legumes in the

island's permanent pastures were only successful at two sites (Pounceys
and Broad Bottom) in the central higher rainfall areas of the island,
with a mixture of Greenleaf Desmodium (Desmodium intortum) and Siratro
(Macroptilium atropurpureum). Siratro was more vigorous in the early
stages than Desmodium.

An attempt to establish Desmodium at Guinea Grass

failed for unknown reasons, while attempts to establish Stylosanthes
humilis and Lotononis also failed, possibly partly due to ineffective
nodulation (Brown, 1 9 T 8 C ) .
At Pounceys and Broad Bottom the best legume establishment was achieved
in those plots which had previously received no urea (the experiment was
carried out on the site of a former pasture fertiliser trial).

None of the

fertilisers applied to the seedling legumes (double super phosphate,
potassium sulphate, calcareous sand and molybdenum) appeared to have any
beneficial results.

The nature of the natural sward inhibits legume establishment
on the island.

The most common grass species is kikuyu grass

(Pennisetum clandestinum) which forms a very dense
other species find it difficult to penetrate.

mat through which

Other common grass species

(wire grass and mat grass) are also mat forming though not so vigorous and
competitive as kikuyu grass.

The predominance of steeply sloping

land means that the use of machinery to break up the sward is impractical,
while the characteristically heavy clay soils limit the use of animaldrawn equipment.

The use of herbicides to limit the growth of the sward

may help legume establishment.

Climatic conditions are a limiting factor in the very exposed drier pastures
of the south-east and north-west. The surface soil dries out very quickly,
particularly in the bare pa,tches, and until young plants develop a good root
system, seedlings are very apt to wilt and die even during short dry spells.

Experiments to introduce new grass species

Kikuyu grass was one of the first introductions of the Agricultural and
Forestry Department after it came into existence in 1934*
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Other early

introductions appear to have been Paspalum urvillei, P. dilatatum and elephant
grass (Pennisetum purpureum) and these species have also successfullyestablished themselves.

Between 1945 and. 1973 over 70 grass species and

cultivars were introduced by the Department (Brown, 1977)»

Several

have become naturalised in certain parts of the island, viz, Rhodes Grass
(Chloris guyana) in the Longwood area and at Guinea Grass, Eragrostis curvula
at Woodlands, Setaria sphacelata at Scotland, Camp Ground and Woody Ridge
and giant star grass (Cynodon dactylon var.) at Guinea Grass and Longwood.
Cynodon nlemfuensis is found at Scotland and was probably introduced as a
variety of C. dactylon.
Of the rest of the introductions, the most promising appear to have been
the rye grasses (Lolium multiflorum, L» perenne and L. rigidum), cockfoot
(Jactylis glomerata) and Phalaris tuberosa. All of these species appear
suitable as short term leys but, however, either because they are annuals
or, if perennial, because of their inability to survive the dry season, they
do not persist for long periods in permanent pasture without reseeding
(Brown, 1977).

A small number of grass species were introduced in the 1974-77 period (Brown,
1978c).

Plots of Festuca arundinacea (Kentucky fescue), Panicum maximum var.

trichoglume (Green Panic) and Panicum coloratum cv Bambatsi at Scotland gave
the best results. Green Panic was the most productive.

Pasture productivity and response to fertilisers

Response to fertiliser

Mown pasture fertiliser trials were carried out

during the 1974-77 period at six sites (Middle Point, Deadwood, Broad Bottom,
Guinea Grass, Pounceys and Man and Horse) covering a range of environments
(Brown, 1978c).

During the first stage of the programme

(mid-1974 "to the end of 1975 or the

"beginning of 1976), fertiliser (urea, double superphosphate and calcareous
sand) was applied to each experiment only once.

The annual production of

dry matter without fertiliser ranged from 235 kg/ha at Guinea Grass to
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2 230 kg/ha at Pounceys with a mean over all sites of 860 kg/ha. At all
sites there were positive and significant (P>0.05) responses to the
application of urea. Application at the rate of 51*5 kg N/ha raised the
annual production of dry matter at Guinea Grass to 740 kg/ha and at Pounceys
to 3 450 kg/ha (mean of all six sites 1 490 kg/ha), while an application of
103 kg N/ha urea gave 795 kg/ha dry matter at Guinea Grass and 4 O7O kg/ha
dry matter at Pounceys (mean of all six sites 2 075 kg/ha).

The response

to phosphate application varied, apparently in relation to the amount of
available phosphate in the soil, but was rarely very substantial (Brown,
1978c).

At no site was there any clear response to the application of

calcareous sand, and overall it appeared to have no effect whatever.
In 1975 rainfall was below average, the summer months being particularly
dry.

1976 was a wetter than average year with a very wet summer.

In 1975/6 applications of calcareous sand ceased while applications of
sulphate of potash magnesia were introduced.

At all sites there was again

a marked positive and significant (B>0.05) response to the apijlication of
urea.

The annual production of dry matter without fertiliser ranged from

695 kg/ha at Middle Point to 4 370 kg/ha at Pounceys.

Two applications of

51.5 kg N/ha urea raised this to 3 510 kg/ha at Middle Point and 9 025 kg/ha
at Pounceys (mean of all six sites 5 210 kg/ha), while two applications of
103 kg N/ha urea gave 6 075 kg/ha at Middle Point and 11 290 kg/ha at
Pounceys (mean of six sites 7 315 kg/ha).

As in the previous year response

to phosphate varied and again was usually related to available phosphate
in the soil.

In general, response to phosphate was only achieved in the

presence of nitrogen.

Very small but not significant (P<0.05) responses

to potash showed up in one cut at Pounceys and at Broad Bottom, but elsewhere
and overall there was no clear response to potash at all, a result in
agreement with the generally adequate levels of potash in the surface soil.

The experiments reveal an acute nitrogen shortage in the island's pastures
in spite of there being high ^ total nitrogen present in the surface layers
of soil (Brown, 1978c).

Varley (197^) attributes this lack of available

nitrogen to the effect of low pH precluding a high breakdown rate of fresh
organic matter by microbiological activity.
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Uitrogen fertilisers

Varley {^9^^)

qiieried the efficiency of urea on

pasture, suggesting that a proportion of the nitrogen could be lost to the
atmosphere if hot humid conditions prevailed for some days after application.
Two experiments comparing the effects of urea and ammonium nitrate were carried
out in 1977 (Brown, 1978b). Equivalent amounts (in terms of nitrogen) of
ammonium nitrate did in fact give a greater response than urea but urea
is the more concentrated source and on a weight for weight basis there was
very little difference between the two fertilisers.

Therefore, the results

of this work indicate that the lowest priced by weight of these two
fertilisers would be the most economic source of nitrogen.

Nutrient mineral status

Herbage samples from each plot of the six pasture

experiments were analysed at LRDC's Tropical Soils Analysis Unit for analysis
of their nutrient mineral content (Brown, 1978c).

At four sites (Broad Bottom, Man and Horse, Guinea Grass and Pounceys) where
the herbage was Si" - 6 months old at cutting, the nitrogen content was
very low (0.85-1.17^).

Phosphorus levels were also rather low (0.228-0.312^),

especially so considering that high levels of available P are present in
the surface levels of the soil profile at Guinea Grass and Broad Bottom,
Potassium content varied from low to moderate (1.02-1.67^).

Calcium ranged

from low at Pounceys (0.288^) to moderate at Guinea Grass (0.352^, whilst
magnesiiffli varied from a somewhat low level at Guinea Grass (0.209^) to
high levels at Broad Bottom (0.304^) and Man and Horse (0.427^).

At two sites (Middle Point and Deadwood) the herbage was 7 - 1 0 weeks old
at cutting and nutrient levels were much higher (nitrogen 2.06-2.29^;
phosphorus 0,411-0.495^; potassium 2.35-2.82^; calcium 0.453-0.470$^; and
magnesium 0.468-0.496^).

The nitrogen content of the herbage samples was almost unaffected by the
application of any of the fertilisers and the main factor determining
nitrogen level was the age of the herbage.
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The phosphorus content was affected hy the application of both nitrogenous
fertilisers and double superphosphate.

Phosphate application

generally increased the phosphate content.

Applications of

nitrogen to soils high in available phosphorus tended to raise the
phosphorus concentration in the herbage but on soils with relatively
lower levels of available P the phosphorus content was reduced.

Nitrogen

applications appeared to have a similar effect on potassi-um concentrations,
but the application of potash fertiliser had very little effect on
potassium content.

Applications of nitrogenous fertilisers significantly (R>0.05) reduced
calcium levels in herbage at Pounceys and Deadwood, sites where the
lowest figures were obtained for exchangeable calcium in the soil.

Soil samples at all sites showed high levels of exchangeable magnesium but
nitrogen applications significantly (P>0.05) reduced the magnesium content
of the herbage at Man and Horse and Deadwood while significantly increasing
it at Guinea Grass.

The only trend in magnesium uptake which appears to emerge from the data
is that where the magnesium content of the herbage is low (at Guinea Grass
for instance^ in spite of a high exchangeable magnesium content in the soil)
nitrogen increases uptake; when the magnesium content is high (Man and Horse
and Deadwood), application of nitrogen decreases the magnesium concentration.

Conclusions

The general overriding nutrient deficiency is nitrogen,

which on unfertilised pasture is the major limiting factor to herbage
production. Available phosphorus levels in the soil vary from somewhat low
to very high, whilst potassium is mostly high with occasional low patches.
In areas where soil P and K levels are low, increased yield brought about by
the application of W may result in some shortage of P and K such that in the
case of P fertiliser application may give positive responses.

In

terms of increased yield, however, these responses are likely to be small
and very unlikely to be economic when compared with those achieved by
nitrogen application.

It should be noted that the application of nitrogen

to pastures on St Helena has only been undertaken in recent years. Thus
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heavy fertiliser applications and increased stocking rates may tend to
deplete reserves of P faster than they have been in the past. Furthermore,
if the grass crop is removed for hay or silage rather than grazed, K reserves
may also be reduced.

With regard to animal nutrition a consistent feature of herbage samples taken
from those pasture experiments cut when mature is the low nitrogen and
therefore low protein content.

These crude protein levels (5«31 - 7.31^)

would be inadequate for newly weaned calves, young growing stock and
lactating cows.

Cuts of young growth, however, revealed higher, satisfactory

protein levels. Samples taken from experimental legume plots had a
uniformly high protein content (Brown, 1978c) and thus for nutritional reasons
the introduction of legumes into the islands pastures would be very beneficial.

Very young animals and milking cows have a high requirement for calcium.
None of the samples from the pasture experiments had a high enough calcium
content (0,288-0.470^) for the yotmgest animals.

The levels were especially

low at Pounceys. Furthermore, the calcium content of the herbage was
significantly reduced by the application of nitrogen at two sites (Pounceys
and Deadwood) where calcium levels in the soil were lower than average.

Legume

samples again all had higher levels of calcium (0.900-1.486^) though in one
case these were lower than normal for the species indicating possible calcium
deficiency (Brown, 1978).

Like protein, the phosphorus content of herbage declines with age. Very
young animals have a high requirement for phosphorus.

Only the youngest

herbage growths (approx 0.43/^) with high P levels would be suitable for
very young stock.

The sites most deficient in phosphorus were Broad Bottom

(0.244%) and Pounceys (0.228-0.258%).

Application of phosphate fertiliser

tended to increase the P content of the herbage but not by very large
amounts.

Where the available soil phosphorus content is relatively low

the application of nitrogen may decrease the phosphorus content of the herbage.
Levels of P in legume samples were much the same as those in the grass samples
(Brown, 1978c).
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Magnesium levels are generally nutritionally adequate.

Only at Guinea Grass

did magnesium levels fall below the threshold value of 0.2^ usually associated
with hypomagnesaemia.

Hay and silage

The practise of making hay appears to have lapsed during the early part of
the 20th century. Humphrey (l957) records that no hay had been made for
many years and that the old *hay lands' were in such poor condition that
*it was difficult to believe that they had merited that name'. Humphrey
revived the hay making practice briefly but it was subsequently again to
lapse. Apart from some short-lived efforts at making silage, by the early
1970s farmers had reverted to the old practices of relyirjg entirely on pasture
and some supplementation with green maize, and fresh cut barley and oats.
At present livestock numbers are so low that fodder shortages only become
very serious in the worst dry periods, as in the 1972/3 drought.

In most

years the food supply is adequate (in quantity at least; quality will be
discussed further in a later section).

In marked contrast to the 17th century,

the situation today is such that the island is stocked for drought.

It is

recognised that any increase in livestock numbers would require the
development of conservation techniques (ie hay or silage making) but there
has been some reluctance or lack of incentive to develop these. It seems
that Captain Cook's observation that 'the uncertainty of wanting it
discourages them from converting the overpluss grass into hay' is still
true today.

Recently

(since 1977) however, there have been renewed efforts to develop

routine programmes of silage and hay making at least within the Agricultural
Development Authority,
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PAET 8

FORESTRY

HISTORICAL MCKGROUND
The destruction of virtually all of the indigenous woodland by man and his
domestic animals is described elsewhere in this report.

Reforestation

appears to have started as a definite policy with Governor Roberts (1708-11).
A number of other administrators subsequently also attempted planting programmes
but such efforts were not sustained and overall had little effect.

The earliest recorded importations of timber trees took place at the end of
the 17th century (Brooke, 1808) and included species of cypress and
chestnut.

Pinus pinaster was another early introduction.

and adaption to the local environment was recognised

Its value

at once and for over

200 years has been the most commonly planted timber and fuel species.
oak was introduced in 1749 (Brooke, 1808) and grew very well.

The

Unfortunately

it proved to be particularly susceptible to termite attack and the numbers of
oak trees were considerably reduced in the second half of the

19th

century when termites became established on the island.

In spite of many more introductions of a whole range of species until the
middle of the
away.

20th century, the area under woodland continued to dwindle

In the late

19th century previous attempts at reforestation had

been, to some extent, counteracted by the damage caused by termites.
beginning of the

At the

20th century, for a short time the island became a prison

camp for several thousand Boer prisoners-of-war ;

a substantial niomber of

trees were cut for fuel and never replaced (Kitching, 1937).

By 1939 only about 165 ha woodland remained on the island and there
was an acute shortage of firewood (Stockdale, 1939).

The modern programme

of reforestation starts from the late 1930s with the development óf Hardings
National Forest^but undoubtedly the greatestimpact on forestry develop-,
ment was made during the 1950-59 period and carried out by N Humphrey, the
Agricultural and Forestry Officer (Henry, 1974).

By 1955 the forest cover had

risen to approximately 500 ha and between 1959 and 1975 further steady progress
was made with
eroded areas.

the establishment of new plantations and the reclamation of
After 1959 the planting and reclamation programmes were con-

tinued but at a rather slower pace. By 1971 there were about 1 250 ha (measured
from aerial photographs) of woodland on the island.
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In late 1973 a forestry adviser ( P W T Henry) visited the island in order to
examine and guide the Agricultural and Forestry Departments' forestry work
and draw up a considered policy for reforestation of the available high lands
and the lower altitude Crown Waste lands with particular reference to the
species of trees to be planted'.

Henry proposed a new forest policy and

recommended that greater use should be made of shelterbelts and tree fodder
crops outside the Forest Estate.

Purchase of a treatment plant

pressure impregnation of fencing posts and timber

for the

and of a sawbench

was suggested in order to improve the efficiency of timber exploitation
and move towards a greater self-sufficiency in timber supplies.
order

to

In

implement, these recommendations a Forestry Officer {A R Barlow)

was appointed to the island in 1976 for

2 years under the Technical Co-

operation Scheme.
In 1977 large scale clearing and planting up to forest of land under
Phormiiim tenax

in the Central Peaks area was begun.

The areas totalling

285 ha, included in this programme are delineated in Separate Map 6.

The

programme is still underway/ when complete (in early 1982) it is estimated
that a total of approximately 1 550-1 600 ha will be under woodlandƒforest.

FOREST POLICY AND LEGISLATION
A Forestry Ordinance was enacted in 1937.

Its purpose was to create forest

reserves and it made provision for the aquisition of land for reforestation.
In practice, however, it proved largely ineffective (Humphrey, 1957), and as
it would require drastic amendment to make it workable it was decided to
enact a new Forestry Ordinance.

This was enacted as Ordinance No.9 of 1954,

and subsequently amended hy Ordinances No. 10 of 1955 ,and No.6 of 1959,and by
Statutory Rules and Order No.4 of 1967.

Under this present Ordinance, provision was made for the constitution of three
kinds of forest; National Forest on Crown land. Dedicated Forest on private
land but managed by Government, and Protected Private Forest on private land
and manged by the landowner.

Provision was also made for a Forestry Advisory

Committee now superseded by the Agricultural and Natural Resources Committee ,
which"was composed of elected members of the Legislative Council with the Agricultural and Forestry Officer and Assistant Agricultural and Forestry Officer
as ex-officio members (S R & O No. 4 of 1967).
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A further category of forest protection is given by the power to declare
any area (outside those areas already constituted as forests) a
Controlled Area.

In these cases, the preservation of the tree growth on

the area must be considered to be necessary for the protection of the
islands natural resources.

In such areas no trees may be cut down or

forest produce carried away except with the written permission of the
Agricultural and Forestry Officer.
The Ordinance makes provision for the protection and management of
National, Dedicated and Protected Private Forests.

Any revenue arising

from the management of Dedicated Forests is subject to a first charge by
Government to recover expenditure on management.

Any balance of revenue

would then be paid to the forest owner.

Nine endemic species are protected under SR tr O No. 15 of 1959 made under
the Forestry Ordinance.

They are:

Redwood

Trochetia erythroxylon (Melhania erythoxylon)

Gumwood

Commidendrum robustum

Dogwood

Hedyotis arborea

He-Cabbage Tree

Senecio leucadendron(Phadaroxylon leucadendron)

She-Cabbage Tree

Senecio prenanthiflora (Lachanodes prenanthiflora)

Whitewood

Petrobium arboreum

Black Cabbage Tree

Melanodendron integrifolium

Bastard Gumwood

Commidendrum spurium (incorrectly listed as
Psiadia rotundifolia

Angelica

Slum helenianum

An amendment to include additional species on this list was recently submitted by the Forestry Officer (Barlow, 1977).

However, it is desirable

that the whole list should be revised in order to correct the nomenclature.

A deficiency in the present forest legislation is provision in the constituting
orders for the closer definition of the location, size and boundaries of
lands constituted as National, Dedicated or Protected Private Forests.
Demarcation of boundaries by beacons (as originally specified under
Ordinance No. 6 of 1938) and a detailed description of the boundary as
surveyed in the constituting order is not presently available.
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In fact.

knowledge of boundaries is in some cases a matter of individual's
recollection, although where plantations have been established they have
usually been fenced but not necessarily along the boundaries.

It is

hoped that this situation will be clarified during the cadastral survey
of the island which is presently being carried out.
The first statement of forest policy was made in the Annual Report of the
Agricultural and Forestry Department in 1954.

In it, the present and

future forests were considered in two categories separated approximately
by altitude.

Those forests above 450 m were intended to produce fuel

and timber and would be managed on a selective felling policy with due
regard to safeguarding water supplies.

Below 450 m the objective was to

establish a more or less continuous belt of forest around the island
between the fertile central uplands and the lower

wastelands with the

purpose of halting the progress of erosion up into the fertile central
areas.

The continuous belt would be achieved by encouraging

regeneration and planting in situ.

natural

A further activity of the department

would be the introduction and trial of new species,resistance to termites
and wind

and suitability for fodder.being the main requirements.

As a result of Henry's visit in 1973, the following revised forest policy
has now been adopted (Henry, 1974; Barlow, 1977).

1.

i.

The maintenance and improvement of the climatic and physical
conditions of the country, the safeguarding of water supplies
and soil fertility, and the prevention of damage to streams
and agricultural land by flooding, and all forms of erosion

ii.

The sustained supply at reasonable cost of all forms of forest
produce required for domestic, agricultural and industrial needs

2.

The management of the Forest Estate with the object of obtaining the
highest revenue insofar as this is consistent with the protective
and productive functions of the Estate

3.

The

encouragement of efficient management and exploitation of all

other forest resources which may remain outside the constituted
Forest Estate
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4.

The establishment of shelter belts in arable and pasture lands
in Government and private ownership

5.

The establishment of fodder trees on Government and private lands
for use as supplementary

6.

feed for livestock

The training and provision of sufficient forest staff for the
management of the Forest Estate

7.

By education and publicity the fostering of a real awareness among
the people of St Helena of the value of forests and forest development on the island.

THE FOREST COVER

The gazetted National, Dedicated, Protected Private Forests and Controlled
Areas are detailed by Henry (1974).

Barlow (1977) lists the Production and

Protection Working Circles, both divided up into sections which are intended
to be worked in rotation (see Tables 68 and 69 ). These Working Circles
were drawn up following Henry's recommendations (Henry, 1974).

The largest part of the constituted Forest Estate falls within the protection
working circle.

The main species which have been planted are Acacia

longifolia and A. melanoxylon but considerable areas within the protection
working circle have still to be reforested.

Direct seeding with A.longifolia

has been carried out in recent years within the Bellstone National Forest and
its adjacent areas.

The success of this method of establishment has varied

depending upon the adequacy of the following rainy seasons.

The production working circle was divided by Henry (1974) into suitability
for either timber or fuel production

(on the basis of environmental

limitations such as rainfall and salinity), while recognis_ing that there would
be likely to be some overlap between these subdivisions.

The main areas

most suitable to fuel production are planted with stands of A.longifolia
and A. melanoxylon .

The main timber producing forests are Plantation,

Prospect, Hardings and Casons, the Saddle, Blue Hill and High Hill

The

main timber species are Pinus spp. , Eucalyptus spp. and Callitris spp.
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TABLE 68

St Helena Forest Estate, Production Working Circle

1
Section I

Section 11

Area,ha
(118 ha)

(115 ha)

High Hill NF

64

Blue Hill NF

12

Thompsons Wood NF

28

Barren Ground NF

14

High Peak NF

5

Head o' Wain NF

1

Saddle NF

27

Hardings & Casons NF

31

Pheasant Hollow NF

3

Guinea Grass NF

3

Plantation Addition NF

3

Plantation NF(West)

Section III (133 ha)

Luffkins DF (Diocese)

2

Plantation NF (East)

33

Francis Plain NF

5

Cat Hole NF

5

Alarm NF

7

Prospect NF

15

Lane Valley NF

I

Rural Retreat NF

2

Barren Hill DF (W A Thorpe & Sons)

8

Lloyd DF (Lloyd Trust)

3

Vineyard NF
NF = National Forest

40

DF = Dedicated Forest
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54

TABLE 69

St Helena Forest Estate, Protection Working Circle

Area,ha
Section I

Section II

(32 ha)

(17 ha)

Section III (25 ha)

Section IV

Section V

(492 ha)

(977 ha)

Old Joan NF

19

West Lodge NF

13

High Banks NF

10

White Hill NF

I

Dianas NF

I

Diana's DF (Solomon & Co)

5

Half Tree Hollow NF

I

High Knoll NF

3

Red Hill NF

4

Sane Valley DF

17

Ruperts NF

57

Deadwood NF

191

Bilberry Gut NF

lOI

Longwood NF

143

Bellstone NF

696

Bellstone Extension NF

281

Within the protection working circle High Banks, Dianas and Old Joan
National Forests and Dianas Dedicated Forest serve as Nature Reserves, since
these contain the remnants of the endemic flora of the island.

In these

forests the aim is the protection and encouragement of these species.

Within the production working circle certain compartments of Plantation
National Forest, immediately about Plantation House, are classed as Amenity
areas where amenity considerations are paramount.
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Constituted forest areas other than National and Dedicated Forests
are shown in Table 70 , while the proposed reforestation programme,
currently in the process of being planted and yet to be constituted,
is listed in Table 71 •

TABLE 70

Constituted forest areas other than National and Dedicated
Forest
Area, ha

Briars Protected Private Forest

29

Creeper Hill CA

12

Alarm House CA

3
13

East Lodge CA
Varneys CA

1

Willowdene CA

3

Browns Hill CA

9

Woodlands CA

11

Total

81

CA = Controlled Area

TABLE 71 Proposed reforestation programme (see also
Separate Map 6)

Area, ha
Pleasant Valley (NF)

34

Deep Valley (NF)

25

Warrens Gut (NF)

29

Rose Hill (NF)

17

Halleys (NF)

16

Longwood Extension (NF)

25

Humphreys (NF)

35

South Peaks (NF)

45

Lower House Plain (NF)

14

Fairyland

36

(NF or DF)

Total

285
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In addition to these constituted and proposed forests there are further
areas of private woodlands on the island which are listed below:

Thompsons Hill

Moss /Solomon & Co

Rosemary

Bagley Estate

The Friar

Mr P Thorpe

Terrace Knoll

Bagley Estate

Oakbank

W A Thorpe & Son

Woodcot Wood

W A Thorpe & Son

Barren Hill Wood

W A Thorpe & Son

The Tomb

French Government

Seaview

St Helena Government

Old Luffkins

Moss/Solomon & Co

Woodlands Hill

Moss/Solomon & Co

Long Range

Solomon & Co/St Helena Goverment

Further future additions to the forest cover are the large area-e of
scriib and scrub woodland which are regenerating in the peripheral Atid
to Semi-arid Zone of the island, particularly on the sheltered northwest coast and also in the more sheltered parts of Sandy Bay,together with
some additional small blocks of 'flax' land suitable for reforestation.

FIEEWOOD PROIUCTION

There have been occasions in the past when there were shortages of wood
fuel and it had been necessary to import coal (Henry, 1974).

There was

considerable danger of a similar state of affairs developing in the 1930s and
1940s, and the major reforestation effort in the 1940s and 1950s was
directed to meeting this need.

For

a

time it was necessary to ration

fuel but Henry records that by 1973 there was a considerable excess of
wood fuel available (Henry, 1974)^ partly as a resaii; of the aeath of
iaany mature trees in the 1953-73 drought.
been partially replaced for

cooking and
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By that time wood fuel had also
heating purposes by electricity

and by paraffin stoves.

However, this situation has been changing in

recent years; the price of paraffin and electricity generation has
increased considerably and consumption of firewood has been rising to
the point where it is now difficult to satisfy demand.

Statistics

for firewood production for the period 1976 -78 are given in Table 72 .

TABLE 72

Firewood sales, 1976-78

Year

Sales, tons

1967

317

1968

296

1969

689

1970

427

1971
1972

394
7

197 3

359

1974

416

1975

488

1976

666

1977

749

1978

860

In 1975 the price of firewood to the consumer was £3/ton for standard
lengths and £4/ton for storewood lengths.
prices had been raised to £5 and £5.25.

By the end of 1978 these
The actual cost of cutting and

delivery in 1978 was calculated at £28/ton.

Recent importations of

wood burning stoves indicates that firewood requirements are likely to
continue to rise.

TIMBER PROnJCTIOW

Until

1977 timber production on the island was virtually limited to that

produced by pit sawing and that from a McConnell Mobile Crosscut
Sawbench at Plantations.

A new sawmill, equipped with a Stenner VB48

bandsaw, came into operation in April 1977 and timber sales have since
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increased accordingly.

Sales of locally produced timber for the period

1967-78 are shown in Table 73 •

The conversion percentage from logs

to sawn timber in 1978 was 55% and for the first

6 months of 1979 was

64%.

TABLE 73 Sales of local timber, 1967-78

Year

Sales, ni

1967

4.4

1968

3.0

1969

2.1

1970

3.1

1971

2.2

1972

4.0

1973

1.9

1974

3.7

1975

2.1

1976

2.4

1977

32.8

1978

100.6

The price of timber has increased from an average of £70/m-^ in 1975
3
to a range of from £105 to £19o/m , depending on species and whether
treated or not, at the end of 1977.

The Hickson's timber impregnation
1977.

plant started production in January

4 336 treated fencing posts were produced in 1977, and

3 892 treated Dosts in 1978.

TIMBER IMPORTS
Until 1977 the bulk of the island's requirements for timber were met by
imports.

Since 1940 the main species imported has been Chorophora

excelsa (Munli or Iroko) since this is one of the few readily available
species which

is completely resistant to termite attack.

Thuja plicate

(Western red cedar) has also been imported for use in concrete shuttering.
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However, it is attacked by termites under conditions of alternate
wetting and drying.

Timber of Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (Nootka cypress

has also been imported but was found to be slightly attacked by termites .
Details of timber imports during the period 1967-77 are given in Table 74»

TABLE 74

Timber imports^1967-77

Year

Weight, ton

1967

232

6 992

413.6

16.91

1968

94

4 777

176.5

27.07

1969

325

14 382

643.6

22.35

1970

239

4 710

379.0

38.81

1971

43

2 591

68.2

37.99

1972

57

4 910

136.1

36.08

1973

20

3 312

37.2

89.03

1974

346.5

55 613

644.5

86.29

1975

31

4 175

57.7

72.36

1976

55

77 786

102.3

760.37

1977

62

12 018

Value, £

Estimated volume/ m

£/m^

It will be seen that there is fluctuation in the volume of timber imported
annually.

The much smaller imports during the years 1971-73 reflect the

difficulties which have been experienced in obtaining supplies of
Chlorophora excelsa (iroko)•
has increased enormously.

During recent years the price of this wood

Since the setting up of the timber treatment

plant it is unlikely that 'iroko' imports will continue.

The Forestry

Officer recommended that Scandanavian pine and spruce should be imported
and treated locally to span any gaps between local output and demand
(Barlow, 1977).before the sawmill reaches full production and to satisfy
any increased demand brought about by development.

ÏBTABLISHMSNT PROGRMIME
A programme of 'flax' (Phormium tenax) clearing for the proposed reforestation programme (see Separate Map 6) commenced on a pilot scale in
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September 1976 and developed into a full scale programme in April 1977.
To the end of 1977 approximately 86 ha had been cleared.
further 41 ha were cleared and in the first 6

In 1978 a

months of 1979 25 ha

were cleared.
The work is carried out by hand clearing strips along the contour
approximately 12 m wide leaving three rows of flax between them to avoid
erosion hazards.

Watercourses and areas adjacent to springs are left

uncleared. The strips cleared are sufficient for about eight rows of trees.
The major species used are Acacia melanoxylon, Podocarpus elongata,
Eucalyptus grandis, Grevillea robusta, and Pinus pinaster.

The cost of

'flax' clearing alone was estimated in 1977 to be approximately £250
per ha..

Seedling production is centred on the Scotland nursery where the whole
range of potted trees are produced.

Subsidiary nurseries at Longwood and

Levelwood concentrate on Eucaplyptus and Acacia spp.

An annual production

of between 150 000 and 180 000 trees is the total target output from the
nurseries.

In 1978, 120 280 trees were planted while for the first six months

of 1979 the figure was 46 243.

miWïEMWCE PROGRMIME
The production and protection working circles were divided into sections by
Barlow (1977)(see Tables 68 & 69 above) in order to introduce a systematic working
programme.

According to this programme Sections 1,11 and III of both

circles are worked in rotation^one section per year.

In the production

working circle all operations of felling, thinning, clearing, weeding and
planting are carried out in all forests of the Section which is being worked.At
the same time,attention is paid to the corresponding section of the protection
working circle so that no forest and no operation is neglected.

Generally

work in the protection working circle is concentrated on new planting and
maintaining a forest cover either naturally regenerated or planted.

Additional to the work in these existing forests an annual programme is
drawn up for work in Sections IV and V of the protection working circles
in Deadwood and Bellstone.

Work in these Sections is currently directed

towards erosion control in the form of cutting erosion control ditches
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and direct seeding into these ditches of appropriate species (Juniperus
bermudiana, Melia azedarach, Schinus molle, Casuarina spp^Eucalyptus spp.
and Acacia spp.

SPECIES

Henry (1974) records that one of the problems he encountered in his
assessment of the various^ecies planted on the island was the lack of
records concerning the plantations established in the previous 35 years.
Henry's notes on the principal species are reproduced here with additional
information where available:

Acacia longifolia (Coast wattle, called Cape Willow or Port Jackson
Willow on the island).

This species has been extensively used for

the reclamation of denuded and eroded areas at 500 m and below.
Earlier establishment was done by the use of nursery transplants, but
it was demonstrated in 1955 that successful establishment could be
achieved by direct sowing of

seed of the species in cultivated patches.

These patches are at roughly 2 m intervals on the square, whilst planting
is

also carried out on much the same espacement.

Given reasonable

conditions a dense woodland of height about 8 m can be obtained, but
in exposed sites the average height is nearer 6 m.

The species appears

to stand considerable exposure, although establishment on the open
plains in the

north-east has been poor considering the number of times

on which sowing and planting has taken place.

The soils of this area

appear to be very saline and this may be a factor preventing establishment.

(The salinity problem in these areas was investigated by Varley (1976) who
concluded that A. lon^folia as a ground cover for eroded areas will only
be successfully established when the conductivity of the 1.5 soil to water
ratio is below 1.0 mmhos.

Occasional specimens may become established

when the value of the extract lies between 1.0 and 1.5 mmhos but no establishment should be expected above 1.5 mmhos).
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I'^iel has been cut from woods of this species in the past.
is usually profuse natural regeneration after felling.
subject to termite damage.

In such areas there

The living tree is

The foliage and branches are very palatable to

stock.
Acacia meamsii

(Black wattle, Green wattle).

in 1949 was of this species

Some of

the earlier planting

and plantations were established at Barren Ground,

Plantation, High Knoll, White Hill, and Prospect.
well but are subject to termite attack.

These

have grown up quite

Form is poor but the crop is suitable

for fuel. More valuable species could be established on some of these sites.

Acacia melanoxylon
planted

(Australian Blackwood).

This species was extensively

during the 1950s, major plantations of

this species being established

at Harding's and Cason's, Pounceys, Thompson's Wood.
ment has

been at 2.4 m (8 ft).

these sites. On more exposed

Normal planting espace-

In general growth has been rapid on many of
sites height

does stand a surprising degree of exposure.

growth is slower, but the tree
Thinnings have been carried out

in some woods

but in others they are long overdue and the crop has suffered

considerably.

The heartwood of this species is attacked to some extent in the

living tree. However the tree does produce an attractive timber.

In Australia

it is used for cabinet and decorative interior work, also for veneer, split
staves and furniture majiufacture. As yet on St

Helena it has not been valued

as a possible timber tree but has been considered as a species for fuel
production.

A

feature about the tree

the surface growing under these trees.

is the dense mat of roots just below
It is suspected

that careful manage-

ment of such stands may be necessary if depletion of water resources is not to
take place.

Barlow (l977) recommended

that, whilst the rigorous roof system of this

species may restrict its use in watersheds, it was a suitable species to be
included in the planting programme in reforestation areas and existing productive forests for both timber ajid firewood.

However, in view of its h i ^ water

demand and the possible damage that large scale

planting of this species

could inflict on the water resources of the island, the percentage of land
imder this species must be kept fairly low.

Acacia elata (Cedar wattle)-

A fast growing species which has been established

in a limited number- of sites, particularly in Thompson*s Wood.

This is a tree

which has a poor rooting system and there has been considerable wind throw.
Although fast growing the timber appears to have little value,
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Acacia baileyana (Baileys wattle), A. cyanophylla (Blue leaved wattle),
A. Cyclops and A pycnantha (Golden wattle) have all been introduced
with some degree

Araucaria

of success.

excelsa (Norfolk Island pine).

is not known but

The date of introduction

it is recorded that it was distributed extensively

about the Island in the period 1865-70. In view of the low seed
viability, it is probable that young trees were introduced rather
than trees grown from seed.

At the present time there are no plant-

ations of this species, but there are large isolated specimens at most
of

the older country houses where at least two specimens of these trees

are usually to be found in their grounds. The largest trees now
surviving are probably those at Mount Pleasant, although that at Rock
Rose is

said to be the largest tree on the Island.

The latter was

measured and had a girth at breast height of 5-02 m and a total hei^t of
41.5 m. (Grant (1883)» records

that at that time a Norfolk Island pine

of about 60 years old and from 21 to 25 m high stood on the lawns of Rock
Rose House.)

Trees of

this size contain a large volume of timber - the diameter at

brea,st height would be 1.6 m. Araucarua excel sa shows excellent form even
when grown on the most exposed sites, e.g. on Mount Actaeon and Cuckhold.
Height growth in youth would a,ppear to be moderately fast if one can assume
that the major whorls of branches correspond with the beginning of the annual
growth. Unfortunately no plots of trees exist, whilst the ages of individual
trees

are

not known so that grov/th data cannot be worked out.

It seems

fair to assume that the tree at Rock Rose may be about 150-200 years old.
(Grant's a.ssessment that it was planted in the 1820's would date it at about
150 years old).

On St Helena, the living tree is known to be attacked by termites.

In view

of the size of these trees it is probably a valid assumption that attack has
taken place on those specimens which have reached a. mature or over mature
state.

This would correspond with a falling off in vigour.

The wood of this

species

is soft but can serve as a general purpose timber.

Logs v±iich have

been pit sawn show a bluish hue to their timber indicating attack after
felling by a blue stain fungus.
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Barlow (l977) recommended that pure blocks of this species be planted
on reforestation areas. Because of its low seed viability, however,
vegatative

propagation may have to be used.

Callitris calcarata
pine).

Both species

(Black Cypress pine) and G. gla.uca (v/hite Cypress
were introduced in 1956,

out in a number of forests.
species at Yamejs

and have been tried

Some large specimen trees of the first

would appear to indicate an earlier date of

introduction for this species.

In general, growth is not all that

rapid but both species are termite resintant and can grow in exposed
situations.

They are also capable of producing good timber.

Barlow (l977) recommended

that more use should be made of

these

species and suggested their planting in reforestation areas and existing
production forests.

Cedrela toona (Burma cedar).

Introduced

in the late 1930's and there

are a small number of trees of this species at Scotland.

The rate of

growth has not been very fast, but this is not surprising in view of the
lower level of rainfall as compared v/ith tha.t in its natural habitat.
Cupressus macrocarpa, G. benthamii, and C. lusitanica have all been
established in plantations.

They have also been used

in windbreaks.

The longest established is C. macroca.rpa, and there is one veiy old
and many branched specimen of this species in the grouinds
Plantation.

of

These species ha,ve been tried over a variety of sites.

In some of the drier ones such as New Ground many trees of this species
have died during the present period of drought.

At Hardings there are

some fine plantations, but these have suffered from lack of thinnings
and have been subject to wind blow.

Barlow (l977) describes G. macrocarpa

and C. lusitanica as the most useful shelterbelt species and also valuable
for timber. He recommended their planting in both reforestation and
existing production forests.

A number of different EucaL yptus species have been established on the
Island.

It is unfortunate that records of establishment are not available.

The principal species appears to be Eucalyptus grandis, and there are some
large specimens of this species together with Eucalyptus camaldulensis in
Plantation.

However the age of these is uncertain, but it is believed that

some of the large ones in the valley are about 40 years old.
also been planted at Plantation.

S. globulus has

In more recent years E. paniculata.

E. cladocalyx, E. leucoxylon and E. polyanthemos ha,ve all been established.
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E. ficifolia has been used on exposed sites. There is considerable variation
in the rates

of

growth according to the rainfall at the different sites.

The greater part of these plaxitings have been either at Plantation or at Lon^
Range.

The latter is outside the constituted forest esta,te.

Considerable

anxiety has been

of Eucalyptus

expressed in

on water supplies. More should be made

for timber production, but care will have
Barlow(l977) recommended the

of these species

to be taken in site selection.

planting of E. grandis and E. maidenii in

reforestation areas and existing
taicen to

the past about the effects

production forests, though with care being

keep these species away from springs and watercourses.

recommended
percentage

that only small blocks of these
of Eucalypts kept

trial was laid down

to drought. The

species are planted and the total

fairly low. A

Eucalyptus species elimination

in Pleasent Valley in April 1977.

Grevilles robusta (Silky oak).
and has proved

This was introduced in the late 1950's

to be surprisingly resistant to
size

The form in some instances is

degree of branching.

both termite attack and

of plot established ixnder this species is not very big,

but the trees have attained a size suitable for
plantations.

It is strongly

timber in some of the older

not very good, there being some

This could prove to be a useful

timber species.

Sarlow (1977) described this species as reasonably quick growing and a good
volume producer. He recommended its planting on a wide range of sites

I

particularly at higher altitudes.

I

Pinus pinaster (Maritime pine).

This was introduced about 1714- It is now the

most widespread species on the

Island and probably occupies the largest wood-

land area. The tree is generally of shorter bole than that described by Dallinoi^
ajid Jackson (1961), top height rarely exceeding 18 m (60 ft). Diameters up to
1.1 m were recorded.

Most of the trees of timber size are, however, in the

range of diameter classes of 3O-6O cm. During the drought there has been some
dying back of pines on steep slopes at the western end

of Plantation and

near Farm Lodge. Heedle litter iinder pines is thick, but after exploitation
natural regeneration is prolific.

There has been some invasion of pasture

land by pines.
A number of other species of pines have been planted.

One of the most common

in recent years has been Pinus patula (spreading leaved pine).

In general

the form and growth of this species has been very poor, and it is evident
that the species cannot withstand exposure. Pinus insignis (P. radiata)
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I

has been planted at

Thompson's Wood but has not been successful. Pinus

kesiya has been tried at Pheasants Hollow but again appears to be a
species which cannot withstand exposure.
There are some older specimens of pines for which records are
available. These appear to include Pinus
Pinus pinea (Stone pine).

not

roxburghii, Pinus rigida and

Barlow (l977) recommended that P. pinastor,

P. ellj-otii and P. radiata be the major species planted being good
volume producers and
P. radiata in

of good form, though care would be needed with

pruning to

ensure control of its heavy branching habit.

An elimination trial containing six Pinus

species was laid down in

Pleasant Valley in April 1977.

Juniperus beimudiana (Cedar) is a slow growing species

which regenerates

naturally being spread by minah birds. There are planted specimens of
this tree including small plantation areas. The tree is resistant to
termites and produces good poles and a very fine
unfortunate

that

of flax

It is

it is so slow growing, but this is of little account

where it is naturally established.
its range

timber.

to many of the
and pasture.

At

the present time it is extending

highly eroded coastal

It can withstand

sites

and to some areas

considerable exposure, as can be

seen from the isolated clump established at the top of Flagstaff.
appears

to be a

This

species which could be used more extensively in the

reclamation of eroded coastal areas.

There are also some small areas of Juniperus virginiana (Pencil Cedar)
Podocarpus elongata (Cape
Mollis

yew) has been planted in Plantation Forest.

(I875) recorded a tree

which was then 5-5 m girth.

now appears to be 5-55 m gbh. There are many fine specimens

This tree
of this

species at Plantation, and there is profuse natural regeneration.

This

species also withstands considerable exposure as can be seen from the stand
at Took Rose.

In

youth it appears to be a shade demander, and

the most successful attempts at establishing it artificially have been in
line mixture with Acacia melanoxylon.
this species be

widely planted in

Barlow (l977) recommended that

the production forests.

Pittosporm-gm -undulatum (Spoor) has become established
the surrounding

area,

Gunninghamia sinensis
could be

and regenerates

in Plantation and

itself naturally.

Several specimens exist

made of this vigorous timber tree.

on the island and more use

It withstands exposure and is

well adapted to mist interception.

It is recommended for inclusion in the

planting of both existing and newly developing forests (Barlow, 1979» personal
0 ommuni cat i on).
YIELD
A preliminary assessment of part of the merchantable timber was carried out
by Henry in 1973.
pinaster.

The most common

species in mature woods is Pinus

The greatest concentrations of this species are at Plantation,

Francis Plain, and High Hill National Forests; it also occurs at Lloyd and
Luffkins Dedicated Forests,

at Woodlands and Browns Hill Controlled

Areas and in a large woodland area outside the constituted Forest Estate
at Farm Lodge.

Approximate estimates of the standing timber in these

woods are given in Table 75 (Henry, 1974).

In the case of Farm Lodge,

only trees larger than 40 cm dbh were assessed, whilst in the other
areas trees in excess of 30 cm dbh

were also measured.

measurements refer to overbark dimensions.

The estimated volumes for High

Hill National Forest were conservative ones.
reliable minimum estimate.

In all cases, the

The figures quoted were a

Although Table 75 includes the major concentra-

tions of this species at the time of the assessment, mature pine were to be
found in other woodlots

TABLE 75

about the island

(Henry, 1974).

Estimated standing volumes over bark of Pinus pinaster

within

the principal woodlands of this species on St Helena

Forest or aiea

Number of trees
•>30cm
>40cm

Estimated volume over bark, m |
>30cm
> 40cm
1

614

Farm Lodge

814.09

326

103

193.62

90.84

14

3

7.63

2.36

Lloyd DF

116

32

69.49

30.15

Luffkins DF

247

143

208.85

141.49

Woodlands CA

626

207

391.37

194.05

35

6

17.27

4.43

62.89

50.62

Plantation NF
Francis Plain NF

Browns Hill CA
High Hill NF

Total

1 765.21*

* Includes Farm Lodge figures for trees over 40 cm dbh
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1 328.03

In addition to Pinus pinaster there was a considerable volume of saw
log size in the more recently established plantations, particularly of
Acacia melanoxyIon(Henry,1974).

In order to obtain some indication of growth rates of the different
plantation species Henry laid out 13 sample plots within stands composed
of the principal species used on the island (Henry, 1974).

The measure-

ments derived from these plots are given in Table ^6,
Henry suggested that the variation in increment in the case of Pinus
pinaster

was a reflection of climatic factors on the different plots.

The largest volume producer is undoubtedly the Eucalyptus grandis Sample
Plot 12.

It was sited in a particularly favourable situation in a valley

bottom with moisture probably available throughout the year.

This plot

cannot be considered typical of the growth potential of all sites at the upper
end of Bellstone National Forest, but the measurements are an indication
of the growth which might be possible by this species if grown in pure stands
on selected sites in the western part of this forest.

Henry was of the opinion that the growth of Podocarpus elongata represented
in Sample Plot- 6 was that which would be attained on a particularly favourable
site.

This species appeared to have considerable potential given good site

conditions and a relatively long rotation.

The growth rates attained by Juniperus bermudiana and Callitris glanca
were relatively poor.

The sites were reasonably good ones, but in both

cases the productivity of the stands could probably have been improved.
The observed growth of J. bermudiana on good sites in Plantation Forest
was good (Henry, L974).

Estimates of the rotation length for the main species grown on the island
(see Table 77) have been derived from Henry (1974).

FOREST PROTECTION

Insects

The accidental introduction of two species of termites apparently during
the 19th cent\iry (see Part 5 , Fauna) has resulted in considerable . •
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TABLE 76

Sample plot data (after Henry, 1974)
<

Sample
^lot no

Species

Location

-•-.•

.

Altitude Size
m
ha

1
Age Trees/Basal area Volume
0verbark
years
ha
m2/ha
m^/ha

Periodic mean annual increment
Basal area
2
m /ha

Volume
m /ha

4

Pinus pinaster

Barren Hill
DF

550

0.06

18

1 267

17.24

31.93

0.958

1.77

I

Pinus pinaster

Saddle NF

620

0.05

18

940

23.34

83.44

1.35

4.64

5

Pinus pinaster

Saddle NF

620

0.08

17

1 112

23.33

73.47

1.37

4.32

8

Pinus pinaster

Head 0'
Wain NF

640

0.06

16

2 200

48.44

166.35

3.027

2

Acacia melanoxylon

Prospect NF

530

0.08

17

1 400

23.75

103.45

1.40

6.09

3

Acacia melanoxylon

Rural
Retreat CA

500

0.05

18

940

18.098

77.26

1.005

4.29

6

Podocarpus elongata

Scotland

510

0.0545

31

1 505

39.242

263.30

1.266

8.,49

7

Cupressus macrocarpa Plantation NF 540

0.08

26

800

26.709

115.15

1.344

5.57

9

Callitris glauca

Plantation NF 520

0.06

15

1 550

16.08

24.15

1.072

1.6,1

10

Juniperus bermudiana Plantation NF 520

0.04

31

1 475

17.35

42.48

0.560

1.37

11

Eucalyptus grandis

Plantation NF 540

0.08

19

937

12

Eucalyptus grandis

Plantation NF 520

0.056

38

500

13

Eucalyptus grandis

Bellstone NF

0.1102

16

372

550

38.045
110.43
11.773

10.40

2.00

10.58

1 296.89

2.906

34.13

90.74

0.736

5.67

201.02

TABLE YY

Estimated rotation length for various species grown on
St Helena
Estimated rotation length in years

Species
Fuel
Acacia melanoxylon

Timber

12

30

60-70

Callitris spp.

Cunninghamia sinensis
30-35

and Araucaria excelsa

30

Cupressus spp-

Eucalyptus spp.

10

25

40

Grevillea spp.

Pinus pinaster and
35

P. elliotii

Podocarpus elongata

60-70

damage to buildings and has posed a major problem in forest development.
Although attempts have been made to restrict the spread of the termites
over the island it appears that both species are now fairly widespread
(Wallace, 1960).

As these pests penetrated the central uplands it

rapidly became evident that certain species of living trees were susceptible
to their attack.

In the 1953 Annual Report of the Agricultural and Foresty

Department, Acacia decurrens and A. mearnsii (black and green wattles) are
recorded as being very susceptible and the planting of these species had
discontinued.

Quercus robur (common oak) was also very susceptible.

Living trees of Cupressus spp. and Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine)
were susceptible, living trees being hollowed out while still standing.
Less susceptible species included Acacia melanoxylon, although there is
some heartwood attack in the living standing tree in
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this species.

Resistant species included Quercus suber (cork oak), Grevillea robusta,
Cunninghamia sinensis, and Acacia elata. Callitris spp. are also resistant
as are many of the Eucalyptus spp.

The 1958 Annual Report records that

Eucalyptus redunca, E. rostrata, E. crebra, E. resinifera, E.paniculata,and
E. acmenioides are considered to be termite resistant, whilst other termite
resistant species include Syncarpia lorifolia and Tristania conferta.
Wallace (1960) found that hollowed trunks occured in Quercus robur,
Araucaria excelsa, Juniperus bermudiana and pines of advanced age.

It

seems likely that some of this damage was to trees of mature and overmature status when the vigour of the plants would be reduced (Henry, 1974).
There was also termite infestation on the bark of Eucalyptus saligna but
not in the wood.

Henry (1974) reported that during the past 2

years there had been deaths

amongst mature and young pines from some unknown cause.

Termites were

thought to be at least partly responsible .

Preservative treatments for wood have been suggested in the past but dip
treatments or the -brushing on of preservatives have been found to be fairly
ineffective (Henry, 1974).

Henry pointed out that the most satisfactory

method of preserving timbers from termite attack is by pressure impregnation with a suitable preservative.

He consequently recommended that

a Hickson Compact impregnation plant using Tanalith preservative should
be purchased.

This piece of equipment was acquired and brought into

operation in January 1977.

In the survey of St Helena's insects and mites carried out by
Wallace

(1950) it was found

- ,

that Gonipterus scutellatus (Eucalyptus

snout-beetle), in both its larvae and adult stages, heavily damaged some
of the species of Eucalyptus growing on the island.

As a control measure

Anophoidea nitens (a Mymarid wasp) was introduced in March 1958.

Successful

biological control of the pest was achieved by this means (Simmonds, 1973) .

Wallace (1960) also records the following insect species as attacking certain
trees in St Helena (Table 78 ).
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TABLE 78

List of insect species attacking trees in St Helena

Insect pest

Host tree
Acacia longifolia

Pantomorus godmani

A. melanoxylon

M

II

Eucalyptus spp.

II

It

II

It

Toxoptera aurantii

Quercus robur

Myzocallis castanicola

Jacaranda mimosaefolia

Saissetia nigra

Damage etc.
Leaf feeder
II

II

II

It

Aphid attack
II

It

Black scale

Schinus sp.

II

II

It

It

Melia azedarach

If

If

II

II

Ficus sp.

II

11

II

It

Acacia baileyana

Icerya purchasi

Cottony cushion scale

A. elata

II

II

It

II

II

Psoralea pinnata

II

II

It

It

II

Ligustrum sp.

Chrysomphalus pinnulifer

Scale insect attack

Apart from the termite problem it may be said that St Helena is remarkably
free of insect pests. Recently (1979) however, a new forest pest has
appeared, a weevil Sciobius tottus, which has inflicted serious damage on
young pine plantations.

This insect has not been previously recorded on

the island and its recent appearance underlines the need for strict quarantine control measures to be effectively enforced.

Large animals

The island rabbit, Oryotolagus cuniculus huxleyi, does some damage to young
trees in new plantation but as a general rule fencing is not considered to be
economic at the present population levels (Barlow, 1977).

In some areas

with high rabbit populations, however, fencing might be worthwhile.

Donkeys, goats and sheep cause some damage, particularly to Acacia longifolia,
in areas where they are illegally let out into the forests.

Three-strand

barbed or plain wire fences have been erected in difficult areas (though these
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are unlikely to deter goats) and a tranquiliser dart rifle was acquired
in 1978 in order to catch and impound stray animals.
The main damaging effects of humans is the illegal cutting of firewood
and goat feed.

Forest Guards carry out a constant surveillance of the

constituted forest areas in order to keep such activities to a minimxom.

Fire
There have been few serious fires on forest or 'flax-land' in recent
years.However, the extensive 'flax' clearing operations now underway
substantially increase the risk since strips of dead 'flax' are inflammable and young plantations are notoriously susceptible to fire.
Adequate forest tracks are essential for the effective control of fires
but during the earlier phase (1950s) of forest establishment little or
no attention was paid to the provision of access tracks.

The present

reforestation programme incorporates a road network and some proposals
have also been made to improve access into the existing forests. In
the dry season and in times of drought there is a need for extra care
and surveillance and facilities with which to fight fires should be available
at all times.

Shelterbelts

As can be seen from the available climatic data (see Part 4) strong winds a^re
a constraining

factor throughout

the year.

High winds can mean soil

erosion in areas under cultivation or areas which have been bared of vegetation.

This is particularly the case where there is a strongly marked

dry period.

Constant winds passing over bare ground result in higher

evaporation, whilst winds passing over vegetation result in higher transpiration rates.

The end result is a reduction in soil moisture.

The

calmer the air conditions the less the evaporation and transpiration,
whilst there is also a greater possibility of dew and fog precipitation.

The value of trees as a windbreak was recognised early in the history
of settlement on the island.

In 1716 there was a proposal made to

plant trees in the vicinity of Alarm House as 'twould tend greatly to make
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the valley (i.e. James Valley) as healthy and fruitfull as formerly
Those who best remember this place say that the fine Lymon and other
fruit trees that used to grow in such abundance in this valley throve till
after the cutting away of the wood on this ridge and it is a sort of
demonstration that Mr Powell whose house stood on the ridge exposed to
bleak wind and rain, people used by way of derision to call it the stark
naked house, yet Mr Powell being obliged by a most useful law made in
Governor Roberts' time to plant part of that land with wood since that
wood has grown up everything under the shelter of that wood has flourished
and he now has plenty of Lymons' ( Janisch,1885),See also Part 4,Vegetation ,

Shelterbelts can considerably reduce the movement of air in close contact
with the ground in the immediate neighbourhood of the belt.

Caborn (1957) ,

in a study on shelterbelts and microclimate, summarised the effect

of a

shelterbelt as resulting in a sheltered zone to leeward of the belt extending up to approimately 30 times the height of the belt.
tion is taken as criterion

If a 20% wind reduc-

of useful shelter, then this may be said to extend

up to 15 or 20 times the height of the belt.

There is also a reduction in

wind velocity near the ground on the windward side of the belt.
some effect up to 7 times the height of

This has

the belt, although the major

is confined to an area within 1 or 2 times the height of the belt.

effect

With

regard to the effect of shelterbelts on agricultural yields, although

there

is a loss in crop production immediately to the leeward of the shelterbelt,
there is an overall increase in production within the sheltered zone (see also
Henry, 1974) ,

Humphrey recognised the value of shelterbelts (Humphrey, 1957) and windbreaks
were planted on Longwood Farm.
removed (Henry, 1974)•

Unfortunately, some of these were subsequently

Henry recommended the establishment of more

shelterbelts in exposed agricultural areas, specifically at Longwood, Botleys
Ley ,

Man and Horse, Old Woman's Valley and Lemon Valley.

Some work on

improving and enlarging shelterbelts at Longwood Farm has since been carried
out and a plan for further improvements drawn up (Barlow,1977).

Recommen-

dations have also been made by the Forestry Officer for planting shelterbelts
on pasture lands at Broad Bottom, Botleys Ley, Thompson's Wood and West Lodge.
The species most resistant to exposure is Cuppressus macrocarpa but other
species including

Callitris glauca. Eucalyptus grandis. Acacia spp. and

Pittosporum undulat\im are also suitable.
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TREE FODKEEf CHOPS

Three species of trees growing on

the island are widely used as fodder for

animals, Acacia longifolia and Pittosporum undulatum for goats and Erythrina
spp. for cattle.

Henry (1974) recommended various other species which could

also be used as fodder species.

In 1976, a trial planting of Pittosporum undulatum was carried out at Bottom
Woods (Longwood) with the dual purpose of providing fodder by cyclical cutting
and shelter for adjacent farmland.
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